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Abstract

The bending of light due to atmospheric refraction is the cause of some very
interesting mirage phenomena. A computer graphics program which can produce

images of real or imaginary environments exhibiting mirage phenomena is
presented. An environment is modelled as a three-dimensional scene containing
groups of objects represented by geometric shapes. Bent rays of light are traced

backwards from an obseruer's eye into the scene to determine which objects are

visible in a generated image. The curved path of a ray is calculated by a
three-dimensional mirage model. The model is a simple extension to an existing

two-dimensional mirage model. lmages of previously studied mirage phenomena

are produced. The generated images are used to create an animated sequence
of an aircraft landing.
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I lntroduction

In a natural environment certain atmospheric conditions can cause severe
optical distortions due to atmospheric refraction. These optical distortions are
commonly known as mirages. This thesis will present a computer program
capable of producing visually realistic mirage phenomena in the form of color
images. As presented the program is intended to be used as a software tool to
aid in the study of mirage phenomena, however, the techniques presented may

also be applicable to the field of computer graphics.

Previous research has led to the ímplementation of a computer program which
will accurately simulate mirages on a two dimensional vertical plane [1,2]. To
develop a better understanding of mirage phenomena it is desirable to extend
the model to three dimensions so that comparisons with real mirages can be
made. A previous effort has been made to illustrate three dimensional mirages
by non-uniformly mapping an object space into an image space and then
displaying the results in the form of wire frame images [3]. Unfortunately wire
frame images tend to be cluttered and depth information is often ambiguous. An

image of a simulated mirage can show object distortions that are not at all
intuitive and to someone not knowing what to look for it is hard to determine
exactly what is being represented. To allow qualitive comparisons to be made
between photographs of real mirages and their corresponding synthesized
images it would be helpful if a simulation program could reproduce much of the
detail contained in the original photographs.

A major goal in this thesis is to improve upon the visual realism of simulated
mirage images by making use of rendering techniques widely used within the
field of computer graphics. The use of an illumination model to shade textured
surfaces with specified properties and the reproduction of shadows cast by one
object onto another can provide more detail in a synthesized image enhancing
the perceived sense of depth.

The presented program implements a computer graphics technique known as
ray tracing which can be used to effectively simulate the physical properties of
light and its interaction with surfaces in an environment. Light from a source may
follow a very complex path before reaching our eyes. The light may be reflected
many times and may pass through one or more transmitting media. Ray tracing
can account for any changes that may occur in the color and path geometry of
light as it is reflected or refracted at an object's surface.

To simplify a traditional ray tracing implementation it is common to ignore most
physical properties of air and the effects they may have on the propagation of



light. Light is always assumed to follow a straight path through the atmosphere.

Light rays do not always follow a straight line and under certain conditions can

bend abruptly even over short distances, as is the case with mirages. To account

for atmospheric refraction while ray tracing, a three dimensional extension to the

model presented in [1] has been implemented. lt is important that the model's

functionality has remained completely unchanged so that known results may be

reproduced using parameters identical to those previousily tested with the two

dimensional model. To simplify the program and to reduce image generation

times all objects within the environment are assumed to be opaque. This

eliminates the need to simulate the refraction of light through transparent objects-

The program will be used to create images using data from previously studied

mirage phenomena.

Chapter 2 provides a brief overview of the two dimensional mirage model and

discusses some of the possible image distortions that may occur as a result of

atmospheric refraction. Chapter 3 briefly describes ray tracing as it is used in

computer graphics. The chapter will cover the ray tracing algorithm, viewing
geometry, ray-object intersections, illumination, shading, texturing and object
transformations. Chapter 4 explains how the two dimensional mirage model has

been extended to three dimensions so that it may be used to account for
atmospheric refraction while ray tracing. The chapter also discusses ray-object

intersections with curved light rays. Chapter 5 discusses software and hardware

implementation. Chapter 6 illustrates sample images produced by the program'

Chapter 7 serves as a user manual for the program. The chapter discusses
program execution and the command line options that may be specified- The

chaþter also explains a scene description language that is used to model the

environment and specify any other required program data. A brief conclusion is

presented at the end of this thesis.
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2 Mirage Ray Tracing in Two Dimensions

An accurate two dimensional model for optical ray tracing in the surface layer
of a refracting atmosphere has been previously developed and presented in

[1,3]. The underlying theory of atmospheric refraction is also discussed in [3].
This section will briefly summarize the model.

2.1 Ray Curvature

Nearly horizontal light rays follow paths whose vertical curvature rc depends on
the atmospheric density p (a function of elevation z). The curvature of a ray is
given by

rc=-{sin0 /n} dq/dz (2.1)

where 0 is the angle between the ray and the vertical, q is the refractive index of
air and the sign is such that positive curvature implies a ray concave towards the
earth. The refractive index is expressed as a function of temperature using the
relation

n-1+ep=1+(eF plT) (2.2)

where p is density, p is pressure, T is absolute temperature and e, p are
constants (226 x 10€ and 3.48 x 10 -3 respectively).

Upon substitution of equation (2.1) into (2.2) and using the hydrostatic equation
dp I dz = -g p, the curvature is expressed as

ç= {dT I dz +F g }e pp sin 0 I qTz

where g is acceleration due to gravity.

(2-3)

The atmosphere is modelled by a small, finite number of concentric spherical
layers or shells with each layer boundary considered to be an isothermal surface.
The atmosphere is assumed laterally homogeneous over the small ranges of
interest so that ray calculations may be confined to a two dimensional plane. The
light rays considered are nearly horizontal making small angles with the layer
boundaries. lt is assumed that a vertical temperature distribution is known,
represented by a piecewise-linear function containing a discrete set of elevation,
temperature pairs. Within alayer the temperature gradient is assumed constant.



lf the temperature within a layer varies linearly, then it may be replaced by an

average temperature with minimal error. With the layer temperature constant, the
quantities p, 11 and sin 0 may be considered constant. With these approximations

and the above assumptions the ray curvature rc as expressed by (2.3) is
considered constant within a layer.

2.2 Atmospheric Model

The circular arcs representing the earth, ray and layer boundaries are all

replaced by parabolic arcs as shown in f igure 2.1. All layer boundaries are
approximated by vertically displaced parabolas. The equation of a ray expressed
as a parabolic arc, at a horizontal distance x from an initial elevation zo is

z=-(rc"nl 2) x2 +x tanQo+zo (2 .4)

where Qo is the initial trajectory angle the ray makes with the horizontal and rc",,

is the effective ray curvature in each layer. The effective ray curvature accounts
for the curvature of the earth allowing it to modelled as a flat surface:

K"f = Kr"y - Kearth

Since the only rays of interest are those which reach an observer's eye, light
rays are traced backwards away from an observer. Note that this is in the reverse

direction to which light actually travels. Given that light enters our eyes, it may

seem more natural to follow a ray's path from a source of light determining where
it ends up. In practice this is not very efficient since a large number of rays would

have to be considered with only a small number eventually reaching an
observer's eye.

The path aray takes through the layered atmosphere is found by incrementally
stepping along the horizontal direction testing for ray intersections with layer
boundaries. Since the atmosphere is assumed laterally homogeneous over the
entire range of interest, the same temperature profile is used at each step (this

allows the effective ray curvature and density of each layer to be pre-calculated).
lÍ a ray intersects a layer at a distance d, then a new coordinate system is
established with the new origin taken to be d (This assumes very small ray
curvatures). Within the shifted coordinate system a new ray trajectory is
determined (ray slopes are continuous across layer boundaries [13]) and a
different parabolic arc is traced as shown in figure 2.2.The path is followed until

one of the following terminating conditions occur: a ray propagates upwards past

the highest layer, a ray propagates downwards below the lowest layer, a ray hits

the ground or a maximum distance has been reached. The complete ray path is



Figure 2.1 Coordinate system of parabolic ray
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x

x'

Figure 2.2 Change of coordinate system at layer boundary
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broken up into many non-uniformly spaced intervals, each containing its own
parabolic arc segment. Each parabolic ray segment is defined within the range

spanning its two corresponding layer intersections. The first segment would be

defined between the observer and the first layer intersected-

2.3 Effects of Atmospheric Refraction

As a ray propagates through the temperature layers it may bend upwards or

downwards. In a temperature inversion, where a warmer less dense layer is

positioned above a colder layer there will be a gradual change in refractive
indices across the layer boundary. Light will tend to bend towards the colder
region where the refractive index is higher. Since our eyes perceive incoming
light to be in a straight line, an object will appear to be displaced vertically
upwards as shown if figure 2.3. The apparent height h of an object, placed a
distance d from an observer at an elevation e, is given by

h=ê+d tan$

where Q is the ray's trajectory angle from the eye. This is illustrated in figure 2.4.

lf a colder layer is positioned above a warmer layer then light will tend to bend

upwards with the apparent height of an object displaced vertically downwards.

The amount of vertical displacement is dependent on the temperature gradient

of the temperature profile. lf the temperature varies linearly with elevation then an

object will apppear to be displaced uniformly, either upwards or downwards
vertically. lf the temperature varys nonuniformly with elevation then an object will

appear to be either stretched or compressed vertically. Severe object distortion
may be apparent for highly irregular refraction due to irregularities in a
temperature profile. The resulting curvature of some rays may be large enough
that rays may bend either upwards or downwards crossing other rays in which
case an object will appear inverted. This is especially evident in thermoclines
where abrupt changes in temperature occur over small changes in elevation. lf a
thermocline is positioned slightly above the elevation of an observer's eye then
overlapping multiple distortions may possibly occur with an object appearing to
be vertically displaced, inverted and stretched all at the same time.

The temperature profile, the elevation of the observer, the elevation of the
object and the distance of the observer from that object all influence the amount
and type of object distortion perceived.

7



Figure 2.3 An object appearing vertically displaced upwards
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Figure 2.4 Calculating the vertical displacement of an object
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3 Ray Tracing in Gomputer Graphics

One of the main goals in computer graphics is the production of visually
realistic synthesized images. Although the term "visually realistic" has a rather
broad meaning, in thís context we desire to be capable of producing images
"real" enough, so that some qualitative comparisons between a photograph of
the environment being graphically recreated and its synthesized image can be
made.

Within the computer graphics literature there are many methods available to
synthesize photo-realistic images. No single method could be considered the
"best" as they all have their own advantanges and disadvantages with one
method possibly being more suited to a particular application than another. One
of the more popular methods is ray tracing, which effectively simulates light
propagation within an environment using basic principles of geometric optics,
This method has been chosen due to the algorithm's simplicity and its similarity
to mirage ray tracing.

Ray tracing simulates the propagation of light through an environment by
tracing light rays through a scene to determine how they interact with
mathematically modelled entities. The scene is a three dimensional, geometric
representation of the environment consisting of groups of objects which
represent the shapes of physical entities. ln a natural environment we may be
interested in modelling entities such as building structures, trees, rock formations
or bodies of water for example. In general objects may be either opaque or
transparent however opaque objects are only of interest therefore discussions
regarding the interaction of light with transparent objects will not be made (a
body of water may be modelled as an opaque object with a highly specular
surface if viewed from a distance). Objects are positioned within the scene in
such a way as to reflect the spatial arrangement of the entities being modelled.
Objects are described by three dimensional shapes such as polygonal structures
or quadrics. Associated with each object is a set of attributes describing its
surface appearance such as color and depending on the amount of surface detail
that is to be represented, other attributes such as material properties and texture
may be specified.

Object attributes are used in conjunction with an illumination or lighting model
for the scene which defines how object surfaces are to be shaded as they are
illuminated by light sources. A light source is commonly modelled as an invisible
point in space which radiates uniformly in all directions. A light source may also
be a single point placed infinitely far away radiating uniformly ín a single
direction. Lights may or may not be visible in the environment. For example, in a

10



natural scene the main source of illumination is the sun which, if positioned high

enough in the sky, does not fall within our field of view. lf a light is visible, then it

will also be represented by a three dimensional shape and will have attributes
describing how it should appear. There are many factors which may be

considered when attempting to represent the illumination of real entities in a
natural environment. For example, if the sky is fairly overcast then the majority of

illumination will be of a diffuse nature due to the scattering of sun light by cloud
particles. On a clear day the environment will appear much more bright as it is
illuminated by direct sunlight. Other factors such as a snow covered ground may

be accounted for. A natural environment would appear much brighter as the

sun's rays are scattered off the snow indirectly illuminating physical entities.

In natural environments light propagation is also affected by precipitation, haze

or temperature. The scene may also be structured to model such atmospheric
conditions.

This chapter discusses most of the techniques used within the program to
produce a final image. The chapter will describe the ray tracing algorithm,
viewing geometry, ray-object intersections, illumination and shading, texturing
and geometric transformations.

3.1 Ray Tracing Algorithm

This section will give a brief overview of the ray tracing algorithm as applicable

to a scene containing opaque objects only. More complete discussions of the ray

tracing algorithm and its use in rendering a scene containing both opaque and

transparent objects may be found elsewhere [4,5,ô,10].

Note on Notation

In this section and all subsequent sections dealing with three dimensional
geometry, points will be represented by uppercase letters in italics and vectors
will be represented by uppercase letters in bold. A dot'.' is used to represent the

vector dot product and a'x' is used to represent the vector cross product.

The scene is viewed from a point in space out through an imaginary window

contained within a viewplane. The view point represents an observer's eye and

the window represents the image that will be synthesized. As with mirage ray

tracing we are only interested in those rays that reach our eyes, therefore light
rays are traced backwards from the observer's eye out through the window into

the scene as shown in figure 3.1.

11
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Figure 3.1 Observer looking out through a window into the scene
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Since the window represents an image, it may be thought of as a rectangular
grid of squares where each square corresponds to a certain pixel location within
the image. For each pixelwithin the window, an "eye" ray V is shot from the view
point O, through that pixel's center and out into the scene as shown in figure 3.2.
Once the ray is sent out into the scene, ray-object intersection tests are
performed to determine the nearest object hit by the ray, if any. The nearest
object will be the one whose intersection point P is closest to the observer's
viewpoint. Thus in figure 3.2 , the ray V has intersected both sphere 1 and
polygon 1, however point P, is closer therefore sphere 1 is visible to the
observer. At the point of intersection an illumination model is applied to
determine the contribution to the object's surface color from indirect or ambient
lighting and direct contributions from all light sources in the scene. When
calculating the direct contribution from a light source an object's surface may be

shadowed by another object. Shadows may be detected by sending a shadow or
illumination ray L from the surface intersection point towards a light performing
additional ray-object intersection tests. lf the shadow ray does not hit any other
object then the contribution to the surface color from that light source is
calculated. This is also illustrated in figure 3.2 where shadow rays L, and L, are
sent out towards lights 1 and 2 respectively. No objects lie within the path of L,

therefore P, is illuminated by lightl. The shadow ray directed towards light 2
however hits sphere 2 therefore any possible contribution from light 2 is ignored.

At the point of intersection an additional reflected ray may be generated if the
object's surface is specularly reflective. A reflected ray will be sent in a direction
R given by

R=V-2N(V.N) (3.1)

where V is the incident ray and N represents an object's surface normal at the
point of intersection. This reflected ray is in turn traced to determine a reflected
color. Figure 3.3 shows the geometry that is considered at each intersection
point.

The ray tracing algorithm is inherently recursive in that each reflected ray may
hit another object which can also generate additional shadow and reflected rays
at its intersection point as shown in figure 3.4. These additional rays form what is
commonly called a "ray tree" as shown in figure 3.5. Each node in the tree
represents a ray-object intersection. A horizontal branch represents a shadow
ray and the downward branch represents a reflected ray. A downward branch in

the tree is terminated when either a reflected ray does not hit any other object
within the scene or when some predetermined depth has been reached, in which
case the ray is assigned a specified background or ambient color. lf an
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Figure 3.2 Light ray shot through an image pixel into the scene
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Figure 3.3 Geometry at ray-surface intersection point
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Figure 3.4 Ray propagation through a scene
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intersected object has a completely diffuse surface then a reflected ray will not be

generated and the tree will be terminated at that node.

The final color of the object's surface at the highest node of the tree, that is the

object visible to the observer, is determined by passing the colors of object
surfaces from the bottom up. Assuming that the object at the bottom of the tree

has a diffuse surface its final color will only be due to contributions from indirect

and direct lighting. This color is passed up to the next object as its reflected
color. At this point an illumination model is used to determine how the reflected

color should contribute to the object's appearance. The final color of this object's

surface will be a combination of the colors calculated by both indirect and direct

lighting as well as the reflected color. The tree is traversed upwards until the final

color at the initial intersection point has been determined-

Figure 3.6 shows a flowchart of the ray tracing algorithm as presented.

3.2 Viewing Geometry

Before light rays may be traced through a scene their origin and initial direction

must be known. This section will discuss the viewing geometry that is used to

determine what area of the scene is to be rendered.

The observer is assumed to be looking through a pin-hole camera with a
limited field of view as shown in figure 3.7. The observer's viewpoint O is
positioned at the apex of a rectangular viewing pyramid or frustrum whose axis

lies along the observer's viewing direction. The frustrum defines a three
dimensional volume which contains all the visible objects within the scene. The

frustrum cuts through a viewplane whose normal VPN is aligned with the
observer's viewing direction. The intersection of the frustrum with the viewplane

forms a rectangular viewport of unit height and width centered at a view
reference point VRP as shown in figure 3.8. The distance between the viewpoint

and the view reference point measured along the viewing direction is called the

view distance Vd. lt determines the amount of perspective that will be seen in the

final image. The view distance is determined by the frustrum angle, p commonly
referred to as the observer's field of view. Varying the field of view simulates a

telephoto lens. Small angles (large view distances ) will give the effect of

zooming in on far away objects making them appear larger and limiting the
extent of what is visible within the scene. Larger field of view angles (small view

distances ) produce a wide angle lens effect allowing more of the scene to be

visible with objects appearing smaller. The observer's position, view direction and

field of view provide enough information to determine where the viewport is
located within the scene.
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Figure 3.7 The viewing pyramid
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Figure 3.8 View geometry
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To determine the viewplane's orientation about the view direction one needs
to first establish a general UP direction. Once a general UP direction is known a
left handed coordinate system may be formed consisting of the viewplane normal
VPN, a vector VUP lying within the viewplane and a vector VR representing the
observer's right, also lying within the viewplane. The orientation of the viewplane
will affect the way the scene appears as the observer looks out through the
viewport. The effect produced is similar to what one would see looking out of an
airplane as it banks left or right.

To set up the viewing geometry the program requires the observer's position
within the scene, the point at which the observer is looking, the desired field of
view and a camera tilt ( amount to rotate the viewplane clockwise about the
viewing diection ). Given that the observer is at a position O, looking at a target
point I, the viewplane normal VPN is given by

vPN = (T- O) | T- Ol

The general UP direction is arbitrarily set to be aligned wíth the positive Z axis
in normalized form. lf a tilt angle is specified then the UP vector is first rotated
about the vector VPN. Once the UP vector is established the unit vectors VR and
VUP are determined as follows:

VR=VPNxUP

VUP=VRxVPN

lf the VPN vector happens to be aligned with either the positive or negative Z
axis ( the observer is either looking straight up or straight down ) then the UP
vector ís arbitrarily set to either the positive or negative X axis so that the vector
VR may still be calculated. The vectors VPN, VR and VUP determine the
orientation of the viewport.

The location of the viewport's center VRP within the scene may be calculated
from the field of view angle F (assumed to be expressed in degrees). The
distance Vd between the viewplane and the observer along the direction VPN is
first determined by

Vd = 0.5 cot( 0.5 þ n I 180.0 )

and is then used to calculate the view reference point VRP given by

VRP= O+Vd VPN
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Once the viewport has been located a two dimensional uv coordinate system
may be established to map physical display coordinates into three dimensional
points within the scene. The u coordinates run horizontally and the v coordinates
run vertically. The bottom left hand corner of the viewport is given by the point
(0,0) and the top right hand corner is represented by the point (1,1). lf a display
screen is 320 pixels wide by 200 pixels high, any display pixel (x,y) would map to
the viewport coordinates ( x/319, y|199 ). For any pixel (x,y) its corresponding
three dimensional point Pwithin the scene will be determined by

P=VRP+(2u-1) VR +(2v -1) VUP

lf the origin of the display screen is considered to be in the upper left hand
corner then the point P is given by

P= VRP + (2u- 1) VR + ( 1 -2v) VUP

Once a pixel's location within the scene is known, the initial ray direction D is
given by

D=(P-O)|P-Ol

3.3 Ray-Object Intersections

In order to determine what is visible within the scene, intersection tests must be
performed to determine whether or not the projected light rays hit any objects. A
large portion of the time spent generating images is due to ray-object intersection
tests; therefore there is a great deal of literature on this subject [4,5]. Since
speed optimization was not a major concern the intersection algorithms used are
very basic. This section will discuss the methods implemented.

3.3.1 What is an Object

Up to this point objects have been described fairly abstractly with some
mention that they represent a physical element in the modelled environment. As
implemented in the program an object is a collection of simple geometric
primitives arranged in some user defined manner so as to form a more complex
structure. The program makes use of the following simple geometric shapes:
plane, triangle, rectangle and sphere. Chapter 7 discusses how these primitives
may be used to create more complex shapes.
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3.3.2 What Object is Hit

Any point along a ray with origin Oand normalized direction D may be
expressed in the parametric form:

r(t)=O+tD (3.2)

where t is the distance of the point from the ray's origin. All of the following
intersection tests substitute this ray equation into a primitive's defining equation
to solve for a value of t. lf a solution does not exist then the primitive is not hit. lf t
is negative then the intersection point lies behind the observer in which case it is
ignored. All positive values of t are tested against a current tn"", which represents
the closest hit thus Íar. 1l the value of t for any primitive intersection is less than
tn".,., then that primitive is remembered and the value of tn"", is reassigned the
value t.

To determine the "best" t, each object within the scene is considered. For every
object, each of its primitives is tested on an individual basis.

3.3.3 Sphere lntersection

A sphere is defined by an origin P and a radius r as shown in figure 3.9. The
geometry of the problem as viewed on the plane containing the sphere's center is
shown in figure 3.10 where the distance t to the intersection point /is being
determined. From the figure one may obserue the following:

v=R"D

12=d2+h2

and

d2=l R l, -v2= R. R-(R. D)t

where

R=P-O
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Figure 3.9 Sphere primitive
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Figure 3.10 Geometry of ray-sphere intersection test

3"
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The value of t is then given by

t=V-h

=D'R-h

=D.R +/- (rr-d2)1t2

= D o R +/- ( r'- R. R+(R. Ð)z¡trz

=â,+l-b

lf the discriminant under the square root is less than 0 then a solution does not
exist and the sphere in question is not intersected by the ray. lf the discriminant
equals 0 then the ray grazes the sphere in which case it is also rejected;
otherwise the complete expression is evaluated to obtain two values of t as
follows:

t.=â-b

L=a+b

lf t, is less than or equal to zero then the intersection point is behind the origin
and is rejected. lf t, is greater than zero then we may determine whether the ray
is entering or exiting the sphere. lf t, is greater than 0 then the ray is entering the
sphere ât t = t, otherwise the ray is exiting the sphere at t = tz. lf the value of t is
less than the current value of tn"", then the sphere in question is considered the
closest primitive hit thus far and tn"", is reassigned the value of t. At the point of
intersection the sphere's surface normal is given by l- P.

3.3.4 Planar lntersections

Each of the plane, triangle and rectangle primitives share a common
intersection test as they all require a defining plane. Both the triangle and
rectangle will require further consideration however this test is always applied
first. Each of these primitives is defined by a point P lying within a plane whose
normal N is given by

N=UxV

as shown in figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11 Geometry of ray-plane intersection test
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For any point I on the plane the quantity / . N is constant. The implicit
representation of a plane and is given by

N./+d=0 (3.3)

By substituting the parametric representat¡on of the ray (3.2) into (3.3) the
following expression is obtained at the point of intersection:

N.(O+tD)+d =0

The parameter t may then be determined as follows:

t=-(d+N.O )/N.D

=-(N.P+N.O)lN.D

= N.(P-O)/N.D (3.4)

lf the ray lies within the defining plane, that is, if N . D = 0, then the primitive is
rejected. lf t is negative then the intersection point is behind the ray's origin and
the primitive is rejected. A positive value of of t is compared against tn"., to
determine if it is the smallest value found thus far. lf the value of t is not less than
tn"", then no further tests are performed and the primitive is rejected. lf t is less
than tn"",., and the primitive in question is a plane, then the plane is considered the
closest primitive hit thus far. lf the primitive is either a tríangle or a rectangle then
additional tests are required to determine whether or not the intersection point is
contained within the primitive's interior.

3.3.5 Triangle Intersection

Given that the ray has intersected the plane containing a triangle at a "best"
distance t along D, it still has to be determined whether or not the intersection
point / lies within that triangle's interior. The geometry of the problem is shown in
figure 3.12. Any point / within the triangle is given by

l=P+uU+vV (3.5)

for u { 0 ..1 } and v { 0 ..1 } and u + v (= 1. Atthe pointof intersection with the
ray, equation (3.2) is substituted into (3.5) to obtain

O+tD=P+uU+vV
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Figure 3.12 Geometry of ray-triangle intersection test
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The vector equation (3.6) represents three simultaneous equations (x, y and z
components) with three unknown values. The quantities t, u and v are
determined as follows:

t=R' (U xV)/D' N= R' N/D' N

which can be expressed as

tD-uU-vV--P-O=R

u=-D'(RxV)/D'N

V=-D'(UxR)/D'N

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

The calculation of t is not performed here as it was previously determined in the
ray-plane intersection test, equation (3.4).

lf the intersection point / is within the interior of the triangle then the quantities u

and v must be in the range { 0..1 } and their sum must be less than or equal to 1.

lf the conditions for u and v are met then the intersection point lies within the
triangle's interior and the primitive is considered the closest hit thus far ( we
already know it is the closest as a result of the preceding plane test ).

3.3.6 Rectangle Intersection

Given that the ray has intersected the plane containing a rectangle at
a"best"distance t along D, it still has to be determined whether or not the
intersection point / lies within that rectangle's interior. Any point / within the
rectangle is given by

l=P+uU+vV

for u { 0 ..1 } and v { 0 ..1 }. The required test is similar to that of the triangle the
only difference being that the sum of u and v must be less than or equal to 2. lt is
sufficient to just check the values of u and v to make sure both quantities are in
the range { 0..1 }. lf the two values are in range, then the intersection point lies
within the rectangle's interior and the primitive is considered the closest hit thus
lar.
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3.4 lllumination and Shading

Once an object is intersected its surface appearance at that point is determined
by a shading model. There are many different methods that may be used to
render a surface. This topic is thoroughly discussed in [4,5,6]. The illumination
model used within the program is a "hacked" implementation of the physically
based illumination model presented in [9] and the global illumination model
presented in [10]. In refering to the implementation as "hacked", it is meant that
numerous "kludges" are used (with no physical foundation ) in order to make
these models work and produce fairly realistic looking renderings. A surface is
modelled as a collection of randomly oriented planar microfacets with each facet
being a perfectly smooth reflector (mirrorlike). The light reflected from the
surface is a combination of specular and diffuse components. Specular
reflectance is a result of single reflections from the mirrorlike facets and is
dependent on their geometry and distribution. Diffuse reflectance is the result of
internal scattering and the interreflection of light amongst the microfacets. A
surface or light color is approximated by a RGB ( red, green, blue ) value whose
individual components are in the range {0 ..1}. A light's intensity is implied in its
color. The color of an object's surface at a point P for n light sources is expressed
in the form of an illumination equation given by

l=1",u * Ë lj (N.!)(k.oo+k"o") + l"khk"
i=1

(3.e)

Each quantity is explained in the following discussion.

1) Diffuse Surface Color Oo

Oo is the color of light reflected from an object's surface as seen from any
viewing direction, when that surface is illuminated by white light. This quantity is
represented by a RGB triplet. This value may be modified by color texturing prior
to the illumination calculation.

2) Surface Normal N

N is the object's surface normal at the point being illuminated. lt may be
"bumped" in a random direction by a specilied "fuzziness" parameter or in a
direction that is calculated by a procedural texture prior to its use in (3.9). The
resulting appearance of the surface will have a simulated large scale roughness.
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3) Contribution due to Ambient Light l".o

l",'o is the component of a surface's color that is due to illumination from
incident ambient light 1". Ambient light accounts for illumination that is not
attributable to direct contributions from light sources or specular contributions
from reflecting surfaces. lt is caused by the scattering of light in all directions
from surfaces with both diffuse and specular components. Ambient light may be
approximated by either a constant RGB value in which case it is assumed to be
equally incident from all directions or by tracing a specified number m of
randomly directed rays from the surface. In the former case l".o is given by

l.rb = l" k" Od

where l" is a specified RGB triplet and the quantity k" is a constant that
determines the extent to which incident ambient light affects a surface's
appearance. In the later case l"-o is given by

m

l,-u= 1/m x l"(N'D¡ )kdOd
i=l

where 1", is one sample of the incident ambient light found by ray tracing in the
random direction D, and whose RGB value is also determined by (3.9). The
sample rays do not intersect light sources and their initial direction D, does not
coincide with the specularly reflected direction R. To generate a sample ray,
three uniform random numbers in the range { 0 .. 1 } are assigned to each of its
x, y and z components. The sign of each component is also determined by a
random number. The random rays are shot into the illuminating hemisphere
enclosing the surface point therefore the quantity N . D, must be greater than 0. lf
the dot product is less than 0, then the direction D, is negated. lf the dot product
equals 0, then the sample ray lies on the surface and it is replaced by a new
random direction. The quantity ko is the diffuse reflection coefficient for the
surface.

4) Direct Light l,

l, is the color of incident light from the /h light source. For an "infinite" light
soürce this color will be some user specified RGB value. For a "point" light
source the color l, represents the RGB value given by

l, =lo(L, 'Lo)o/(l +d)"

where lo is the light's specified color, Lo is a specified illumination axis ( the



direction the light is shining ), d is the distance between the point source's
position in space and the surface point P, cr is an attenuation factor to account for
reduction in light intensity with distance and p is a value that determines how
directional the light's illumination is about the axis Lo. Large values of p produce
highly directional spotlight effects whereas low values produce more of a diffuse
floodlight effect. A value of 0 for p produces a light source which radiates
uniformly in all directions. The resulting color which l, represents is dependent on
user specified values. For example, if both p and cr are specified as 0 then l,

would just represent lo unmodified.

5) Light (Shadow) Ray L,

L, is the vector directed towards the jth source of light that is illuminating the
surface at P. For an infinite light source this direction is the sarne at any point on
the object's surface. For a point source positioned in space at S, the direction L is
given by

L=(S-P)|S-Pt.

6) Diffuse and Specular Coefficients ko k"

The quantities ko and k. are respectively the diffuse and specular reflection
coefficients where ko + k" - 1. Light reflecting from a surface may be composed
of both diffuse and specular components. These quantities determine the amount
contributable to each.

7) Specular Surface Color O"

O" is the color of light specularly reflected from a surface. The color is
calculated and is dependent on many factors. This quantity is used to
approximate the specular bidirectional reflectivity given as

O"= O"r DG/(N'V) (N'LJ

where

V is the incident view direction. D is a microfacet distribution function that
describes the orientation of the microfacets. lt is calculated using the Beckman
distribution function given by

D= {1 l(4 r2cosap)} e-r
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where

p= (tanplr),

cosB=N'H

and

H=(V+L,)/ tV+L,l

The quantity r is a specified roughness parameter. Small values of r will
produce specular highlights that are highly directional. Larger values of r produce
highlights that are more spread out. This function is scaled by a value that is
interpolated from a table of pre-calculated constants indexed by r. This limits the
function's value to the range {0..1} for any r.

G is a geometric attenuation factor which accounts for shadowing between
microfacets. lt is expressed as the minimum of three values:

G = min{ 1,2 ( N'H ) (N'V )/ (V'H ),2 (N'H ) (N'L )/ (V'H )}

O., is the color of specular highlights and is dependent on the incident viewing
direction and an average value determined by the Fresnel equation ( an average
refractive index is used ). lt is given by

o"r = oo'* m (lr- oo') max{ 0, (F**- F"uno)/ ( 1.0 - F."no)}

where F"uno is the Fresnel equation's value at normal incidence and F"u* is the
value of the Fresnel equation at an angle l given by

T=cos-t1['H)

The quantity m is a measure of how metallic the surface is. For non-metallic
surfaces the specular highlight will generally be the color of the incident light. The
color of specularly reflected light from a metal will be that of its surface. Oo' is a
color that is a blend from the object's original surface color Oo towards pure
white. The amount of blending depends on the metallic parameter m. Large
values of m will result in little change from the original color whereas smaller
values will result in Oo approaching the color of the incident light.
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8) Specularly Reflected Light l"

l" represents the color of specularly reflected light from other objects. lt is the
"net" color that is returned by calculating the surface colors for all those objects
positioned at lower levels in the ray tree.

9) Hardness kn

The quantity kn is a hardness parameter which specifies to what degree a
surface will reflect incident light due to interobject specular reflections. One may
think of this parameter as a measure of light absorption. Large values of
hardness will model the surface as a perfect reflector, such as a mirror, whereas
smaller values will simulate more of a plastic reflector.

The specification of these parameters and their effect on an object's resultant
surface appearance is covered in more detail in chapter 7.

3.5 Texturing

Prior to rendering an object's surface a procedural solid texture may be applied
to modify its surface color or surface normal to add some interest to its rendered
appearance. One may texture the surface so that it appears as a checker board,
piece of wood, chunk of marble, spotted, blotchy, covered with snow etc.
Modifying the surface normal allows one to simulate bumpy or rippling type
surfaces. Any number of textures may be applied to a surface and each texture
may be individually scaled, orientated and positioned as it is applied.

Many of the textures are based on the use of a noise function [8] which
transforms a three-dimensional point within the scene into a three-dimensional
texture space returning a pseudo-random number in the range {0 ..1}. Each point
on an object's surface will have an associated point in texture space. An integer
lattice is defined where each integral point has an associated random value. lf
the texture space point in question falls on a lattice point then the random value
at that point is returned. lf a texture space point falls between lattice points then a
cubic interpolation is performed along the lattice edges, first along x, then along y
and finally along z.

The program implements a lattice that is 4096 x 4096 x 4096. The lattice is
duplicated along any coordinate axis by computing the texture space points
modulo 4096. For example the point (4097,-2,1) will map to the lattice point
(1,4094,1). Since storing a random value at each lattice point is impractical all
three-dimensional points are hashed into a table of 256 random numbers.
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Figure 3.13 Two-dimensional slice of the noise function
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Figure 3.13 shows a slice of the noise function at a z value of 1.

The noise function may be used in many ways to alter the appearance of an
object's surface. For example, a blotchy looking texture may be created by
performing a cubic interpolation between the original surface color and a
specified texture color based on the value returned by the noise function at that
surface point. Many of the textures mentioned in [8] have been implemented.
Chapter 7 describes the textures that are implemented within the program.

3.6 Transforrnations

Transformations are used to size, place and orient both objects and primitives
within the scene being modelled. They are also used to transform textures which
are applied to surfaces during rendering. The use of transformations to model
objects is thoroughly covered in chapter 7 . This section will briefly present the
transformations that are used. More complete discussions of transformations
may be found in 14,71.

Alf transformations are represented by a 4 by 4 matrix using homogeneous
coordinates. Within the program all points are explicitly represented in
three-dimensional space as (x, y, z) with the implicit four-dimensional
representation ( X', y', z',h) where h is always 1. The transformation from
homogeneous coordinates to ordinary coordinates is given by

Ix" y" z" 1]=[x'lh y'lh z'lh 1]

A point P is transformed to a point Q by some transformation matrix M as
follows:

tq q q hl=[P- P, P,1]lMl

The program makes use of the following transformations: translation, scaling,
rotation and reflection. Each of the individual transformation matrices will be
presented.

3.6.1 Translation

A linear translation matrix is used to reposition a point to a new location in
space. The matrix is as follows:
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1000
0100
0010
t,tytrl

3.6.2 Scaling and Reflection

A scaling matrix is used to individually rescale each component of a point or
vector. When scaling a vector its origin is not affected however its directíon will
change. The matrix is:

lf a negative value is supplied for any of s*, sv or sz then a reflection through a
plane into another octant will occur. For examplé, a value of -1 for s, would cause
a reflection through the YZ plane.

3.6.3 Rotations

Rotations are used to reorient points in space. Positive rotations are in a
counter-clockwise direction as one looks downward along any positive axis. For
example a rotation about the X axis would rotate the positive Y axis towards the
posítive Z axis.

The matrix for a positive rotation about the X axis by an angle a is as follows:

1000
0 cos û, sin cr 0
0 -sin a cos cr, 0
0001

The matrix for a positive rotation about the Y axis by an angle p is as follows:

cosp 0 -sinp 0
0100

sinp 0 cosp 0
0001

sxO 0 0
0sr0 0
00 sz0
00 01
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The matrix for a positive rotation about the X axis by an angle l is as follows:

cosT siny 0 0
-sin n¿ cos T 0 0
0010
0001

3.6.4 Multiple Transformations

A single transformation matrix may be composed of any number of scalings,
reflections, translations and rotations combined in any order. lf one applied each
successive transformation individually to a point as they were specified they
would be combined in the following manner:

o - P M1 M' M. M4...

The matrix nearest P generates the first transformation and the transformation
farthest to the right, the last. Multiple transformations are combined in a
pre-multiplied matrix M in the following order:

M= Mr (M, (M. Mo)))

Since combined transformations are obtained with matrix muliplication which is
noncommutative, the order the transformations are specified in will affect the final
result.
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4 Mirage Ray Tracing in Three Dimensions

To account for atmospheric refraction while rendering the environment, the two
dimensional mirage model presented in chapter 1 is extended to three
dimensions. lt is assumed that atmospheric refraction will only affect those rays
arriving at an observer's eye and not light incident on object surfaces. That is, the
initial rays that are traced from an observer to the first object hit are bent. Any
shadow or reflected rays generated at that object's surface are subsequently
traced along a straight path. This chapter will discuss the three dimensional
mirage model and its incorporation into the ray tracing program.

4.1 Three Dimensional Mirage Model

In extending the two dimensional mirage model to three dimensions it is
assumed that the atmosphere is laterally homogenous over the ranges of interest
so that a given temperature profile will prevail everwhere within an observer's
field of view. This will allow ray bending to be confined to a vertical plane in any
radial direction from the observer and as a result no lateral object distortions will
be present. lt is further assumed that the observer is positioned somewhere
within the temperature layers ( a requirement of the two dimensional model ) and
that the field of view is small enough so as to not introduce severe perspective
distortions. Given these assumptions, rays are traced radially outward from an
observer always conf ined to vertical planes as shown in figure 4.1 . Ray
calculations are performed in a two dimensional coordinate system within the
plane and are transformed back into the scene's three dimensional system using
rotations and translations.

4.2 Ray Tracing with Atmospheric Refraction

This section will discuss how the mirage model is implemented within a
conventional ray tracing program.

The curved rays originate from an observer at a point O, are intially projected in
a direction D and propagate within a plane whose normal N" is given by

No= Dxz

as shown in figure 4.2. The initial direction D is determined by the viewing
geometry in a manner identical to that used for straight rays. The radial direction
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Figure 4.1 Parabolic rays traced within radial planes
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Figure 4.2 Two-dimensional coordinate system of a parabolic ray
within the scene's three-dimensional coordinate system
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R is the normalized projection of the initial ray direction D onto the XY plane. The
z coordinate of any point along a parabolic ray is the same in both its two
dimensional coordinate system and the scene's three dimensional coordinate
system. The mirage algorithm requires the initial height of the observer zo and the
initial angle Qo the ray makes with a horizontal plane. The initial height is
determined by the z component of the observer's origin, that is O,, and the initial
ray angle is given by

0o=r/2-cos-t17'D)

where the vector Z represents the Z axis in normalized form. lf the direction D is
normalized then the dot product may be replaced by D..The mirage algorithm
also requires a maximum layer elevation above which curved rays are no longer
traced and a maximum horizontal distance beyond which curved rays are no
longer traced. These quantities are user supplied. The algorithm steps along the
horizontal direction within the plane calculating layer boundary intersection
points. Between any two layer boundary intersection points 4 and 4., a ray
segment may be described by

t=Arr2+Bo r +Co

where

(4.1)

Ao=-rc"r,12
Bo = tan 0,
Co= z,

and where the ray is defined within the interval r, and r,*,. The quantity rc",, is an
effective ray curvature which accounts for the curvature of the earth allowing the
atmospheric layers and the earth to be modelled as horizontal planes. lt is given
by

K"tf = Kr.y - Kearth

These quantities are all expressed in the two dimensional coordinate system of
the parabolic ray. The distance r of any point along the parabolic ray within an
interval is expressed relative to the origin r, . lts distance t from the observer
along the radial direction R is given by

t=f,tf.
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To express the parabolic ray's r coordinate as scene XY coordinates we make
use of the vector R as follows:

*=Q+tR*

Y=Or+tR,

ln order to calculate intersections with the ith parabolic ray segment, the
following information is associated with each ray: Ao, Bo, Co, K"r' r¡ and r¡*1. These
quantities are provided by the mirage algorithm. Within each interval, intersection
tests are performed with all objects in the scene. lf an object is not intersected
within the current interval then a new parabolic ray is generated for the interval
r,*, to r,*, and tests are again carried out with all objects in the scene.

To test whether or not an object is hit, each of its primitives are tested
individually. For each primitive it is first determined whether or not the ray's plane

slices that primitive. lf it does, then a two dimensional outline of the primitive will
be formed upon the ray's plane at the point of intersection. lf the ray's plane cuts
a sphere, then a circle will be formed and if a planar shape is cut, a line will be
formed. The intersection tests are thus reduced to a two dimensional problem
where the parabolic ray may possibly intersect either a circle or a line.

lf an object is hit within a parabolic ray's interval, the intersection point / is
expressed within the scene's coordinate system as:

l*= o*+ t R*

lr=Or+t R,

l.=Ao r2+Bo r+Co

where r = t - r,. The vector V representing the ray incident to the objects's surface
at /, is determined by a tangent vector to the parabolic ray at the intersection
point and is given by

V*=R*

Vr=R,

V,=2 Ao r + Bo

where r = t - r,. In calculating the z component of both the intersection point / and
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the incident ray V, the radial distance r must be expressed relative to the
parabolic ray's origin r,. This is required since the parabolic ray that does
intersect an object is only defined within the interval { r, .. r,*, }.

When no objects are hit within the current interval a new parabolic ray is
generated by the mirage algorithm. Before doing so, certain criteria is evaluated
to determine whether or not the calculations should be terminated. These
terminating conditions were discussed in Chapter 2.lÍ a terminating condition
does occur, then a straight ray is subsequently traced. The straight ray's origin O
is positioned at the end of the last parabolic ray interval and is expressed in the
scene's three dimensional coordinate system as:

o*' = o* + rr*., R*

or' = o, + r'*' R'

O.' = zr*',

The new direction D' of the straight ray is determined by the tangent vector to
the parabolic ray at O'and is given by

D*t= R*

Drt = R,

D.'=2 Ao ( r,- r,*r) + Bo

The direction vector D' is then normalized and a straight ray is traced from that
point onward.

A flow chart describing the mirage tracing implementation is shown in figure
4.3. The flow chart is a modification of the one provided in [3].

There are two special cases which may occur, both of which cannot be handled
by the mirage algorithm. lf the viewing geometry is such that the initial ray
direction D is nearly vertical, that is almost aligned with the +l- Z axis, then the
mirage algorithm is not called and a straight ray is traced instead. lf the
observer's position does not fall within any temperature layer then the mirage
algorithm cannot be initialized properly and the program issues an error.

One may notice that along any image row, the rays that are traced within the
ve¡.tical planes are identical. As far as the mirage algorithm is concerned the rays
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all start at the same height Q with the same trajectory angle 00. As the program
considers each horizontal image pixel the mirage algorithm is called to perform
the same calculations all over again. Another possible approach to the problem
would of been to pre-calculate all the possible parabolic ray segments for a given
row storing the quantities Ao, Bo, Co, K"¡1, r, and r,*., for each ray segment. In
addition, the radial direction R would have to be maintained for each vertical
plane considered. For any given pixel on that row the intersection tests would be
performed as previously discussed. This approach has been tested and it was
observed that image generation times were reduced significantly however it has
not been implemented for three reasons. As implemented, the mirage algorithm
is very independent from the main program and with very minor modificatíons
can be used to account for atmospheric refraction along a reflected ray's path.
Since a reflected ray's initial trajectory can be in any direction the just described
method is not applicable. Secondly, it was desired to leave open the possibility of
implementing any anti-aliasing method [4,5]. Anti-aliasing is a method whereby
image pixels are sub-sampled to produce additional representative colors for a
given pixel. These extra colors are subsequently filtered to produce a "net" color
for a pixel. The effects produced by anti-aliasing are very noticeable in low
resolution images where the familiar staircase edges are replaced by a blurring
of colors. In implementing anti-aliasing one may either sub-sample a pixel cell
uniformly by subdividing the pixel into a finer grid of sub-pixels or one may
randomly sample the pixel's area. lf the later method is used, then it is not known
beforehand which direction a ray will initially be shot. In this case the mirage
algorithm would be supplied an initial trajectory angle Qo that is randomly
determined and the above mentioned approach would not be applicable. Lastly it
is desired to leave open the possibility of adding lateral temperature profiles in
which case each radial plane would have to be considered.

4.3 Ray-Object Intersections w¡th Parabolic Rays

This section will discuss the calculations required to determine whether or not
objects have been intersected by the parabolic rays resulting from atmospheric
refraction.

4.3.1 Sphere Intersection

One may observe that if the parabolic ray is to intersect the sphere then its
containing plane must also intersect the sphere. The plane will cut through the
sphere if the perpendicular distance from the plane to the sphere's center P is
less than the sphere's radius r". The geometry of the problem as viewed on the
horizontal plane containing the sphere's center is shown in figure 4.4.
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In performing this test we determine the radius r" of the sphere's projected circle
on the plane as

Í"=f.2-d2

where

d=Np'V/lNpl

and

V = P- O

lf the projected circle's radius r" is greater than zero then the sphere will be cut
by the plane. lf the sphere is cut, then its projected center C is expressed in the
ray's coordinate system as follows:

C'= P'

C,=(P*- O*) Rr*( Pr-q) R_

Both the projected circle center and radius may be pre-calculated and stored
prior to calling the mirage algorithm. Once the projected circle's coordinates are
known , a test to determine whether or not the circle partially or fully lies within
the interval of the current parabolic ray is performed. lf any portion of the circle
lies within the interval then the circle may possibly be intersected. lf this is the
case, then the circle is first expressed in the form:

(r - C,') '+ ( z- C,) '- t"2 = 0 (4.2)

where C..' is the r coordinate of the circle origin expressed relative to the start of
the parabolic ray interval r,, that is,

Ci = C,-r,

At the point of intersection the z coordinates of the parabolic ray and the circle
will be equal. Substituting (4.1) into (4.2) tor z and simplifying, the following
quartic expression is obtained:

Ao ro + Bort *Cor2+ Dor+ Eo= 0 (4.3)
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where

Ao = Ao'

Bo= 2 Ao Bo

Cr=2Ae(ce-C.)+Bo2+1

Do=2 Be (cp - C,) -2 C,'

Eo=(Cr-C=)r+C,'r-r",

This equation is then solved for a positive real root using a hybrid algorithm that
combines the Newton-Raphson and bisection methods [1 1]. The root finder
requires the above equation, its first derivative and an interval in which to search.
lf a root can be found then its value will represent the distance from r, at which
the ray intersects the circle. lf the origin of the parabolic ray lies outside of the
circle then a search is performed within the interval { r, ..Q'}. lf a root cannot be
found within this range or if the origin of the parabolic ray lies inside the circle
then a search is performed within the interval { r, .. r,., }. lf a root cannot be found
within either range then the sphere is rejected. lf a root is found, then a distance t
expressed relative to the observer as

t=f, *f,

is subsequently compared to tn"",. lf the value of t is less than tn"".then the sphere
in question is considered the closest primitive hit thus far and tn"", is reassigned
the value t ( note that the value of t is along the projected direction R not along
the initial ray direction D ).

The intersection point / as expressed within the scene's coordinate system is
given by:

l*= o*+ t R*

lr=Or+t R.

l,=4, (t-r, )'*Bo (t-r' )+Co

and the sphere's surface normal is thus given by

N=/-P.
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4.3.2 Planar I ntersections

Each of the plane, triangle and rectangle primitives share a common
intersection test as they all require a defining plane. Both the triangle and
rectangle will require further consideration however this test is always applied
first. Each of these primitives is again defined by a point P lying within a plane
whose normal N is given by

N=UxV

as previously shown in figure 3.11. One may observe that if any parabolic ray
segment is to intersect a planar primitive then its containing plane must also
intersect the primitive. We may easily reject the primitive if its defining plane lies
parallelto the plane containing the parabolic ray, that is, if

No'N=1.

One may also observe that a triangle or rectangle will not be intersected by
any ray segment if all of the vertices of either primitive lie to one side of the plane
containing the parabolic ray. For any vertex ( ,the following value is determined:

si = sign{ No ' ( V,- O)}

where si may be -1, 0 or 1. A triangle with vertices V1, V2 and V, is rejected if the
following conditions are met:

Sl=Sz Sl=Ss Sz=Ss

A rectangle with vertices Vt, Vz, V. and Vo is rejected if the following conditions
are met:

Sl=Ss Sz=S¿

These tests are performed prior to calling the mirage algorithm so that a
rejected primitive will not be considered when tracing ray segments within the
current radial plane.

At this point one may also observe that a triangle or rectangle will not be
intersected by a ray iI each of its projected vertices fall either before r, or after r,*,

as shown in figure 4.5 for the case of a triangle. The projected vertices may be
pre-calculated and stored prior to calling the mirage algorithm. The projected
vertices are subsequently compared against each end point of an interval as new
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parabolic rays are tested.

lf a primitive is not rejected we proceed to determine the equation of the line
formed by the intersection of the two planes. The line equation is expressed in
terms of the parabolic ray's coordinate system. A primitive's plane equation
expressed relative to the parabolic ray's origin r, is first determined as

An r+Bny+Cnz+Dn=0

where

(4.4)

Pr' + Cn Pr')

and where the point P' given by

represents the pre.calculated transformed point P. The quantíties A" and Bn P"'*
Cn P,'are also pre-calculated and stored prior to calling the mirage algorithm.

The two dimensional equation of the line lying within the parabolic ray's plane
is then determined by setting the y values in (a.a) to 0, and is given by

An r+Cnz+ Dn=0 (4.5)

At the point of intersection the z coordinates of the parabolic ray and the line will
be equal. Substituting (4.1) into (4.5) for z and simplifying the following quadratic
expression is obtained

An= N* R*+N, R,
Bn=-N* Rr+Nu R*
Cn= N.
Dn=-(4" (P,'-t,)+8"

Pi= (P*-O*) R*+( P,-q) R"
Pi=-(P*-O,) Rr+ (Pr- q) R;
Pi= P,

Aor' + Bo r + Co

where

Ao=Ao Cn

Bo=Bo Cn+An
Co=Co Cn+Dn

(4.6)
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The quadratic is then solved for the smallest positive root which represents the
distance from r, at which the ray intersects the line. A negative root implies that
the intersection has occured behind the ray's origin. lf a positive root can not be
found then the planar primitive is rejected. lf a positive root is found, then a
distance t expressed relative to the obseruer as

l=f,*I,

is subsequently compared to tn..,. lf the value of t is not less than the current
value of t,*", then no further tests are performed and the primitive is rejected. lf t
is less than tn"",, and the primitive in question is a plane, then the plane is
considered the closest primitive hit thus far ( again note that the value of t is
along the projected direction R and not along the initial ray direction D ). lf the
primitive is either a tr¡angle or a rectangle then additional tests are required to
determine whether or not the intersection point is contained within the primitive's
interior. The intersection point lfor any planar primitive as expressed within the
scene's coordinate system is given by

lr= O*+ t R,

lr=Or+t R,

l,=4, (t-r' )t+Bo (t-ri )*Co

4.3.3 Triangle Intersection

Given that the parabolic ray has intersected the plane contain¡ng a triangle at a
"best" distance t along R, it still has to be determined whether or not the
intersection point / lies within that triangle's interior. The remaining steps in the
test are very similar to those used for straight rays as discussed in sect¡on 3.3.5.
Again, any point / within the triangle is given by

l=P+uU+vV

foru {0..1 } andv { 0..1 } and u +v <= 1. Onceagain itisto be determined
whether or not the quantities u and v are within their valid range at the
intersection point /. By first selecting any point O not on the triangle's plane and
then forming atest ray T = I - Q,the quantities u and v are expressed as follows:
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u=-T.(WxV)/(T"N)

V=-T.(UxW)/(T.N)

where W = P- Q.

lf the intersection point / is within the interior of the triangle, then the quantities u

and v must be in the range { 0 ..1 } and their sum must be less than or equal to 1.

lf the conditions for u and v are met then the intersection point lies within the
triangle's interior and the primitive is considered the closest hit thus far ( we
already know it is the closest as a result of the preceding plane test ).

4.3.4 Rectan g le lntersection

Given that the parabolic ray has intersected the plane containing a rectangle at
a "best" distance t along R, it still has to be determined whether or not the
intersection point / lies within that rectangle's interior. The required test is similar
to that of the triangle, the only difference being that the sum of u and v must be
less than or equal to 2. lt is sufficient to just check the values of u and v to make
sure they both are in the range { 0 ..1 }. lf both values are in range, then the
intersection point lies within the rectangle's interior and the primitive is
considered the closest hit thus far.
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5 lmplementation

An overview of the hardware and software involved in this thesis is presented
in this chapter.

5.1 Hardware

All software development and testing is carried out on two computer systems.
The first is a 7.16 MHz 68000 based Amiga 500 with 4.5 megabytes of RAM.
lmages are displayed on this system using an external24-bit color adapter. The
second system used is a 14.32 MHz 68020 based Amiga 1200 with 2 megabytes
of RAM. This system is capable of displaying 24-bil color images without external
hardware. lmages are generated with 24-bits of color information and are
displayed at a screen resolution of 320 x 200 with 256,000 displayable colors
out of a palette of 16.8 million. Color output on paper is performed by a local
video service. Video output is achieved by recording directly to a VCR using the
composite output of the Amiga 1200.

5.2 Software

The software for the ray tracing program is written entirely in C comprising
approximately 330 kilobytes of source. Due to the program's size, source code
listings have not been included with this document but are available in a separate
software supplement. The code is compiled using the SAS/C v6.0 compiler for
the Amiga using strict ANSI syntax. The program has been ported to an HP9000
only requiring the removal of Amiga specific display routines and nested
comments. The program is divided up into 18 separate files as follows:

1) attr.c

This file contains the routines to manage object attributes. Information
associated with object surfaces and lights is piocessed in this file.

2) display.c

This file is used to display color HAM (hold and modify) images on the Amiga

[12]. 24-bit images are quantized to 12-bits and redisplayed using the
Floyd-Steinberg dithering algorithm. Color table values are calculated using a
modified popularity algorithm that takes advantage of the HAM display mode.
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3) defs.h

This include file contains all the structure defínitions, defines and prototypes
for external functions.

4) main.c

This file contains the command line parser and performs scene initialization.

5) noise.c

This file implements the Perlin noise, turbulence and Dnoise functions.

6) objects.c

This file contains routines to handle solid and light objects.

7) parse.h

This file contains the structure definitions required by the routines that are
used to parse the scene description language.

8) parsel.c
9) parse2.c

These two files contain the routines to parse statements in the scene
description language.

10) parse3.c

This file performs the tokenizing of the input file, variable declarations,
symbol table management and error handling.

1 1) primitives.c

This file contains the routines to manage the primitives that are supported.
This file also contains all the intersection routines for straight and curved rays.

12) render.c

This file contains the routines which perform surface shading.
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13) sphere.c

This file contains routines to handle sphere operations.

14) textures.c

This file contains allthe routines to produce solid texturing.

15) trace.c

This file contains the routines to trace both straight and curved mirage rays.

The implementation of the mirage algorithm is located in this file.

16) transforms.c

This file contains all the routines needed to support transformations and
matrix operations.

17) view.c

This file contains the routines to initialize and calculate the viewing geometry.

18) wireframe.c

This file contains routines to support the wireframe display of a scene.

Due to the program's size there are far too many implementation details which
could be covered but to provide an indepth discussion of each would require too
much space, therefore it will not be attempted. The most important aspect of the
program, that is the tracing of mirage rays through a scene and the rendering of
visible objects within that scene, has been discussed already in previous
chapters. The user manual that is provided in chapter 7 provides a good
overview of what the program is capable of and discusses additional topics that
have not been covered thus far. The following discussion will give a brief
overview of the program's overall flow which is shown in Figure 5.1.

Upon startup the program performs some initializations. There are several
structures used to store global information that is shared by more than one
program module. The "scene" structure for example contains the maximum ray
tree depth. These structures are initialized upon startup. Next any specified
command line arguments are parsed. The available options are those that have
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proven to be useful during program testing. Next follows the parsing of the data
file. All input to the program is specified through a description language that uses
a C like syntax. The language is used to create the scene that is to be rendered
and is also used to specify additional information such as image size and viewing
parameters. After the input file is parsed all specified information that requires
further processing is performed next. For example, all objects have an
associated transformation matrix that is used to place that object within the
scene. These transformations are performed prior to image generation. For
debugging purposes, the program provides the option of dumping out all
processed information to a file, bypassing image generation. lf the debugging
option is specified then the program will write out the information and quit. lf the
debugging option has not been specified then the program proceeds to check
whether the scene is to be displayed as a wireframe image or if a full ray traced
image is to be produced. Wireframe displays are used to obtain quick previews of
the scene layout prior to ray tracing. lf a ray traced image is to be generated then
a routine similar to that shown in figure 3.4 is called upon. The main difference
being that the program allows the option of accounting for atmospheric refraction.
lf atmospheric refraction is to be simulated, then the straight ray tracing routine
shown in figure 3.4 is replaced by the mirage ray tracing routine shown in figure
4.6. The program allows either algorithm to be used. Once an image is generated
it is displayed and then saved.
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6 Results

This chapter will illustrate images produced by the program.

6"1 Merman Phenomenon

To test the program we make use of existing data to verify that the results
produced are as expected. As a test case, the temperature profile shown in
figure 6.1 is used to produce optical distortions that are described in [2]. The
profile has a temperature inversion of 7.5 degrees C with a thermocline at an
efevation of 2.2 m. To produce the most distortion, the observer is positioned
slightly below the thermocline at an elevation ol2.1 m. The light rays that will
enter the observer's eye will follow paths similar to those shown in figure 6.2.
One can observe that light rays have a strong downward curvature with some of
the rays crossing other rays at distances of 1 to 1.5 km. The most severe object
distortion will occur at approximately 1.4 km where objects may appear
stretched, compressed, inverted or vertically displaced. lf objects are placed at
1.4 km then the type of distortion seen will depend on the object's size and its
elevation.

A test scene is set up containing several objects of varying size positioned 1.4
km from the observer. Each object is positioned at a different elevation. The data
file for the scene is listed in Appendix C. Figure 6.3 shows a conventional ray
traced image of the scene. This image was generated in approximately 112 hour.
Figure 6.4 shows the resulting image that is produced when atmospheric
refraction is accounted for. The image shows some of the possible variations in

image distortion that can occur. This image was generated in approximately 4 112

hours. Note that there are no lateral distortions present in the image.

One can immediately observe the vertical displacement of the ground in the
distance forming a wall or cliff that appears to be folding back towards the
observer. Both the dark blue sphere in the lower left and the rectangle show
vertical stretching with parts of each object being inverted. The rectangle's
bottom is positioned at a height of 0 m and its vertical length is 1 m. In the
midsection of the rectangle the color gradient is going in the opposite direction to
that of the original image. One can also observe that the specular highlights on
the dark blue sphere have been inverted and then replicated at a higher vertical
position. Both the purple sphere in the top left and the mirrored sphere in the top
right have been compressed. The mirrored sphere on the right does not show
that much distortion. lt is positioned at an elevation of 4 m and from the ray plots
in figure 6.2 ¡t can be seen that the rays at that elevation are not affected that
much. The rainbow colored sphere in the lower right appears to be distorted the
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most. The sphere is posítioned at a heightot2 m and has a radius of 2 m. lt is
hard to tell whether or not any parts of the sphere are inverted as the lower
hemisphere is in shadow, however the sphere does have a characteristic
mushroom shape.

One final observation is that the reflected objects in the mirrored sphere at the
top right have not been affected at all. This is only due to the fact that the
program does account for atmospheric refraction when tracing specularly
reflected rays.

6.2 Runway Scene

Sample images are generated to show the apparent distortion of a runway
scene at different points along a plane's approach path. The runway environment
is very similar to that used in [3] (Appendix C lists the data file used for the
scene) . Figure 6.5 shows the layout of the scene (not to scale) where the center
of the runway is taken to be the origin of the scene. Figure 6.6 shows a
wireframe display of the scene looking from above. Figure 6.7 shows the
approach path of the aircraft (observer). The observer starts at an elevation of
8m, 3.4 km from the runway's center and touches down at slightly less than 1 km
from the runway's center. The temperature profile used for this scene is shown in
figure 6.8. The profile is similar to the one used in the previous example however
it is shifted up vertically by 4 m so that the observer will pass through the
thermocline (now at6.2 m )while descending. Figures 6.9-6.14 showthe ray
plots and corresponding observer's view at different points along the approach
path. Each image took approximately 2112 hours to generate on an HPg000.
One can see the various object distortions as the observer descends through the
thermocline. Above the thermocline there is very little object dístortion. As the
observer approaches the thermoclíne one can notice the vertical stretching and
displacement of objects. At an observer elevation oÍ 6.2 m one can see the
ground rising in the distance with objects appearing displaced, stretched and
inverted. As the observer continues to descend light rays are starting to show an
upward curvature and in the distance one can see the familar "puddle on the
road" effect.
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Figure 6.6 Wireframe view of runway scene
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Figure 6.14a Ray plots for runway scene at 1.4 km
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7 User Manual

Previous chapters discussed the mathematics and the implementation of the
simulation program. This chapter will describe how to use the program and how to
create the necessary input files that specify the environment being modelled.

7.1 Overview

In order to generate an image the program must be supplied a descriptive database
describing the modelled "scene". Like many 3D modelling and rendering programs, the
simulator requires informatíon about object geometry, rendering attributes, lighting
information, atmospheric conditions, viewing geometry etc. While prototyping and
testing the simulator it was found that inputting data as binary files becomes very
tedious. To simplify matters, a descriptive language was developed that allows scene
specification using C like syntax. The whole process becomes similiar to writing,
compiling and testing a C program.

The environment is described in a standard ASCII file which may be created with any
text editor. This file is then read by the program and interpreted by a parser. The parser
is responsible for detecting syntactical errors in the scene description language, data
validation and for partially building the environment database used by the ray tracing
code. A pre-processing stage follows the parser to tidy up loose ends prior to any ray
tracing. lt may take a few trys to get through the parsing stage free of errors but once
that is done the program will render the scene and generate an output image.
Subsequently, the scene description may easily be "tweaked" to test different
parameters and see their effect on image generation.

Generated images are saved in a raw 24-bat color format with three files being
created, one for each of the red, green and blue components. Each color component
contains 8-bits of information saved in row-column order (image height and width
information is not saved so one has to remember to keep track of this).

7.2 Running MiragegD

To run the program one enters the following at the command rine:

Mirage3D "datafile" þcommand, -command...l

The program expects a "datafile" which specifies a scene description file and will
accept one or móre of the following optional commands given in any order:
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-r"filename" Red output image file (red.raw)
-g"filename" Green output image file (green.raw)
-b"filename" Blue output image file (blue.raw)

-D Debug, dump processed input to stdout (No)
-D"filename" Debug, dump processed input to "filename,'

-E Echo input file while parsed (No)

-x "filename" Scale image using filename as a
temporary buffer (No)

-w#
-h#
-s#
-e#
-d#
-t#
-S
-N
-W

lmage width 0 <= # < 1024 (320)
lmage height 0 <= # < 1024 (200)
Starting image row 0 <= # < 1024 (0)
Ending image row 0 <= # < 1024 (200)
Maximumrecursiondepth #>0 (2)
Log scale # > 1.0 (0.0)
Enable shadow detection (No)
Check the orientation of polygon normals (No)
Wireframe display (No)

Entering the program name without any arguments will display a listing of what is
available. There should be no intervening spaces between a command and its expected
parameter.

Some of the command switches allow one to specify different options to the program
without having to modify the data file, in which case they will take precedence.

There is no file naming convention used, however all specified file names should
contain the complete path. The current directory is assumed otherwise. lf no output
image files are specified the following defaults are used for each of the red, green and
blue files respectively:

red.raw default file if none specified with -r
green.raw default file if none specified with -g
blue.raw default file if none specified with -b

The default ".raw" files will be saved under the current directory.
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Commands -w and -h

The -w and -h commands allow specification of different image width and height. Each
command should be immediately followed by a positive integer greater than 0 and less
than 1 024. lf a region (a smaller area of a full image) has been defined in the data file it
will be ignored.

Commands -s and -e

The -s and -e switches can be used to generate a smaller vertical area of a full image.
The area generated will span the entire width of an image. These options may be useful
for batch processing where different sections of an image can be generated on multiple
computers. lt will also eliminate the need to create a different input file for each system.
The -s option defines the starting row and the -e option defines the last row. Both
options should be followed by positive integers lying within the bounds of the defined
image height. This will either be that specified with the -h command or, by default the
height defined in the input file. Again if a region has been defined in the data file it will
be ignored.

lf one wishes to generate a smaller area of the image, width wise as well, then the
region command should be used in the input file and none of the options -h, -w, -s or -e
should be specified.

Command -d

The -d command allows specification of the maximum recursion depth used while
tracing reflected rays. The command should be followed by a positive integer greater
then 0. The program makes heavy use of the system stack so one should make sure
that the recursion depth is not too deep. lf the system stack can be changed then larger
recursion depths should not be a problem. On an Amiga it was found that a stack of
10,000 bytes was adequate for a recursion depth of 5.

Command -S

The -S command signals the program to take into account shadowing while rendering
the image. Specifying this option will add to the realism of the image at the expense of
longer generation times.

Command -l

The log scaling option -l allows one to boost up the intensity of the darker areas of an
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image relative to the brighter areas. The command should be followed by a positive
floating point number greater than 1.0. For the test images produced it was found that
values of 5.0 to 10.0 work reasonably well. Higher values may tend to wash out a final
image.

Command -x

The -x option is used to specify color scaling after the image has been generated. By
default, each color determined for a pixel is clipped to the range {0..1}. lf this option is
given the program will store all pixel colors to a buffer file while the image is being
generated and a maximum color value will be maintained. After image generation the
buffered file will be read back in and normalized before it is resaved in the regular
image format. The buffer file contains three doubles per pixel therefore it can be quite
large. In general this post-processing operation is not needed as the number of color
values that do get clipped is small on the average.

Command -E

lf the echo option -E is specified the program will echo the input data file as it is being
parsed to stdout.

Command -D [filename]

lf the debug option -D is specified the program will list all processed information to
either stdout or the specified filename. Note that no image will be generated with this
option. The debug option may be useful to initíally get a feel for how the program
compiles the scene description language and generates specific information used
internally, a good example being concatenated transformations. Within the description
language numerous transformations sueh as scaling, rotation and translation may be
specified for an object in any order. Internally they are saved in a single matrix. The
ordering of transformations will affect the final results. lf one finds the final transformed
object is not quite as expected then it is possible to work through the matrix
multiplications by hand and check the final results with those generated by the program.

Command -N

When specifying normals for polygon facets to be used with Phong shading, it is
possible that some surfaces will not be oriented correctly producing black holes in
objects. lf the command is specified the program will check that the supplied normals
are oriented in the same direction as a calculated normal determined by the supplied
vertices. The normal's orientation is determined by the right hand rule under the
assumption that the vertices have been specified in a counter-clockwise order.
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Command -W

Specifying this option will cause the program to display the scene as a wireframe
drawing. This option is useful for testing object placement and different viewing
parameters.

7.3 Errors

When running the program five types of errors may be encountered, all of which
terminate program execution. lf any error does occur it is generally during the parsing or
pre-processing phases however there are a few which may occur during image
generation.

7.3.1 Syntax Error

The first type involves syntactical errors found while parsing the input file. These
errors are caused by improper use of the scene description language, for example an
unrecognized statement or a missing bracket. When a parsing error of this type is

encountered it will be displayed in a format similiar to the following:

122 vector_variable = < ?#$o/o @, 2.0, 3.5 >

Syntax Error : Expecting a numeric constant or variable

The line number and its corresponding text will be displayed along with an up arrow (^)
pointing to the approximate location of the error. This is followed by a brief descriptive
message.

The -E option is useful when correcting syntax errors as the lines preceding the invalid
syntax will also be on the display screen. Since only a single line is displayed some
syntax errors will not be as obvious as the preceding example but become immediately
apparent when seen in the context of the input file. Appendix B lists all the possible
syntax errors that may occur.

7.3,2 Data Error

The next type of error is related to the validity of specified or calculated data. This type
of error may or may not be detected at a specific line location in the input file however it
will generally be flagged at the end of the appropriate structure statement block. For
example:
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400 RADIUS -5.8

^
Data Error : Sphere radius must be > 0

In this case the range error was detected immediately at the input file location where it
occurred. As another example assume that the -E option has been specified with the
following input file statements displayed on screen before the error is flagged:

88 VERTICES
8e{
90 I l. # of vertices to follow ./

91 < 1,1,1 > /* vertex id 0 "/
92 < 1,1,1 > /. vertex id 1 "/
93 < 1 ,1 ,1 > /* vertex id 2 "l
94 < 0,0,1 > /* vertex id 3 -/

95 < 1 ,0,0 > /* vertex id 4 .l
96 < 1,1,0 > /* vertex id 5 ./

97 < 0,1,0 > /* vertex id 6 -/

98 < 0,0,0 > /* vertexid7 -l
ee)
100
1 01 FACETS
102 {
103 12 l" # ol facets to follow ./

104 045 /"facetid0"/
105 051 /*facetidl"/

105 051 l* Íacet id 1 ./

Data Error: Invalid vertices

In this case the first three vertices defined within the VERTICES statement block are
all the same point. Later on in the FACET statement block the parser attempted to
create triangular FACET 1 using the VERTICES 0, 5 and 1. Three non-collinear points
are required to define a triangle thus the parser recognized the two collinear points and
indicated the error. Note that this type of error could not be detected at the time the
VERTICES were defined but only later when the FACET was being specified.

A list of all the possible data errors is provided in Appendix B.
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7.3.3 Memory Allocation Error

The third type of error is due to a memory allocation request that did not succeed. lf
memory is not available for a required structure the program will display a message
similiar to the following:

Allocation Error: No memory for SPHERE info structure

Appendix B lists all the possible allocation errors that may occur.

7.3.4 Internal Error

The fourth type of error is internal and is more than likely due to a program bug. The
program makes internal checks for errors that may possibly cause a crash. The error
most frequently checked for is a NULL pointer. An example of an internal error is as
follows:

Internal Error : NULL Attributes in ParseSurfaceQ

Checking for fatal errors of this type has only been left in the routines used for parsing
and pre-processing. Appendix B lists all the possible internal errors that have been
considered.

7.3.5 Unrecoverable Error

The last type of error is one which could not be classifed under one of the previous
types and is always unrecoverable. lt may be due to an invalid command line parameter
or a file error for example. An example of an unrecoverable error is the following:

Unrecoverable Error: No input file specified

Appendix B lists all the possible unrecoverable errors.

7.4 Aborting

The executable that is run on an Amiga may be aborted by pressing Ctrl-c. The image
that is generated up to that point is lost.
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7.5 Scene Description Language

The following section describes the file format expected by the parsing phase
of the program covering the syntax used by the scene description language and
parameter specificatio n.

The description language is largely based upon the C structures used internally
within the program. As discussed in previous chapters these structures are used
to hold information describing the modelled environment (for the remainder of
this section it is assumed that all geometry information is specified in a right
handed 3-dimensional coordinate system). Much of the language uses uses a C
like syntax for initializing the members of these structures. The language also
allows variable declaration and assignment for some of the more useful structure
types.

7.5.1 Statement Blocks

As implemented in the language, structures may be defined by statement
blocks containing one or more member assignment statements or by structure
variables. A structure variable eliminates the need to explicitly specify a
statement block.

A statement block stafts with a keyword identifying the structure type followed
by a body contained within opening and closing curly brackets. An assignment
statement consists of a keyword identifying a structure member and generally a
parameter list containing one or more arguments. An assignment statement may
also be another statement block just as a member of a C stucture can be another
nested structure. The syntax for a statement block is as follows:

keyword

{
keywo rd parameter-list

keyword { ... }

t<eyworO structu re-identifier

keyword structure-identifier { ... }

I
Ì

where { ... } denotes amother statement block and where parameter-list has
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the form:

argument [, argument , argument...]

where an argument may be one of the following:

numeric-constant
numeric-identifier
vector-constant
vector-identifier

Within a statement block there are three possible forms of syntax that may be
used to define nested structures:

a) keyword { ... }
b) keyword structure-identifier
c) keyword structure-identifier { ... }

Forms b) and c) as well as the d¡fferent type-identifiers are discussed in more
detail in the section covering variables.

Within a block, statements may be specified in any order and in most cases as
often as one likes (although there is no good reason to do so). lf a statement is
repeated then the assignment will be evaluated again. There are some
assignment statements which represent nested structures which may not be
repeated. These will be pointed out as they are discussed. Not all statements
need be specified (in fact one may specify an empty statement btock i.e { } ) as
most structures used by the program are initialized with default values.

All statements must be separated by at least one space and multiple
statements can be placed on the same line or may be spread across several
lines (even blank lines). The same applies to arguments in parameter lists. The
following examples are all identical and valid:

a)
SOLID
{

SPHERE

{
RADIUS 1O

)
)

CENTER < O, O, O >
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b)

soltD { SPHERE i RADTUS 10 CENTER <0,0,0> } }

c)

SOLID

{
SPHERE {

RADIUS
10

CENTER < O.

0

,

0

)
Il

7.5.2 General

Before covering specifics of the language in greater detail there are other more
general aspects of it which should be mentioned first.

1) The parser is case-sensitive so for example the following would all be
considered diffe rent ide ntifiers :

color, Color, COLOR, CoLoR etc.

2) All RESERVED KEYWORDS in the language are entered in UPPERCASE.
Keywords should not be broken up. For example, given the following

SPHERE { RAD
rus 1.68 )

the parser would recognize "RAD" and "lUS" as two different identifiers and
will generate an invalid statement error when encountering "RAD".

3) Nested comments are allowed and may span more than one line. Comments
are specified by the delimiters "/*" and "*/'. Comments may be placed any where
within the input file. The following are some examples of valid comments:
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a) f here's
a

comment */ l* and another /" and another */ */

b) /* before a statement ./ RADIUS /. inside a
statement "/ 1O l" and after one */

Nested comments are useful for blocking out larger sections of the input file
while testing specific portions without having to remove any meaningful
comments that may already exist. Nested comments should be used sparingly as
it easy to accidently forget to close a comment. The parser will catch a missing
closing delimiter and will issue an unbalanced comment error. lf an opening
delimiter is missing chances are the parser will reach a closing delimiter some
place within the input file and will issue an invalid statement error.

4) The parser recognizes two types of constants:

i) Numeric

A numeric is specified by an optional sign, a whole part an optional decimal
followed by a fractional part and an optional exponent. A digit must preceed and
follow a decimal if any. lf an exponent is specified there should be no itervening
spaces between it and the fractional paft. An exponent consists of the letters "e"
or "E", followed by an optional sign and one or more digits. The following are
examples of numeric constants:

0 123 +5 -99 1.0 +5.2 -2.4 56.99e+5 1.28-45

The parser makes no real distinction between integers and floating point
constants. All numbers be it integral or floating point are considered to be of type
Numeric. Internally they are stored as C doubles. The parser determines whether
a C integer or a floating point is required by the context of the statement. lf a
statement requires an integer parameter and a floating point value is supplied
then it is cast into an integer. Syntax errors such as "expecting integer" will not
be generated. The converse applies to statements expecting floating point
values.

What is the maximum and minimum values that may be specified for a
numeric? This will depend on the statement being parsed. The parser assumes
that all specified numeric values are floating point and just keeps pulling in
characters from the input file as long as lhey follow the above mentioned format
or until a space is encountered. The characters are then stored in a string which



is passed to the standard C library function atofQ. The function convens an ASCII
string into a C double precision floating point value. This method was easy and
eliminated the need to do separate type checking for integers and floating point.
It also allows one to enter integer constants for floating point arguments without
always having to specify a decimal. However this method is also prone to
possible bugs. As previously mentioned, any statement expecting an integer
argument uses the C cast operator on the specified numeric. lf the numeric
actually represents a large floating point value then the cast operation will result
in an invalid int. With this in mind one should limit the range of floating point
arguments to that of a C double. For statements requiring integral arguments one
should limit values to that of a C long int.

ii) Vector - numeric triplet

A vector constant consists of an opening angle bracket followed by three
numeric constants separated by commas and a closing angle bracket. The
following are examples of valid vector constants:

< 0, +1 , -2 > < 1.3, -2, 4.8e-10 >

5) All 3-dimensional points and direction vectors are specified as XYZ triplets and
have the following order when expressed as vector constants:

1X,Y,Z)

lf a direction vector is requested as an argument it does not have to be in
normalized form, this is done by the program.

6) The program does not assume any specific scaling, all coordinate values are
unitless.

7) The 3-dimensional center of the environment is always the origin:

<0,0,0>

8) All specified X, Y and Z dimensions must lie within +l- 1.Oe2O.

9) All color values are specified as RGB triplets and have the following order
when expressed as vector constants:

< Red, Green, Blue >
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10) Each color component ¡s límited to the range {0..1}.

1 1) All specified intensity values should be in the range {0..1}.

7.5.3 Data File Organization

A typical input file generally has the following logical format:

Variable Declarations
Variable Assignments
Scene Definition
Light Object Definitions
Solid Object Definitions

Syntactically the file may look as follows:

/" variable declarations */

VARTABLES { ...}

/* variable assignments */

numeric-identifier = ...
vector-identifier = ...
structure-identifier = ...

/* scene definition */

scENE { ... }

/. Solid object definitions, one or more specified
using any of three different syntactical forms */

soLrD { ... }
SOLI D structure-ide ntifier
tOa.'_O structure-identifier { ... }

/. Light object definitions, one or more specified
using any of three different syntactical forms */

LrGHr { ... }
LIGHT structu re-identifier
LIGHT structure-identifier { ... }

where { ... } indicates a statement block
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The input file generally has one or more light object definitions that describe the
light sources used to illuminate the scene. There will also be one or more solid
object definitions describing the the physical structures that are to be rendered in
the scene. Each light or solid object may be explicitly defined by a statement
block or it may be assigned the values defined by a variable of the appropriate
type.

The scene definition is used to specify all the information required by the
program that is not related to either lights or solids. Only one scene definition
may be specified within the input file.

One may also optionally use variables within the input file. Variables may be
used to simplify the data file to some degree. Variables, once created are only
used during the parsing phase and are destroyed after the file has been
processed. Variables by themselves are never added to the scene and must be
used in an assignment statement to have an effect.

lf variables are used then they must be declared within a declaration block
before they may be referenced in any assignment statement. Only one
declaration block may be specified. lt may however appear any where within the
input file not neccessarily at the top. All assignments TO variables must occur
outside of the scene definition and any light or solid object definitions. The next
section discusses the use of variables in more detail.
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7.5.4 Variables

This section provides an overview of the more commonly used structures and
describes the syntax for declaring, assigning values to variables and assigning
variables to structure members within statement blocks.

7.5.4.1Types

The description language supports the declaration and assignment of the two
basic types, numeric and vector, as well as several pre-defined structure types.
Numeric and vector variables are most useful in assigning symbolic names to
numeric or vector constants. The use of numerics or vectors within arithmetic
expressions is not supported. Structure variables are useful in cases where one
nested structure definition is common to a number of other structure definitions.
For example, two or more objects may all share the same surface attributes. A
variable may be used to define the surface information only once, after which it is
assigned to each of the objects. The following types are supported and may be
used as variables:

1) Numbers

NUMBER type

Many statements require a single integer or floating point value as argument.
The value may be a constant or a variable. Since arithmetic expressions are not
supported the use of variables is rather limited however they are useful for
providing a symbolic name to an often used constant. Numeric variables may
also be used instead of constants within a vector.

2) Vectors

VECTOR type

Statements requiring points, directions and colors expect either a vector
constant or variable. Vector variables are very useful for providing symbolic
names to often used vector constants. For example, sets of colors or common
transformations may be declared with vector variables and then used throughout
the input file.

3) Object Structures

Object structures are used to specify all the information required to represent
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a modelled entity in the environment. Objects may be one of two types, either
Solid or Light.

SOLID Type

Solid objects are always visible in a ray traced image and represent actual
physical structures such as a house, tree or a mountain range. Associated with
each solid object are surface attributes which define the appearance of that
object as it is rendered. Solids always have opaque surfaces, transparent objects
are not supported. The shape of the solid is defined by a list of basic primitive
structures.

LIGHT Type

Light objects may or may not be visible in a ray traced image and are used to
specify how a scene is to be illuminated by direct lighting. Associated with each
light object are source attributes which define íllumination characteristics such as
color and intensity. The source attributes may also define certain geometric
information such as the position of the source within the scene.

4) Object Attributes

Each object be it a light or solid has associated with it a set of attributes
which provide rendering information used by the program. Surface attributes
define how a solid object should appear within a scene. Source attributes define
how a light object should illuminate the scene.

SURFACE Type

To render a solid object the program needs to know certain information about
its surface such as its color, how diffuse or specular it is, whether it is textured
etc. This information is defined in a surface attributes structure.

SOURCE Type

When rendering a solid object a certain portion of its resultant surface color is
attributable to illumination from direct lighting. All defined light objects contribute
to this calculation. For each light defined, the program needs to know its color,
intensity, whether it represents a point or infinitely distant source, whether its
intensity should be attenuated with distance etc. This information is defined in the
source attributes structure.
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5) Object Primitives

Any visible object within the scene will have its physical shape defined by a
list of basic primitives. The basíc primitives are used as bu¡iding blocks in
creating more complex structures.

SPHERE Type

The sphere is defined by a center and a radius. The sphere also has an
implicit reference frame attached to it which is used for texturing.

PLANE Type

The plane is defined by three coplanar points and extends infinitely in space.

TRIANGLE Type

The triangle is defined by three coplanar points forming a three sided
polygon.

RECTANGLE Type

The rectangle is defined by three coplanar points forming a four sided
polygon whose opposite sides are parallel.

POLYGONS Type

The polygons primitive is defined by a set of triangular facets. The primitive
allows one to construct basic shapes more complex than those provided by the
program. Simple shapes such as a cone, cylinder or torus could be created or
one may create a more complex shapes such as different tree or rock formations.
The primitive also allows for Phong normal interpolation. The normal interpolation
creates a simulated smooth surface across adjacent facets.

6) Transformations

Ïransformations allow one to size, place and orient both objects and
primitives within the scene. They are also used to transform any textures which
may have been defined for a surface.
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TRANSFORM Type

The transform structure defines a single transformation matrix and its inverse.
A single transformation matrix may be composed of any number of scalings,
translations and rotations combined in any order.

7.5.4.2 Declaring

Before any variable may be used it must first be declared. A declaration
allocates memory for the variable, initializes it with default values and inserts the
supplied identifier name into the parser's symbol table. All declarations are made
once within a single block with the following syntax:

VARIABLES

{
type-specifier identifier-name, identifier-name;
type-specifier identifier-name;

)

The VARIABLES keyword starts the declaration block whose body is contained
within opening and closing curly brackets. The body may contain one or more
declaration statements whose syntax is similiar to a C declaration statement.
Each statement starts with a type specification and is followed by one or more
names that identify the variables of that type. Each identifier name is separated
by a comma and the statement is terminated by a semi-colon. Each declaration
statement may be placed all on one line or may be spread out over multiple línes.
Comments may be inserted.

The following is an example of a valid declaration block:

VARIABLES

{
type-specifierl identifier-name1, /* first variable ./

identifier-name2, /" next variable ./
identifier-name3; /* last variable and end of

1st declaration statement */

type-specifier2 identifier-name4: l. end of 2nd.I
type-specif ier3 identíf ier-name5,

identifier-name6, identifier-name7; /. end of 3rd ./

)
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All identifier names must start with an alphabetic character and may be
composed of any combination of alphanumeric and underscore characters. All
identifier names have a maximum length of 256 characters. Reserved keywords
cannot be used as identifier names. Refer to Appendix A for a complete list of
reserved keywords. The following example illustrates declaration statements for
allthe supported types using valid identifier names:

VARIABLES

{
NUMBER theta, Pi_times_2;
VECTOR WHITE, magenta, X_axis, tree3osition;
SPHERE ball, sphere_not;
PLANE the_ground,tiled_floor;
RECTANGLE north_wall, window_pane;
TRIANGLE triangle, Triangle, pie_slice;
POLYGONS cube, fractal_landscape;
SURFACE mostly_diffuse, metallike, very_rough, textured;
SOURCE flood_light, PointSource;
T RA N S FO R M m ove_alon g_X_by_2_th e n_rotate_abo ut_Z_by_ 1 0_d eg rees ;

SOLID house, F15, airport, jello_solid_as_a_rock;
LIGHT neon, spot_light;

)

7.5.4.3 Assignment To Variables

Once a variable is declared it is also initialized with default values. Generally
the default initialization will be of little or no use as is. For example a SOLID
variable will have no primitives. The initialized values are identical to those of an
empty statement block. The statement block actually defines a structure that is
added to the scene. lf no structure assignment statements are made within the

'block i.e. the structure member values are not changed, then the default
structure will be added to the scene. To be of practical use a variable should be
initialized with specified values as there is no gain in assigning a default variable
to a default structure member. The assignment of values to variables differs
slightly for a number, vector and structure. The following syntax is used for each:

1) Number

numeric-identifierl = flurnêric-constant
numeric-identifie12
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2) Vector

vector-identifierl = vector-constant
vector-identifie2

3) Structure

structure-identifierl = statement-block
structu re- identif ier2
structure-identif ier2 then statement-block

Where structure may be one of solid, light, surface, source, transform, sphere,
plane, triangle, rectangle or polygons.

In the above syntax the second form is common to all, the assignment of one
variable to another of the same type. In this type of an assignment, the variable
on the left hand side of the equal sign becomes an identical copy of the variable
on the right hand side. This does apply to variables representing structures. lf a
variable A represents a solid object with 200 primitives and it is assigned to a
variable B, then variable B will also represent the same solid object with 200
primitives. Note that the identifier on either side of the equal sign must be
unique. As an example, given the following declarations:

VARIABLES

{
NUMBER Pi, angle;
VECTOR Up, North;
SPHERE Ball, sphere;
SURFACE Speckled,Spots;
SOURCE simulated_sun, infinite_source;
TRANSFORM object_motion, light_motion;
SOLID torus, donut;

)

the following assignments are valid:

angle = Pi
UP = North
Ball = sphere
Spots = Speckled
simulated_sun = infinite_source
I ight_motion = object_motion
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donut = torus

The other forms of assignment are different for numeric, vector and structures
therefore each will be discussed separately.

1) Number

The assignment of a numeric constant to a numeric variable is straight forward.
The following are valid syntax:

Pi = 3.14159 red_component = -0.78 radius = 1 .SeB ray_depth = b

2) Vector

The assignment of a vector constant to a vector variable is also straight
fonrvard. The following are valid syntax:

'_axis - < 0.0, 0.0, 1.0 >
ocean bluê = ( 0.1, 0.8, 1.0 >
sphere_center = < 1,2,3>
ligh!_direction = < -1.5e-3, 4, -0.4E-3 >

Another form of vector assignment allows one to intermix numeric constants
and numeric variables. The following are valid syntax:

object_rotation = < theta, phi, gamma >
any_color - < red, green, blue >
cube_size = ( x_sizê, 0.5, 4 >

3) Structure

The remaining structure assignments are a little more complex. The first form
allows one to assign a statement block to the variable. Within a statement block it
is also valid syntax to use a variable as an argument to a statement. That is,

keyword

{
keyword structure-identifier /. variable argument "/
keyword parameter-list

)

When assigning a statement block to a variable, the keyword that starts the
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block is not required. The keyword starting the block indicates the type of
structure being defined, however with variables this is already implied by the
varíable's type.

structure-identifierl = /" keyword implied "/

{
keyword structure-identif ier2
keyword parameter-list

)

Depending on the structure type of the variable this assignment can become
rather complicated. A basic example of an assignment to a SPHERE variable is
the following:

ball = {
CENTER < 1 ,2,3>
RADIUS ball radius

)

This will create a sphere variable centered at <1,2,3> with a radius specified by
the numeric-identifier "ball_radius".

Only the specified structure members will be modified in the target variable
therefore one may still use some of the default varues. For example:

ball = { RADIUS 10 }

This will create a sphere variable centered at <0,0,0> the default, with a radius
of 10 units.

A little more complicated example is as follows:

/. initialize a sphere primitive variable "/

ball 2 = { /. SPHERE keyword implied ./

CENTER ball 2_center
RADIUS ball 2_radius

) /. end of sphere primitive ./

/. initialize a solid object variable with two balls ./
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two_balls = { /. SOLID keyword implied -/

SPHERE /. ball_1 defined by statement block -/

{
CENTER ball_1_center
RADIUS ball 1 radius

)

/. example of "keyword structure.identifier" syntax "/

SPHERE ball 2

) /. end of solid object ./

/* another example of "keyword structure.identifier" syntax */

SOLID two_balls /" now add the object to the scene */

/* end of example */

The above will create a solid object variable containing two spheres. The first
sphere "ball-1" is defined by a statement block and the second sphere ,'ball 2" is
defined by an assignment from a previously intialized sphere variable. Finàlly a
solid object is added to the scene by specifying the identifier "two_balls" as an
argument to the SOLID keyword.

The last form of structure assignment is a combination of the first two forms
being the most useful. lt is a sort of "assign then modify" statement. This form
has the following syntax:

structure-identifíer1 = structure-identifier2
{

keyword {... }
keyword structu re-identif ier3
keyword structure-identifier4 { ... }
keyword parameter-list

)

This syntax is equally valid with statement blocks:
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keyword structu re-identifierl
{

keyword parameter-list
keyword { ... }
keyword structu re-identífier2
keyword structure-identifier3 { ... }

)

For example, two or more objects may all share the same surface attributes
except they all have different colors. A variable may be used to define the
surface information only once, after which it is assigned to each of the objects.
lmmediately following each surface assignment would be a statement block
specifying the new color. For example:

/- initialize a surface variable with common surface attributes "/
common_surface = { /" suRFAcE keyword implied ./

/. desired values specified in this statement block -/

)

/. solid definitions now follow */

SOLID /" statement block defining solid object 1 "/
{
/. primitive specifications for solid 1 would go here */

SURFACE common_surface /* heres the assignment "/
{

COLOR orange /" followed by the modification "/
)

)

SOLID /" statement block defining solid object 2 "/
{
/. primitive specifications for solid 2 would go here ./
SURFACE common_surface /* heres the assignment */

{
COLOR <0,0,1> /. followed by the modification (blue) -/

)

In the above, â surface variable is fírst defined, ie the identifier
"common-variable". Two solid objects are added to the scene defined by their
respective statement blocks. The surface attributes of each are defined, first by
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the assignment of "common_surface" then by the statement block specifying a
different color.

A little more complicated example is as follows:

/. initialize a surface variable with common surface attributes "/

common_surface = {
/* use default values except for color "/
COLOR bronze

)

/. initialize a common sphere primitive variable "/

ball = 1

CENTER ball_center
RADIUS ball radius

)

/. initialize a solid object variable with two bronze balls
one at "ball_center" the other at<1,2,3> *l

two_balls = {
SPHERE ball/. assign then modify -/

{ CENTER < 1,2,3 > }

SPHERE ball /" straight assignment "/
SURFACE common_surface /* straight assignment */

) /. end of solid object assignment ./

/. initialize a solid object variable with three purple balls
one at "ball_center", one at <1 ,2,3> and another at <4,5,6> */

three_balls = two_balls /* already has 2 balls defined */

{
/* add one more ball "/
SPHERE ball /" assign then modify -/

{ CENTER <4,5,6> }

SURFACE common_surÍace l* assign then modily ./

{ COLOR purple }
) /. end of solid object assignment ./

/" now add objects to the scene */

/* -- add one blue ball - 
-/

SOLID /" specify solid object by a statement block "/
{

SPHERE /" centered at origin, the default./
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{ RADTUS 2 }

SURFACE i" default surface attributes except for color */

{ COLOR blue }

I l" -- end of blue ball definition - "/

/* -- add two bronze balls -- "/
SOLID two_balls /. straight assignment ./

/* -- add three yellow balls -- "/
SOLID two_balls /" assign then modify "/
t

SPHERE ball { CENTER <4,5,Þ } /. assign then modity "/

SURFACE common_suñace l" assign then modily ./

{ COLOR yellow }

TRANSFORM /" specify transformation by a statement block ./

{
/* move it somewhere different than two_balls ./

)
j l" -- end of three yellow balls delinition -- "/

/" -- add three purple balls -- "/
SOLID three_balls /" assign then modify ./

{
TRANSFORM /. specify transformation by a statement block ./

{
/* move it somewhere different than two_balls */

)
, f -- end of 3 purple balls delinition -- */

/* end of example */

The previous example is fairly complicated however it illustrates some of the
different ways in which one may define structures. Generally there will be one or
more ways one may specify information all with identical results. Since the input
file can become rather confusing it is best to stick with one method and use it
consistently.
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7.5.5 Statements

This remainder of this chapter will discuss all the statements that are used
within the description language.

7.5.5.1 Scene

This section will describe the statements within a scene definitíon block. The
scene describes the environment being modelled. The majority of work in setting
up a scene description involves the definition of the solid objects that are
rendered and the light objects that illuminate the scene. There are a number of
other elements required by the ray tracing code that also define the environment
being rendered. Mirage specification, viewplane definition, ambient lighting and
image resolution are some examples of these. All these extra elements are
lumped together and specified within the scene statement block. All of the
options which may be specified are initialized with default values. The syntax for
the scene statement block is as follows:

SCENE
rI

SHADOWS
LOGSCALE floating-point
DEPTH integer
BACKGROUND vector
AMB|ENT { ... i
HAZE { ... }
sKY { ... }
MTRAGE{ ... }
vtEW { ... }

Ì

where { ... } indicates a statement block

The following discussion describes each of the statements that are used within
the SCENE statement block.

SHADOWS

This is a boolean flag that will enable shadow detection when calculating
illumination from direct light sources. lmage generation times will be longer with
this option enabled however the results will be more realistic. Specifying the -S
command has the same effect. By default shadow detection ¡s disablôd to allow
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qu¡cker rendering times for testing purposes. When shadow detection is enabled
for the scene one may still selectively disable shadows for specific light sources
when they are defined. The converse is not possible when shadows have been
disabled for the scene.

LOGSCALE scale

The log scalíng statement allows one to boost up the intensity of the darker
areas of an image relative to the brightest area using the following formula:

new_value = log( 1 + scale old_value ) / log( 1 + scale )

The above formula is applied individually to each of the red, green and blue
components of a color after they have been linearly scaled to the range { 0 ..1}.
When an image is linearly scaled the brightest values may dominate if there is a
large dynamic range. Log scaling compresses this dynamic range. The statement
expects a single scaling parameter which must be a value greater than 1. Values
less than or equal to t have no effect. Log scaling is not applied by default. For
the test images produced it was found that values of 5.0 to 10.0 work reasonably
well' The effect of log scaling tends to be negligible for values greater than 4o.
Large values may tend to wash out a final image. This optión may also be
specified on the command line with the -l switch.

DEPTH max_depth

The DEPTH statement allows specification of the maximum recursion depth
used while tracing specularly reflected rays. The statement expects a positive
integer greater then 0. lf the specified value is less than 1 then the depth will be
set to the default value of 2. The program makes heavy use of the system stack
so one should make sure that the recursion depth is not too deep. lf tne system
stack can be changed then larger recursion depths should not be a problem. On
an Amiga it was found that a stack of 10,000 bytes was adequate for a recursion
depth of 5. This optíon may also be specified on the command line with the -d
switch.

BACKGROUND <r,g,b>

The BACKGROUND statement allows one to specify a RGB color that is to be
used as default if a ray does not intersect any object within the scene. lf the
HAZE structure is defined then its specified color will be used instead and the
background color will have no effect. The default value for the background color
is all black, i.e. < 0, 0, O >.
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AMBIENT

The ambient structure specifies how the program calculates indirect lighting
within the scene. Indirect lighting accounts for illumination not attributable to
direct contributions from light sources or specular contributions from reflecting
surfaces. lt is caused by the scattering of light in all directions from surfaces with
both diffuse and specular components. lt is common to approximate ambient
lighting with a constant term. One may also attempt to approximate ambient
lighting by tracing rays sent in random directions from a surface. The ambient
statement allows specification of either method. The default is to use a constant
ambient term. The syntax for the statement block is as follows:

AMBIENT
t

INTENSITY floating-point
COLOR vector
NSAMPLES integer
DEPTH integer

)

The following discussion describes the statements within the AMBIENT
statement block.

INTEN S ITY brig htness_value
COLOR <r,g,b>

These two statements are used to define a constant ambient term. The
specified intensity value determines the amount of constant ambient illumination
that should used for the scene. The value will be used to scale the specified color
which is added to all rendered surfaces. Each individual surface may also specify
the amount of ambient light which is to be added to it. Small intensity values are
good for indoor scenes while larger values should be used for outdoor scenes.
The default value is 0.2. For indoor scenes, using an ambient color which is
slightly tinted towards the color of walls works well. A gray shade is appropriate
for outdoor scenes. The default ambient color is < 0.S, O.S, 0.S >.

NSAMPLES max_samples
DEPTH max_depth

These two statements are used to specify a ray tracing approximation to
diffuse interreflectíon. The value supplied for the NSAMpLES statement
determines how many random rays will be traced. For even a small number of
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propagating rays the resulting number of intersection calculations becomes quite
large. For each surface that is hit additional random rays are generated and
traced. As the program traverses the ray depth tree the number of rays has a
geometric growth. For this reason a maximum depth may be specified with the
DEPTH statement to limit the number of propagating rays.

When the program reaches the specified depth, random ray generation will
cease and the values supplied for the constant ambient term will be used
instead. Note that this depth value has no effect on the depth to which specularly
reflected rays are traced (that is determined by the DEPTH statement in the
main SCENE statement block). Also note that randomly directed rays impinging
upon specular surfaces may generate additional reffected rays that need to be
traced. To obtain a good approximation a large number of sample rays should
be traced but generally this is impractical. Specifying 4 to 16 samples is
reasonable. Specifying a maximum depth of 2 will limit the approximation to the
first surface that is hit by an initial ray originating from the obseruer. The program
uses a constant ambient term by default with both these values set to 0. The
following is a sample AMBIENT definition:

AMBIENT {
INTENSIW 0.4
coLoR < 0.9, 0.9, 0.9 >
DEPTH 2
NSAMPLES 8

l

HAZE

The haze structure defines values which simulate atmospheric attenuation due
to haze or fog. Haze provides a means of depth-cueing. Surface colors are
blended towards the haze color by an amount that is a function of both the haze
density and the distance the light has propagated. lf haze is defined, then its
color and intensity will also be used as the default background color when no
objects in the scene are intersected by a ray. The syntax for the statement block
is as follows:

HAZE.

{
I NTENS ITY floati ng-poi nt
COLOR vector
DENSITY floating-point

)
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The following discussion describes the statements within the HAZE statement
block.

I NTENS lTY brig htness_value
COLOR < r, g, b )

These two statements are used to specify the intensity and color of the haze.
Generally the haze color is set to a light gray however using a dark blue or black
is appropriate for nighttime scenes. lf a SKY structure is defined then the haze is
blended with its resultant color as well. When blendíng with the sky, the effect of
the haze is attenuated with altitude. Setting the haze color to that of the horizon
color works well.

DENSITY p

This statement allows one to specify how much light will be attenuated by haze
for a given distance ol ray propagation. Haze will be very noticeable at close
distances if larger values of density are specified. The intensity is attenuated by:

l, = lo e -P *

where

lo - intensity with no attenuation
l, - resultant intensity after the ray has propagated a distance x

lf a value less than or equal to 0 is given then haze will have no effect. The
default is to not apply haze attenuation while rendering.

The following is a sample HAZE definition:

HAZE
{

INTENSITY 0.9
DENSIry O.O

coloR < 0.9, 0.9, 0.9 >
Ì
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SKY

The SKY structure defines a simulated sky for the upper hemisphere of the
scene. lt allows one to define an enclosing sphere for the environment and the
position of a sun. lllumination from the sky is based on the CIE standard
luminance functions for clear and overcast skys. One may specify the amount of
overcast that is to be simulated. A defined sky is used in place of lne background
color when no objects are hit in the scene . tt haze is specified then it will be
blended with the sky color as well. One does not have to create any lights when
a sky is defined since a light will be created to represent the sun. When using a
simulated sky one should also create a ground plane to hide the lower
hemisphere. lf a ray does intersect the lower hemisphere then the resultant color
is a mirrored image of the upper hemisphere. Note that the algorithm that
implements sky rendering still needs a little work. The overall b-rightness of
resultant images is very dependent on the amount of overcast. l; addition
specifying a completely overcast sky does not block out the sun it only affects the
intensity of the sky's color. To compensate for this, one may specify a lower
intensity value for the sun and disable its specular lighting calculation. This will
create a sort of ambient light source. With a partíally or totally clear sky the
algorithm seems to work well and produces nice results when used in
conjunction wíth a ray approximation to ambient lighting. The reflection of the sun
and sky in mirrored surfaces looks good also.

The program does not simulate a sky by default. The syntax for the statement
block is as follows:

SKY
t

RADIUS floating-point
INTENSITY ftoating-point
ZENITHCOLOR vector
HORIZONCOLOR vector
OVERCAST ftoating-point

suN {...}
Ì

where {...} indicates a statement block

The following discussion describes the statements within the SKy statement
block.
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RADIUS radius_value

The specified radius determines how large the enclosing sphere is for the
environment. The sphere is centered at the origin. The value épecified should be
large enough so that the sphere does enclose all objects in the scene. The
radius should also be large enough so that the curuature of the sphere is not
noticeable ín any blended sky colors. lf the specified radius is less than 1.0 or
greater than 1.0e20 then it is set to the default value of 1.0e10.

I NTENS lry brig htness_vatue

The value specified determines the intensity of the sky at the zenith. The
resultant intensity of any position in the sky is a blended vaiue between the CIE
overcast and clear sky function values based on the overcast parameter. The
default value for the zenith intensity is 1.

ZENITHCOLOR <r,g,b>
HORIZONCOLOR <r,g,b)

These two statements allow specification of the sky color at the zenith and
horizon. The resultant sky color at any position in the upper hemisphere is a
blend between the zenith and horizon colors. The amount of blending is
determined by the sky's posítion from the zenith. The default color for the zenith
is <0 0,1> and for the horizon it is <0.g, O.g, 1>.

OVERCAST amount_of

This statement specifies how overcast the sky is. The resultant intensity of any
positíon in the sky is a blended value between the CIE overcast and clear sky
functions based on this parameter. The value should be in the range {0..1}. Thó
default overcast value is 0 which represents a clear sky.

SUN

When the sky is defined a light object representing a sun is automatically
created. The sun is modelled as an infinite light source. An infinite source of ligl-rt
is considered to be originating from a poiñt in space placed infinitety in the
distance. All light rays incident to a surface are paiallel. The values supplied for
this structure define the intensity, color and dírection from the sun. There are a
variety of statements which allow specification of the sun's illuminatíon direction
in different ways. Although all may be specified only the last statement that would
affect the dírection is used. The statement block has the following syntax:
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SUN
f
t

INTENSITY floating-point
COLOR color
AZIMUTH floating-point
ZENITH floating-point
DIRECTION vector
FROM vector
TO vector
NOSPECULAR
NOSHADOWS

Ì

The following discussion describes the statements within the SUN statement
block.

I NTENS ITY brig htness_value
COLOR <r,g,b>

These two statements are used to specify the intensity and color of the sun.
The default intensity is 1.0 and the default color is < 1, 1, 1 ). A lower intensity
value might be appropriate for more overcast skys.

DIRECTION <x,y,z>

This allows specification of the sun's illumination direction by a vector. The sun
must be above the line of the horizon therefore the Z component of the direction
should always be negative. The vector specified does not have to been in
normalized form. The default value is < 0, 0, -1 ), in which case the sun is
directly overhead at a zenith angle of 0 degrees.

FROM 1x,y,z)
TO 1x,y,z)

This allows specification of the sun direction by two points. The directed vector
from the FROM point to the TO point defines the resultant direction. Using this
form is easier than specifying a direction vector explicitly. The sun must be above
the line of the horizon therefore the Z component of the FROM position should
afways be greater than the z component of the To position. The default FROM
position is < 0, 0, 100 > and the initial TO position is the origin. Each time the
parser encounters either statement the direction is recalculated so the order in
which they are specified will be important.
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AZIMUTH angle
ZENITH angle

This allows specification of the sun's illumination direction by its position in the
sky. ln this form of specification the illumination direction is from the sun's
position towards the origin. The position is given by zenith and azimuth angles
specified in degrees. The zenith angle is a rotation directed away fromlhe
positive Z axis towards the XY plane. The angle musty be positive with a
magnitude greater than or equal to 0 and less than 90. An angle of 0 degrees
positions the sun directly overhead while an angle close to 90 degrees places the
sun on the horizon. The azimuth angle is a rotation directed away from the
positive X axis in the XY plane. A positive azímuth angle is a rotation towards the
positive Y axís and a negative azimuth angle is a rotation towards the negative y
axis. The angle must be in the range {-180 .. 180 }. An angle of 0 degreeé places
the sun aligned with the positive X axis and an angle ol +/- 180 degrees places
the sun aligned with the negative X axis.

NOSPECULAR

This is a boolean flag which will disable rendering calculations for specular
highlights. This applies to the sun only and will not affect any other defined lights.
specifying nospecular may be appropriate for more overcast skys.

NOSHADOWS

This is a boolean flag which will disable shadow calculations for the sun even if
shadows have been enabled for the entire scene( by the SHADOWS statement
in the SCENE statement block or by the -S command line switch ). This is
appropríate for overcast skys where lighting is very diffuse and hard shadows
created by a blocked sun would not be apparent. One may still want to specify
shadows for the scene however if other illuminating sources have been created.
For example, if there is dark overcast during the day, street lights generally come
on in which case one would still want to see local shadowing ¡n ine area of the
lights.

The following is a sample SKY definition:

SKY
{

RADIUS 1.0e8
INTENSITY 1.0
ZENITHCOLOR < 0,0,0.9 >
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HORIZONCOLOR < 0.3,0.6,0.9 >
OVERCAST 0.1

SUN

{
INTENSIW 1.0
coLoR <1 ,1 ,1 >
AZIMUTH -30
ZENITH 20
NOSPECULAR

)
)

MIRAGE

This structure defines the ínformation required by the mirage algorithm which
simulates the atmospheric effects of temperature on the propagation of light. The
program only accounts for mirage effects on the initial rays sent from an obseruer
into the scene. lt does not affect specularly reflected rays, rays from light sources
and any rays used in a diffuse interreflection approximatíon. Simply put, the
program traces a "mirage" ray through vertícally stacked horizontal layers of
differing temperature. The mirage ray is represented by parabolic arc segments
which are incrementally calculated as the ray propagates througñ each
temperature layer. The ray segments follow a radial path directed away from the
observer into the scene. Actual ray-object intersection tests are performed with
the parabolíc arc segments. The routine incrementally follows the ray's path
through the temperature layers until an object in the scene is hit or a terminating
condition is met. The termination criteria is supplied within this statement block. ù
a terminating condition is encountered before a ray-object intersection then a
conventional straight ray tangent to the parabolic arc is traced from that point
onward.

Simulating a mirage greatly increases image generation time but produces very
interesting results. The defined objects in the scene become verlically distorted i;
size and may exhibit mirroring effects. The amount and type of apparent object
distoration reproduced is dependent on a specified temperature profile and the
placement of the obseruer and objects within the scene. Note that the observer
must be veftically posítioned somewhere within the defined temperature profile.

The syntax for the statement block is as follows:
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MIRAGE

{
SEGMENTS integer
DISTANCE floating-point
ELEVATION floatin g-point

PROFILE

{
floating-point floating-point
floati ng-point floati ng-point

)
)

The following discussion describes the statements within the MIRAGE
statement block.

SEGMENTS maximum segments

As each parabolic ray segment is traced an accumulative count is maintained.
This statement allows one to provide an upper limit on the number of ray
segments traced after which mirage effects are no longer accounted for. From
that point on a conventional straight ray is traced. This value is generally used as
a safeguard in unforseen cases where all other terminating conditions used
within the mirage simulation algorithm may fail. lf the supplied value is less than
1 then the value is set to the default of 500.

DISTANCE maximum_distance

As each parabolic ray segment is traced an accumulative distance is
maintained. This statement allows specification of a maximum distance after
which mirage effects will no longer be accounted for. From that point on a
conventional straight ray is traced. The value is assumed to be expressed in a
base unit, for example meters as opposed to kilometers. lf the value specified is
less than 0 or greater than 1.0e20 then it will be set to the default value of 25000.

ELEVATION maxi mu m_elevatio n

This statement allows specification of a maximum elevation a parabolic ray will
be traced to, after whích mirage effects will no longer be accounted for. From that
point on a conventional straight ray is traced. The value is assumed to be
expressed in a base unit, for example meters as opposed to kilometers. lf the
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value specified is greater than any elevation encountered in the defined
temperature profile it will be ignored and the maximum found in the profile will be
used instead. lf the value specified is less than 0 or greater than 1.0e20 then it
will be set to the default value of 500.0.

PROFILE

{

l

This statement allows specification of the temperature profile used by the
mirage simulation algorithm. Each profile point is expressed by an elevation and
a temperature. The entire profile is defined by a list of elevation - temperature
pairs ( z, T ). Profile elevations are specified from low to high as one moves down
the list. All elevations must be increasing. There is no restriction on the values
specified for the temperatures.

Each indivídual profile point may be placed on the same line separated by at
least one space or on separate lines. The number of points in the profile does not
have to be specified beforehand however there sf¡ouid be at least 3 and no more
than 200. There is no default temperature profile and an error will be issued if
one is not defined within a MIRAGE statement block. The following is a sampte
MIRAGE definition:

MIRAGE
{

DISTANCE 25OOO.O

ELEVATION 1OO.O

SEGMENTS 3OO

PROFILE
{
/" elevation temperature */

0.0 0.00
5.0 0.30
10.0 0.75
1 1.0 0.88
12.0 1.06
14.0 1.50
17.0 2.40
20.0 3.85

Ì

zo To
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VlEW

The view statement block allows one to define the position, orientation and
viewing direction of the observer within the scene. The obseruer is assumed to
be looking through a pin-hole camera with a limited field of view. The field of view
defines a frustrum which contains the elements of the scene that are visible to
the observer. Statements within this block also define a viewing plane upon
which the image is contained. The syntax for the statement block is ãs follows:

VIEW
{

FROM vector
TO vector
FOV floating-point
TILT floating-point
WIDTH integer
HEIGHT integer

ASPECT floating-point
REGION integer, integer, integer, integer

Ì

The following discussion describes the statements within the VIEW statement
block.

FROM 1x,y,z)

This statement is used to specify where the observer is within the scene by a
position vector. lf a mirage is being simulated then the observer must be
vertically positioned somewhere within the defined temperature profile. The
default position of the observer is < 20, O, 6 >.

TO <x,y,z>

This statement is.used to specify at what point the observer is looking at within
the scene. lf one. is looking straight down from above, i.e. the line õt .ignt i,
perpendicular to the XY plane directed along the -Z axis, then "up" is directed
along the -X axis and "right" is along the +Y axís. lf one is looking straight up
from below then "up" is directed along the +X axis and "right" is dilectedãtong
the +Y axis. The supplied point must be different from the specified observer's
position. The observer is set to look at a default location of < 0, o, 6 >.
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FOV field_of_view

This statement is used to define the width of the viewing frustrum by an angle
given in degrees. The frustrum is a three-dimensional volume containing all
visible scene elements. Small field of view values will zoom in on far away scene
elements similar to a telephoto lens. Large values will create a wide-angle lens
affect and intermediate values produce a normal lens effect. The value must be
in the range {0.5..175.0} degrees. The default field of view is 4S.0 degrees.

TILT tilt_angle

This statement allows one to provide an angle in degrees which is used to
rotate the camera about the viewing direction. A positive value will rotate the
camera clockwise and a negative value will rotate the camera counter-clockwise.
The effect produced is the same as that seen while looking out the front of an
airplane as it is banked left or right. The value must be in the range of
{-180.0..180.0} degrees. The defautt is 0.0 degrees of titt.

WIDTH image_width
HEIGHT image_height

These two statements define the width and height of the final image in pixels.
Both values must be in the range {1..1024}. The default width ¡s 320 pixels and
the default height is 200 pixels. These values may also be specified on the
command line with -w and -h.

ASPECT aspect_ratio

This statement defines an aspect ratio correction factor for the image.
Depending on the monitor used for viewing final images circles may appear as
ellipses and squares may look like rectangles due to the differences ín the way a
pixel is displayed in the horizontal and vertical directions. Generally a displayed
pixel is smaller in the horizontal direction than it is in the vertiôal direction
therefore this value is used to scale the image horizontally. program
development was done on an Amiga with test imagls displayed aia maximum
resolution of 320 pixelswide by200 pixels high using an aspect ratio of 1.2.To
display a perfect square 200 pixels high the width would be scaled to 240 pixels.
lf the aspect ratio provided is less than 1.0 it is set to 1.0. The default value is 1.

REGION top, left, bottom, right

While testíng scene setups one may wish to ray trace a smaller, perhaps more
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interesting area of an image. With this statement one defines the top left and
bottom right corners of the area in pixels. The area must lie within the area of a
full image defined by its width and height. For left and right values the valid range
is {0..width-1} and for top and bottom values it is {0..height-1}. lf any value
exceeds the maximum or minimum allowable limit it will be set to that limit. lf the
specifíed right is less than the left it will be set to the left value and if the specified
bottom is less than the top it will be set to the top value. The default area is 0, 0,
1023, 1023. Note thatthe REGION statement does not haveto be used even
though the defined image dimensions are less than the default area. The
program will correct for it. Any specified region is ignored if any of the -w, -h, -s
and -e command line switches are used.

The following is a sample VIEW definition:

VIEW
I
t

FROM < 100, 0, 5.5 >
TO < -10000, 0.001, 5.5001 >
FOV 45.0
TILT 20.0
W¡DTH 1OO

HEIGHT 1OO

ASPECT 1.2
REGION 0, 0, 50, 50 /* only trace top left quafter */

)
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7 .5.5.2 Transformations

Transformations allow one to size, place and orient both objects and primitives
within the scene. They may also be used to transform any textures which are to
be applied to surfaces during rendering. All defined objects and primitives are
initialized with a transformation matrix. A single transformation matrix may be
composed of any number of scalings, translations and rotations combined in any
order. Up to 20 transformations may be specified within the statement block at
any one time. lf more are required they may be specified in additional statement
blocks. The syntax for the statement block is as follows:

TRANSFORM
Ít

IDENTITY

TRANSLATE vector
TRANSX floating-point
TRANSY floating-point
TRANSZ floating-point

SCALE vector
SCALEX floating-point
SCALEY floating-point
SCALEZ floating-point

ROTATE vector
ROTX floating-point
ROTY floating-point
ROTZ floating-point

)

Any one statement may appear more than once. The following discussion
describes the statements within the TRANSFORM statement block.

IDENTITY

Upon entering a TRANSFORM statement block the transformation matrix being
modified may already contain values from a previous definition ( this is generally
a consequence of TRANSFORM variable assignments ). One may reinitialize the
transformation matrix to represent an identity matrix with this statement. An
identity transformation matrix has no effect on its corresponding object or
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primitive. lf this statement is used it should logically be the first within a statement
block. lf it ís not specified first then any statements preceding it will be ignored.

TRANSLATE < x_amount, y_amount, z amount >

This allows specifícation of a translation along all three coordinate axes. A
positive value gíven for any of x, y or z will move a point that amount along the
respective axis. lf one does not need a translation along any one of the
coordinate axes then a value of 0 should be supplíed.

TRANSX x_amount
TRANSY y_amount
TRANSZ z_amount

Each of these statements performs the same function as the TRANSLATE
statement but allows one to specify an amount for each axis individually. The
order that successive translations are applied in does not have an effect on the
final result therefore the TRANSLATE statement may be more useful. The more
the merryíer.

SCALE < x_size, y_size, z_size >

This allows one to scale differently along each of the three coordinate axes.
The absolute magnitude of any of x, y or z must be greater than 0. Values less
than 1 will compress points along the respective axié while values greater than
one will cause an expansion. lf a negative value is supplied for an/ of x, y or z
then a reflection through a plane into another octant wiil occur. foi example, a
value of -1 for x would cause a reflection through theyZ plane. Specitying
different values for each of the coordinate axes wii result in nonuniform scaling
for most objects but not all. For example a sphere will retain its shape but will
have its center moved ( if not at the origin ) and its radius scaled by an amount
not readily apparent.

lf one does not need a scaling along any one of the coordinate axes then a
value of 1.0 should be supplied.

SCALEX x_size
SCALEY y_size
SCALEZ z_síze

Each of these statements performs the same function as the SCALE statement
but allows one to specify an amount for each axis individually. The order that
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successive scalings are applied does not have an effect on the final result
therefore the SCALE statement may be more useful.

ROTATE < x-angle ,y_angle , 7 angle >

This defines three separate rotations about each of the coordinate axes by
three angles given in degrees. A positive rotation is in a counter-clockwise
direction as one looks down the positive end of an axis. The rotatíons are applied
in the order; X, followed by Y then Z. The order rotations are applied in does
affect a transformed point's position therefore this statement may be too general
for all purposes. lf one does not need a rotation about any one of the coordinate
axes then a value of 0 should be supplied.

ROTX x_angle
ROTY y_angle
ROTZ z_angle

Each of these statements allows specification of a rotatíon about a coordinate
axis on an individual basis. Like the ROTATE statement, each angle is given in
degrees and positive rotations are applied in a counter-clockwise direction.
When applying successive rotations the final result is dependent on the order the
rotations are specified in. This is due to the fact that combined rotations are
calculated by matrix multiplication whích is noncommutative. Use of these
individual rotation statements offers more flexibility than the ROTATE statement
alone. For example,

ROTY 20
ROTZ 30
ROTX 1 O

could not be expressed with a single ROTATE statement and would have to be
specified as follows:

ROTATE < O, 20, O >
ROTATE < O, O, 30 >
ROTATE < 1O, O, O >

which is a little more cumbersome.

The following is an example of a transform definition:
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TRANSFORM
(
t

TRANSX 25
ROTZ 65
ROTY 10
SCALE < 1, 2, 3 >

)

General Transformation Information

When a three-dimensional point within an object is transformed it is actually
multiplied by the object's transformation matrix. lf one applied each successive
transformation individually to a point as they were specified they would be
combined in the followíng manner:

P' =P M" M, M, M.

. where M, is the object's current transformation matrix before entering the
statement block.and each M, is a matrix representing the jth transformation
specified within the statement block. The matrix nearést p generates the first
transformation and the transformation farthest to the right,-the last. since no
points are as yet available the transformations are combined in a pre-multiplied
matrix M in the following order:

M=M" (M, (M, M.)))

To pre-multiply the matrices the transformatíons would normally have to bespecified in the reverse order to that in which they are to be applió0. To make
transform specification less confusing the program utilizes a stack to temporarily
save transformations as they are specified. As each transformation is parsed amatríx representing such is created and pushed onto a stack i.e. M" will bepushed first, M., second and so on.

a) before statement block parsed

top of stack M"

b) after M., parsed

top of stack M1

M"
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c) after M. parsed

top of stack M"
M.
M"

d) after M. parsed

top of stack M.
Vl2

M.
M"

After the last transformation has been specified the matrices are popped off the
stack in the reverse order and multiplied i.e. M. is popped first, M, next and so
on.

a) pop M, pre-multiplied M = Mg I

top of stack M,
M.
M"

b) pop M, pre-multiplied M = M, ( M, I )

top of stack M'
M"

c) pop M, pre-multiplied M = M1 ( M, ( M. | ) )

top of stack M.

d) pop M" pre-multiplied M=M" ( M, ( M, (M. | )))
top of stack empty

After all transformation matrices have been multiplied the object,s current
transformatíon matrix M. is re-assigned to the pre-multiplied matrix M.

The stack can only hold 20 matrices at a time thus the reason only 20transformations may be specified at a time. specifying IDENTITy effectively
clears the stack and sets an object's current tianstórmation matrix M. to | (an
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identíty matrix).

since combíned transformations are obtained with matrix muliplication which isnoncommutative the order the transformations arà specified in will affect the finalresult' For exampte, a cube centered at the orìgin1n"t is first transrateo along theY axis and then rotated about the zaxis wilt nät o. positioned and oriented the
i{i.* 

a cube that is first rotated about the zaxÈ and then transrated arong the

when defining a transformation matrix it ¡s not neccessary to specify all thepossible combinations' Initially all transformation matrices represent identity
ir?::iïr,ff,il3lt'tv transrormation matrix h;;;. errect on its corresponding

lf one is using scaling to just resize objects then it is advisable to appty thescaling to an object centeied at the oriiin. ìt'än oo¡ect is arso to be ptacedsomewhere within the scene other tnan aitrrå ät'g¡n then it is sometìmes helpfulto apply the scaling before any rotations or transla"tions are applied. For exampleif an object centere.d atihe origin is first rou"à to .0, s, 0 >'ánd then scated by
iff:SJfri.axis 

it wir moveäsain to - o, io, õ'. rn¡. mav or mav not be the

,.LJil,il3l,.n 
a sphere the radius wiil be resized by the srearer of rhe rhree

when rotating objects about their center it is herpfur if one uses < 0, 0, 0 > asthe center' Applying the same tot"tion, to 
"n 

o-oi..t centered other than theorigin will produce different results.

What do I do w,dem?

Both primitives and objects have tl.lf.own respective transformation matrices.The transformation.defined tor á primitive wirt 
"îtr"t 

that primitive onry and thetransformatíon defined for an object w¡rr átrect-"ll ot its primitives. whenmodelling the objects within the scene one may approach the problem in either oftwo ways. w¡th the first merhod 
?le g?Tprótejv ignores transformations arltogether and specifies all geometrical informatíoÀ w¡tn¡n the ."én",, gfobalcoordinate system. since all objects.are..nothing ror. than abstiã"1 .tru.tures,each primitive is defined exactly as it will .nJ rî'in-r.rnr. As an exampre ret,ssay one were modelling an objéct composed oi two verticarfy stacked sphereswith the bottom sphere iesting än in. ground. The boüom sphere has a radius of4 and the top sphere has a tão¡rs orã. tne rpr,Lr.. wiff be .rnt.iãJ arong an
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axis positioned at < 5, 5, o >. To place this object within the scene one would
specify a statement block as follows:

SOLID
I
t

SPHERE /* bottom */

{
CENTER < 5, 5, 4 >
RADIUS 4

)

SPHERE l* top *l

{
CENTER < 5,5, 10 >
RADIUS 2

II
Ì

The center of each sphere has to be calculated so that each will be positioned
properly' The calculation is fairly trivial but what happens when we wish to model10 of these stacked spheres positioned uniformly around a circle of arbitraryradius centered at some arbitrary point. The calculätion of each spirere center isstill not too difficult once we know the circle's radius and center however itbecomes tedious. lf we further create four more circles each with 10 stackedspheres and place them all on an incline then the calculations become
overwhelming.

This example illustrates one of the major drawbacks to expliciily specifying allgeometric information in the scene's global coordinate system. That ís, it is verydifficult to build complex objects in an organized hierarchial manner. This is agood example where transformations can netp to organize modelled structuresand simplify calculat¡ons. This leads to discusàion of the alternative method onemay use when modelling their objects within the scene.

Instead of explicitly specifying everything within the scene,s global coordinatesystem each primitive or object is defined in its own local coordinate system andthen subsequently placed or "instanced" into the appropriate parent coordinatesystem.

For example, each primitive is instanced into its containing object,s coordinatesystem by that primitive's transformation matrix. Then each object is instancedinto the scene's global coordinate system by that object's transformation matrix.
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one may also perform geometrical transformations on a primitive or object beforeit is placed into the target coordinate system. we'il rook at the previous stackedsph.ere example again this time making use of transformations. Both the bottomand top spheres will be defined in theiiown local coordinate system centered atthe origin having a radius of 1. The containing object is also defined in its localcoordinate system centered at the origin. ro 
-pracä 

inis oo¡ect within the sceneone would now specify a statement bloðk as foilows:

SOLID
'{

SPHERE /* bottom -/
{

CENTER < 0, 0, 0 > f defautt sphere by the way */
RADIUS 1

TRANSFORM
{

/. geometric transformatíon to resize it */
SCALE <4,4,4>

f position it on the ground within object ./
TRANZ 4

l
I

SPHERE f top r/
I

CENTER < O, O, O >
RADIUS 1

TRANSFORM
t

/* geometric transformation to resize it */
SCALE <2,2,2>

/* position ¡t on top of bottom sphere within object./
TRANZ 1O

]
Ì

/'object transformation affecting all primítives */
TRANSFORM
{

/" position object into the scene */
TRANSLATE<5,5,0>

t
l

Although the object's definition ís now slightly longer it is
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clearly indicates. how the object has been built up from smaller components. Toplace 10 stacked spheres around a circle with a i"o¡u. of 10 centered at <1,2,3>one courd specify statement brocks simirar to the foilowing:
SOLID

{
/" sphere definitions remain unchanged ./

TRANSFORM /. place into scene */

{
/* move spheres to desired radius first */
TRANSLATE < 10, O, O >
/* rotate to position around circle */
ROTZ mu ttiple_of_36_deg rees

/" center it correctly ./
TRANSLATE < 1,2,3 >

'|

I
)

There is generally more than one way to construct a model to represent"something" within the scene. For example to model a city one may decide tomake the citv a sinsre object and derin" prìr¡tìu;.;hi¿h ;;;;;:".t a, thebuildings' one may also use multiple oojectå r""À representing a city block anddefine primitives that only represent oúitoings *itn¡n that bloäk. iñ" programdoes not allow objects to be contained withinätnéioo¡ects therefore the level towhich one may create a structural hierarchy is timiteO.

Although using transformations helps to organize the modelled objects they dolittle to eliminate the amount of statements which must be specified to define theobjects' The use of varíables will significantrv iåouãe the amount of statementsone needs to suppry when defining óo;ects. Á. 
"n 

.*"Tqrg, an object modeil¡nga set of wheel spokes will be oefinãd !v ,s1nj ¿ .ing"r. poLyGoNS variabte andtransformations' Each individual spo(e wiilie i.pi...nted by a stretched outcube' The spokes lie in.the XY plane and are uñitormity spaced around thewheel's axle represented by the Z axis.

The first step is.to define a cube primitive centered at its origin. The cube mustbe resized and then positioned *itnin tn" ôoi.ãi ro resize each cube oneapplies a geometric scaling. To positiln each .päLË *ithin the wheel one shouldfirst move the spoke a*ay from the Z axis leäuinõ room for the axle and thenrotate the spoke into its proper orientation. since thð axle is represented by the Zaxis one should apply the rotations about tn"t 
"riÀ. 

Each spoke will initially lie
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along the Y axis to serve as a referenc.e before applying a rotation. The primitiveiransformations required would be the following: 
--

a) resize cube SCALE 1x,y,Z)
b) move away from axle TRANSLATE < O, y, 0 >
c) orientate ROTZ angle

since a primitive variabre is being used one shourd put as much commonínformation as possible into thãt variable's der¡nition. The first twotransformations are common to all,the mooàlteo spotes therefore ihey will beplaced into the variable definition. The rotati;; ir rË"ific to each spoke so it wítlbe specified as the primitive variabte is assi;;ã¿ to the wheei object. Thefollowing sampte statements ¡llustrate how oñe could create the object withfigures 7.1-7.6 showing the corresponding images.

/- define a generic cube centered at origin, tigure 7.1 ./
cube =
{

VERTICES
{
I
< 1,-1,1> < 1, 1,1>
<-1,1,1> <_1,-1,1>
< 1,-1,-1> < 1,1,-1>
<_1,1,-1> <_1,_1,_1>

)

FACETS
(
I

10
045
051
156
162
267
273
37 4
340
012
023

I

1É enO of cube definition ./
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/* def ine a POLYGONS variable representing a spoke, tigure 7.2./

wheelspokê = cubê
{
f primitive transformations common to all spokes */
TRANSFORM
{
/'scale the cube, geometr¡c transform r/
scALE < 0.4,1 .2,0.4>
I move ends out along the y axis

to make room for axle */
TRANSY 2.5

)

) f end of wheel spoke definition ./

/- define a wheel object ./

wheel =
t

/'use default surface */

/'.create wheer by instancing the spokes. Each instance is
incrementaily rotated another 45 degrees abounhe Z axis.
The first spoke is lying atong the y aiis V

POLYGONS wheet_spoke

l9f-y99N9 wheelspoke { TRANSFoRM { Rorx 4s } }PoLycoNSwheelspoke irnerusFonM i norx goi í
/* figure 7.3 illustrates the object at this point./
l9|y99Ngwheelspoke irnnrusFoRM { Rorx 13s }
l9Iy99N9 wheel_spoke irnnrusFoRM i norx laõ i
l9¡y99Ngwheelspoke i rnnrusFonM i norx zãõ i
19I.I99N9 wheet_spoke irnnrusFoRM Ì norx ezõ íPoLycoNS wheelspoke i rnnrusFonM i norx slã i

) f end of wheel definition, tigure 7.4,/

/- instance wheel into global scene coordinate system ./
SOLID wheel
{

/. object transformation */

TRANSFORM
{

ROTY -50 /. figure 7.5 ./
ROTX 35 t, tigure7.6,t

I
I

I
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Figure 7.1 Cube centered at the origin
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Figure 7.2 One spoke of the wheel
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Figure 7.3 Four instances of the wheel spoke
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Figure 7.4 The complete wheel
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Figure 7.5 wheel rotated -s0 degrees about the y axis
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Figure 7.6 Wheel rotated 35 degrees about the X axis
to its final position
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7.5.5.3 Primitives

Any visible object within the scene.will have its physical shape defined by a listof basic primitives. The basic primitives are used as building blocks in creatingmore complex structures. All primitives contain geometric infórmation only and itis not possible to specify individual attributes-for each within an object. Thedefined attributes of the parent object are shared by all of its priritiu".. Eachprimitive also has its own transformation matrix. The following section describesthe statement blocks for each of the primitives.

SPHERE

The sphere is defined by a center and a radius. The sphere also has an implicituv coordinate system which is used by certain surface textures. lf a sphere isrotated about its center then its reference frame will be rotated as well. A sphereis initialized with a right-handed coordinate frame aligned with the scene,s XyZcoordinate axes. The sphere's u coordinate varies from 0 to 1 as one travels fromthe nofth to south poles. The sphere's v coordinate varies from 0 to 1 as onemoves from the x axis in a counter-clockwise direction along the equator. Thestatement block is as follows:

SPHERE
Í
t

CENTER vector
RADIUS ftoating-point

TRANSFORM {...}
TRANSFORM transform-identifier
TRANSFORM transform-identifier { ... }

)

The following discussion describes the statements within the spHEREstatement block.

CENTER 1x,y,z)

This statement is used to define the center of the sphere. The default center fora sphere is the origin.
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RADIUS size

This statement is used to specify the radius of the sphere. The value supplied
should be greater than 0. The default radius for the sphere is 1.

TRANSFORM

One may specify any number of transformations to size, place and orient the
sphere directly into the scene's global coordinate system or into an object,s local
coordinate system. Any rotations will also affect the sphere's uv reference frame.
The transformation matríx is by default set to an identity matrix and thus has no
effect on the sphere.

The following is an example of a sphere definition:

SPHERE
{

CENTER < 1,2,3 >
RADIUS 5

It

PLANE

The plane is defined by three coplanar points and
along its tangentíal directions. lt may be useful as a
statement block is:

PLANE

{
VERTEXI vector
VERTEX2 vector
VERTEX3 vector

extends infinitely in space
ground or cloud plane. The

TRANSFORM {... }
TRANSFORM transform-identifier
TRANSFORM transform-identifier { ... }

)

. .The following discussion describes the statements within the pLANE statement
block.
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VERTEXl <x1,y1,21>
VERTEX2 <x2,yz,zz>
VERTEX3 <xs,ys,zs>

The three supplied points should be unique, non-collinear and lie on the
desired plane. Internallly a reference point P, a vector U and a vector V are
stored to represent the plane. The plane's normal is determined by U x V using
the right hand rule. The point supplied for VERTEX2 is used for p. ú is the vector
directed from VERTEX2 to VERTEX3 and V is the vector directed f rom
vERTEX2 to vERTExl. p has a default varue of < 0, o, 0 > and the defaurt
normal is < 0, 0, 1 >, i.e. the Xy plane.

TRANSFORM

One may specífy any number of transformations to size, place and orient the
plane directly into the scene's global coordinate system or into an object's local
coordinate system. The transformation matrix is by default set to än identity
matrix and thus has no effect on the plane. The following is an exampte of a
plane definition:

PLANE f Yzplane */

{
VERTEX1 < O, O, O >
VERTEX2 < O, 1, O >
VERTEX3 < O, O, 1 >

)

TRIANGLE

The triangle is defined by three coplanar points forming a three sided polygon.
The statement block is as follows:

TRIANGLE

{
VERTEXI vector
VERTEX2 vector
VERTEX3 vector
TRANSFORM {... }
TRANSFORM transform-identífier
TRANSFORM transform-identifier { ... }

Ì
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The following discussion describes the statements within the TRIANGLE
statement block.

VERTEXI <x1,y'21>
VERTEX2 <x2,y2,22)
VERTEXS <xs,y3,zs>

. The three supplied points should be unique, non-collinear and lie on thedesired plane containing the triangle. The points may be given in any orderhowever it is assumed they have been specified in a counter-clockwise direction.
As with the plane primitive, a reference point P, a vector U and a vector v areinternally stored to represent the triangle. The triangle's normal is determined by
U x V using the right hand rule. The põint supptied iôr VERTEX2 is used for p. uis the vector dírected from vERTEX2 to VgnreX3 and v is the vector directed
from VERTEX2 to VERTEXI. The default triangle is right angled lying in the Xyplane with the reference point P set to < 0, o, ó>. The defaults for each of theveñices 1,2 and3 are respectívely< 0, 1, 0 >, < O, O, 0 > and < 1, O, O >.

TRANSFORM

one may specify any number of transformations to size, place and orient thetriangle directly into the scene's global coordinate system or into an object,s localcoordinate system. The transformation matrix is by oefault sJ toãn identity
matrix and thus has no effect on the triangle.

The following is an exampre of a triangre defínition:

TRIANGLE /. ries ínyzprane, base on Xy prane, apex at <0,0,5> */
{

VERTEXI < O, O, 5 >
VERTEX2 < O, -1, O >
VERTEX3 < O, 1, O >

Ì

RECTANGLE

The rectangle is defined by three points forming a four sided
opposite sides are parallel. The statement block isãs follows:

polygon whose
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RECTANGLE {
VERTEXI vector
VERTEX2 vector
VERTEX3 vector
TRANSFORM t ... )
TRANS FORM transform-identifier
TRANSFORM transform-identifier { ... }

)

The following discussion describes the statements within the REOTANGLE
statement block.

VERTEXl <x.t,y j,z1>
VERTEX2 1xz,yz,zz)
VERTEX3 <x.,y.,2.>

. Tl" three supplied points should be unique, non-collinear and tie on thedesired plane containíng the rectangle. The'points may be given in any orderhowever it is assumed they have been specified in a counter-clockwise direction.As with the plane primitive, a reference point p, a vector U and a vector V areinternally stored to represent the rectangle. The rectangle's normal is determined
P-v. 

u t v using the right hand rule. The ioint.rppr¡.ã for VERTEX2 is used for p.
u is the vector directed from vERTEX2 to vERlEX3 and v is the vector directedfrom VERTEX2 to VERTEXI. The default rectangté is a unit ,qr"r. ìying in theXY plane with the_reference point Pset to < 0, o, õt. The defaults for each of thevertices 1, 2 and3 are respectívely < 0, 1, 0 ), < 0, O, 0 > and < 1, 0, O >.

TRANSFORM

one may specify any number of transformations to size, place and orient therectangle directly into the scene's global coordinate system or into an object,slocal coord¡nate system. The transformation matrix is by oetault setio-an identitymatrix and thus has no effect on the rectangle. The followíng is an example of arectangle definition:

RECTANGLE /. ries inyz prane , 5 units wide, g units high ./
{

VERTEXI < O, 0,8 >
VERTEX2 < O, O, O >
VERTEX3 < O, 5, O >

l
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POLYGONS

A polygons primitive is composed of one or more triangular facets, each
individually defined by 3 vertices. lt allows one to construct basic shapes more
complex than those provided by the program. One may create a library of shapes
to be reused in their objects. Simple shapes such as a cone, cylinder or torus
could be created or one may create a library of more complex snapes such as
different tree or rock formations. The polygons primitive aiso allows for phong
normal interpolation. ln order to apply Phong shading an average normal at each
facet veftex must be supplied. The facet's normal at ãny positioñ within its interior
is an interpolation of the average normals at each of its three vertices. The
normal interpolation creates a simulated smooth surface across adjacent facets.
The syntax for the statement block is as follows:

POLYGONS

{
PHONG
NOPHONG

VERTICES

{
integer
vector
vector

Ì

FACETS

{
integer
integer integer integer
integer integer integer

l

SFACETS
{

integer
integer integer integer
integer integer integer

vector vector vector
vector vector vector
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TRANSFORM { ... }
TRANSFORM transform-ide ntifier
TRANSFORM transform-identifier { ... }

Ì

The following discussion describes the statements within the polycONS
statement block.

VERTICES
f
{tn

(Xo,yo,Zo) l* lD0*l
<x1'y1'21 > /'lD1*l
< xz, yz, z,2> l* lD 2 */

( Xn-1 , yn_t, zn_t) l* lD n-1 "l
I
t

one uses this statement to list all the vertices that define the triangular facets
of the primitive. The first parameter is a síngle integer indicating the'number ofvertices. At least 3 vertíces must oe speiitied. bne ,"y ,i".iiy as manyvertices as one wishes with the actual limit determined by the âmount ofavailable memory' This is then followed by the list of verticeå given in vectorform' The vectors may be placed on the Äame line or across multiple lines.vertices are implicilty numbered in the order that they are listed. The first is given
an lD of 0, the next an lD of 1 and so on. The last vértex specified is given an lDof n-1 with n being the total number of vertíces. Each one of the listed vertices
should represent one of any 3 veftices defining a triangular facet. A single vertex
in this list may belong to one or more facets.

only one VERTICES block may appear within the poLyGoNS statement
block. There are no default vertices created for a polygons primitive.

FACETS
r
t

m
vertexl_lD veftex2_lD ver.tex3_lD l" tacetO*/
vertexl_lD vertex2_lD vertex3_lD /* lacet 1 */

vertexl_lD vertex2_lD venexg_lD f lacet m_1 *l
)-
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one uses this statement to list all the facets forming the primitive. The firstparameter is a single integer indicating the number of facets. Rt least one facet
must be defined. One may specify as many facets as one wishes with the actual
limit determined by the amount of availabie memory. This is then followed by alist of facet definitions. A síngle facet is defined by three integers, eachrepresenting a vertex in the VERTTCES statement. Fôr example it tn. first 3vertices listed in the VERTICES statement are used to form the first facet thenthe first definition would be 0,1,2..The ordering of facet vertices is arbitrary. The
vertices of a facet should all be unique and non--collinear.

Only one FACETS or SFACETS block may appear within the pOLyGONS
statement block- There are no default facets created for the polygons primitíve.

SFACETS
r
t

m
/* facet 0 */

vertexl_lD veñex2_lD vertex3_lD
< N1r, N1y, N1. > < N2,, N2y, N4 > < N3,, N3y, N3, >

/* tacet 1 "l
vertexl_lD vertex2_lD vertexS_lD

< Nlr, Nly, N1, > < N2*, N4, N2, > < N3*, Nsy, N3, >

/* facet m-1 *l

veftex1_lD vertex2_lD vertex3 lD
< N1,, Nly, N1, > < N2,, N4, N2;> < N3,, N3y, N3. >

ì
)

This statement block is similar to the FAOETS block however three averagenormals are also specified for each vertex. The normals are used with phong
shading' An average normal at any given vertex r"y o. calculated by averagingthe original normals of all those taóeis sharing that vLrtex. The specified averagenormals do not have to be in normatized forñ. lf one is not using phong normalínterpolation (PHONG not specified or NOPHONG specified) then the ordering offacet vertices is arbítrary. lt normal interpolation is being used (pHoNGspecified) then vertices should be specified ih a counter-clockwise manner( theright hand rule is used- by the program to determine the orientation of the originalnon-interpolated surface normals). The orientation of the supplied normalsshould also be defined ín such a manner. one may use the -N command lineopt¡on to verify the orientation of the supplied noträls. The program will check
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that the specified normals are oriented in the same direction as the original
normal. In order that Phong interpolation does take effect one must still spécify
the PHONG keyword. Again the vertices of a facet should all be unique and
non-collinear.

Only one SFACETS or FACETS block may appear within the pOLyGONS
statement block. There are no default facets created for the polygons primitive.

Appendix E provides a C program listing showing how one may create a
POLYGONS primitive with SFACETS.

PHONG

Specifying this keyword alone will enable phong shading for the defined
polygons. ln order for this to have an effect, an SFACETS block must be
specified. The program assumes that the structure has been defined with each
specified average normal oriented in the correct direction. For example if one
had constructed a closed surface such as a sphere then each supplied normal
should be directed outward from the sphere's center. For this example one
should also have the vertices ordered in such a manner that the original normal
calculated by the program is directed outward from the spheie,s center.
Specifying vertices in a counter-clockwise direction will prodrc" the correct
results (normal determined by right hand rule ).

The default is to not apply Phong normal interpolation.

NOPHONG

Specifying this keyword alone will disable Phong shading for the defined
polygons. This is useful if one wishes to use the same SFACETS definition toproduce both smooth shaded and polygonal shaded primitives. For exampte, if
one had created a POLYGONS variable represeniing a cylinder using the
SFACETS block then that variable could be assigned to different objects. During
the assignment Phong Shading could be selectively enabled or disabted for a
part¡cular object. This eliminates the need to create two separate structures that
represent the same shape; one without normals using a FACETS block and one
with normals using the SFACETS block

ïhe default is to not apply phong normal interpolation.
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TRANSFORM

One may specify any number of transformations to size, place and orient the
polygons structure directly into the scene's global coordinate system or into an
object's local coordinate system. The transformation matrix is'by default set to
an identity matrix and thus has no effect on the defíned vertices and facets.

The following is an exampre of a polygons definition for a pyramid:

POLYGONS
Ít

VERTICES

{5
< 0,0, 1> < 1,-1,0> < 1,1,0> <-1,1,0> <-1,_1,0>

Ì

FACETS

{4
I
I

TERRAIN

012 023 034 041

This a special form of polygons primitive which may be used to represenr a
two-dimensional grid of "elevatíons" or single-valued functions of two variables. ltallows specifícation of the polygons structure by a two-dimensional array ofvertices without the need to explicitly define eac-h triangular facet, this will be
done automatically. The plane containing the two-dimensiónd grid may be of any
orientation but will generally be the XY plane. lt is easier to firsidefine ine grid on
the XY plane and then orientate it afterwards using a transformation. All specified"elevations" should be monotonicly increasingìr decreasing as one moves
laterally on the defining plane in either of the twã grid directionl. The grid ítsetf
may be non-uniformly spaced and dimensioneã unequally however a line
connecting any two gríd points must not cross a line connectlng any other twogrid points. Any four grid points must define a four sided potygonáty shaped cell.After all grid po¡nts have been parsed the program will create 2 fácets per grid
cell. A n by m grid.will produce a polygons structure containing 2 ( n-1 )(m_1 )triangular facets. Phong normal interpolátíon may also be specifiðd to smooth out
the defined surface. The syntax for the statemeni block is as follows:
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TERRAIN
I
f

PHONG

VERTICES

{
integer
integer

vec.tor
vector

Ì

TRANSFORM { ... }
TRANS FORM transform-ide ntifie r
TRANSFORM transform-identifier { ... }

)

The following discussion describes the statements within the TERRAINstatement block.

VERTICES
a

t
nm
( X,, Yl z> <xt,Yz, z> ...< x1' yfn, z >
1 X2, Yr z > < xz, Y2, z> ... < x2' ym, z>

- ( Xn, Yy z ; 1xn,Yz, Z> ... <xn,ym, z>
)

This statement is used to specify the grid dimensions, the lateral spacingbetween grid points and the i'elevationi value at each grid point. For thisdiscussion it is assumed the defining grid lies on the Xy plane and all etevationsare z coordinate values. Grid rows-{I..n} rrn àrong the x axis with coordinatevalues increasing._Grid corumns {r..m}'rrn 
"lòng'the 

y axis with coordinatevalues increasing. when looking down ai Úre grid fäm above, the top left cornerrepresents the mínimum X and Y coordinate ùalues and the bottom right cornerrepresents the maximum X and y coordinate varues. ';

The first two parameters specify the grid dimensions. The number of rows
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should be given first followed by the number of columns. The supptied
dimensions must be 2 or greater. There are no maximum allowable dimensions
with the actual limit determined by the amount of available memory, This is
followed by n m vectors each of which defines a grid point. The vectors should
be specified in row-column order so that the first m vectors represent the first row
of grid points along the y direction.

Only one VERTICES block may be specified within the TERRATN statement
block. There are no default vertices created.

PHONG

Specifying this keyword alone will enable Phong shading for the defined grid
¡urface. The program calculates all facets such thai each facet normal is oriented
in the Z direction. The average normals at each vertex are determined by
gradient estimation.

TRANSFORM

One may specify any number of transformations to size, place and orient the
terrain directly into the scene's global coordinate system or into an object's local
coordinate system. The transformation matrix isby default set to án identity
matrix and thus has no effect on the defined terrain.

Appendix E provides a listing of a C program that creates a TERRAIN primitive.
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7.5.5.4 Object Attributes

Each object has associated with it a set of attributes which define itscharcteristics during rendering. For a solid, the attributes describe the object,s
surface appearance as it interacts with propagating rays from direct light sourcesor other solids. For a light the attributes primarily describe how the tight is toilluminate the solids within the scene. lf the light is u¡s¡ote then the attributes alsodescribe how the light is to appear.

SURFACE

To render a solid object the program needs to know certain information about itssufface such as its color, how diffuse or specular it is, whether it is textured etc.This information is defined by surface attributes. The statement block is asfollows:

SURFACE
f
f

COLOR vector
S PECU LAR floating-point
ROUGH floating-point
HARD ftoating-point
METALLTC ftoating-point
REFINDEX ftoating-point
FUZZ ftoating-point
AMBIENT ftoating-point

TEXTURE { ... }
I
!
t

The following discussion describes the statements within the SuRFACEstatement block.

COLOR <r,g,b>

This defines the diffuse color of a solid's surface when illuminated by whitelight.

SPECULAR amount

This defines the propot'tion of specular and diffuse components in light that isreflected from a surface.
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Light reflecting from a surface may be composed of both diffuse and specular
components. Totally diffuse surfaces such as a latex painted wall appear equallybright when viewed from all directions because light is reflected with equalintensity in all directions. A shiny surface such as plastic will exhibit both diffuse
and specular reflection. A bright light incident on ä plastic object wi¡ produce ahighlight caused by specular refleclion while the rest of its 

"ppe"r"nce 
is due todiffuse reflection. Reflections from surfaces such as metal are primarily specular.

A small value will produce a very dull diffuse surface. The given value should be
in the range {0..1}. The default value is 0.2.

ROUGH roughness

This defines how rough the surface is on a microscopic level. lt controls thedegree to whích a shiny surface wíll reflect light unequaily in different directionsthereby affecting the appearance of specùtar highlights when viewed fromdifferent positions. Incident light on a perfect reflector such as a mirror is onlyreflected in one direction in which case the specular highlight 
"pp."o 

very small.when looking at a non-perfect reflector such as a shiny appte one will notice thatthe highlight is more spread out and appears to move when viewed from differentpositíons' Specifying. a small roughness value will simulate a mirror like surface.The supplied value should be in the range {0..1}. The default is 0.s.

HARD hardness

This defines to what degree a surface will reflect incident light due to interobjectreflections. one may think of this parameter as a measure of light absorption.
Large values of hardness will model the surface as a perfect reflector such as amirror whereas smaller values will simulate more oi a plastic reflector. Thisparameter works in conjunction with the specified roughness parameter. Forexample, if one were to model a mirror surface one shollo speóity ã value of 1for the hardness and a value of 0 for the roughness. The surface must atso beslightly specular forthis to have an effect. nñsuppìied values should be in therange {0..1}.The default value is 0.S.

METALLIC amount

This defines how metallic the surface is affecting the color of specutarhighlights' For non-metallic sudaces the specular highlight will genera¡y be thecolor of the incident light. The color of speòularly reflected light from a metal willbe that of its surface. A value of 0 will produce'higÀtignts colored to that of theincident light and a value of 1 will produce highlijhts colored the same as thesurface' values inbetween will produce highligitsinat are ablend between the
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two colors. When simulating a metallíc surface a large specular value should be
used. All supplied values should be in the range {0..1}. The defautt value is 0.

REFINDEX refractive_index

This parameter works in conjunction with the metal parameter. lt defines an
average index of refraction which is used in the Fresnel equation to approximate
a shift in specular color based on the angle of incident light. lf one is viewing a
surface almost 180 degrees in line with the incident light and that light is grazing
the surface then the color of specular highlights will shift towards that of tn-e tignt.
The surface must be metallic for this to have an effect. The supplied value must
be greater than or equal to 1. The default is 1.

FU7J. fuzziness

This allows one to specify a very rough surface. The supplied value is used to
determine how much random deviation should be applied to the surface normal.
The supplied value should be in the range {0..1}.The default value is 0.

AMBIENT amount

This defines how much global ambient light should be applied to the surface.
This value is used with the constant ambient information defíned within the
AMBIENT statement block. This value will not affect the ray tracing
approximation to diffuse interreflection. The supplied value should be in thè
range {0..1}. The default value is 0.1.

TEXTURE

Each defined surface may have a procedural texture applied to it which may be
used to modify its surface color or sudace normal usually adding some interest to
its rendered appearance. One may texture the surface so that it appears as a
checker board, piece of wood, marble, spotted, blotchy etc. Modifying ine surface
normal allows one to simulate bumpy or rippling type surfaces.'nriy number of
textures may be applied to a surface and each texture may be individually
scaled, orientated and positioned as it is applied. Textures áre applied in the
order specifíed. The statement block is as follows:
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TEXTURE
{

CHECI(ER { ... } WOOD { ...} MARBLE { ...} SPOTTED { ... }GRANITE { ... } CLOUDS t ... I SNOW t ... I' GRADIENT i ... }Bgt\4ps { ...} WAVES { ...} RtppLES { ... } UBLEND { ...}VBLEND { ... }

)

Each of the above statement blocks may be specified more than once. within
any one block there are a number of statements which may be ,r"á to specifytexture parameters some being common to all textures some very specifíc. All
may be specified whether a particular texture uses them or not. Most textures
have default values but some will require additional information. The valid
statements within each block will be described first followed by a description ofeach texture and its applicable parameters. The statements within any individual
texture block may comprise one or more of the following:

texture_keyword
r
1

LOCAL

COLOR vector
coLoRS { ...}

TU RBU LENCE ftoating-point
SQUEEZE ftoatíng-point
SCALE ftoating-point
SLOPE ftoating-point
ELEVATION ftoatíng-point

Ilu= r r

TRANSFORM {...}
TRANSFORM transform-identifier
TRANSFORM transform-identifier { ... }

)

The following is a description of each statement.
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LOCAL

This enables one to make texturing local to the object. Normally all textures are
applied using the scene's global coordinate system as reference. For example, ifone applies a marble texture to an object composed of a single sphere at oneposition and then moves that object to another position the-resulting marble
texture on the sphere will appear different for the same specified parameters.
Specifying local will enable the texture to track the object which ìs useful for
animation purposes. The default ¡s to apply global texturing.

COLOR <Í,g,b)

This defines the texture's color. When a texture modifies a surface the resulting
color will generally be a blend between the specified surface color and thetexture color based on the texture function. The default color is white, i.e.
<1,1,1>.

TURBULENCE amount
SQUEEZE amount
SCALE amount
ELEVATION amount
SLOPE angte

Each of these define values which are used to scale specific features of eachtexture. The valid ra!9es will depend on each texture. Each has a default valueof 1 except for SLOpE which has a value ot 75.

COLORS

Normally the resultant surface color is a blended value between the surface,s
specified color and the supplied texture color based on the texture function. onemay also define a range of colors which may be used for the surface color. Thestatement block is as follows:

COLORS
{

u.' Vr <r,g,b> <I,g,b>

" 
u:..."n'b> <r'g'b>

un Vn (f,g,b) (f,g,b)
)
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This block is used to specify a variable texture color based on ranges of blend
colors. The parameters u and v define how the interval { 0..1 } shoulã be divided
into the different ranges. The parameter u defines the ètart åt 

"ny 
tiu.n range

and v defines its end. One also supplies two colors for the starl and end of each
blend range. All u and v values should be be given such that:

0 <= U,,( V, a= Uz ( V, (= Us < Vs....<= Un ( Vn (=1

When determining the color that is assigned to a texture, a value t is first
obtained through a texture function. The válue is then compared against the
supplied ranges to find which interval it lies within. The ith range ,."J is the one
such that, u, .- t : v,. The resulting color will be a blend between the defined
colors at the interval end points based on on the value of t.

It is usually best to keep the ranges continuous, i.e. v, = u2, ve = us and to
supply the same color value at interval endpoints. lf the ranges are discontinuous
then the texture's color will be undefined in those areas anO tne assigned sudace
color will be unmodified.

One may define up to 20 different color ranges per texture. The number ofranges that are to be defined does not have tote specified beforehand. There
are no default color ranges assigned to textures

The following is an example of how one may define blend ranges:

COLORS
f
t

0.0 0.25 < 1.0, 0.0, 0.0 > < 1.0, 0.25, 0.0 >
0.25 0.5 < 1.0, 0.25, 0.0 > < 1.0, 0.5, 0.0 >
0.5 0.75 < 1.0, 0.5, 0.0 > < 1.0, 0.75, 0.0 >
0.75 1.0 < 1 .0,0.75, O.O > < 1.0, 1.0, O.O >

)
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WAVE

Textures such as waves and ripples modify a surface normal using wave
sources. A wave source defines a spherical wave front emanating in all
directions from a specified point. One may specify the frequency ( and thus
wavelength ) , amplitude and phase of the waves. One may äl.o 

"it.nuate 
the

amplitude of the waves with distance. One may create any number of wave
sources foreach texture. There are no wave sources created fortextures by
default. The statement block is as follows:

WAVE
Í
t

CENTER vector
AMPLITUDE ftoating-point
FREQ ftoating-point
PHASE ftoating-point
DAMP ftoating-point

)

The following is a description of each statement in the WAVE statement block.

CENTER 1x,y,z)

This statement is used to define the origin of the wave. The point may be anyposition within the scene. When memory ior a wave source is first allocated the
center is initialized to <0,0,0>.

AMPLITUDE height

This defines the height of the waves. The supplied value should be greater
than 0. A wave is initialized with an amplitude of i.'

FREQ frequency

This defines the. frequency of the wave. The given varue may be any number.
The value given should be greater than O. All *ãu" sources are in¡tial¡zed with afrequency of 1.

PHASE phase_shíft

This defines the amount of phase shift that is to be applied to a wave. lt isuseful for animation purposes where one may create waves which appear to
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move w¡th time. The varue given may be any number. The wave source isinitialized with a phase shift ofb.

DAMP amount

This specifies how much attenuation should be applied to the amplitude of thewave at any given distance from its center c. The amplitude A at a distance dfrom the wave's center is:

A - Ao g -amount d.

where Ao is the specified ampritude of the wave and d is given by

d=lP-Cl FREe+pHASE

. .The value giyen must be greater than or equal to o to have an effect. Theinitialized value is 0.

TRANSFORM

one may specify any number of scalíngs, rotations or translations to positionthe texture on a surface. Most textures hãve a default scale or orientation thatmay be changed by its own set of transformations. For exampre, apprying thedefault checker texture to the XY plane *iriitãåuce a checkerboard patternwhose squares are of unit length and whose sides are parallel to the X and yaxes' one may specify a scaling to resize tre squãres and a rotation to re-orientthe patterns' lf a scale of < 4, ol I t were given, then the checker pattern wouldalternate colors every 4 units along the X aiis and every 6 units along the y axis.A translation is useful for a checÏerboard s¡nce ioundoff errors may producespuríous speckles' The checker texture is three-dimensional therefore allcoordinate values affect its appearance. lf it ¡s placed in the Xy plane, the z valueat any given x and y coordinate may occasionally alternate between smallpositive and negative values thus producing .p..t t.r. Translating the texture

åLii"t[iÍ.iå?å1.:'",' amount in either ãirect¡ôn wir eriminatà Jign chanses

The statement block is identical to that specified for objects and primitives.

Texture Descriptions

,JrH:ifJing 
discussion will describe each individuat texrure and its appticabte
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CHECKER

This will allow one to create a checker board pattern on an object's surface.
The patterns are initially aligned with the X, Y and Z coordinate aies with colors
alternating between the texture COLOR and the surface color. The size and
orientation of the patterns may be changed through the use of transformations.
The applicable statements are as follows:

CHECKER
{

LOCAL
COLOR <r,g,b>
TRANSFORM {...}
TRANSFORM transfo rm-identifie r
TRANSFORM transform-identifíer { ... }

l

WOOD

This will allow one to create a wood-like texture on an object's surface. The
rings are formed by concentric circles centered about the záxis lying paraflel tothe XY plane, í.e.the grain runs parallel to thezaxis. The colorof îhe rings isdetermined by the provided texture._CO_LOR(s). More natural looking rings may
be created by specifying a TURBULENCE vaìue greater than 0. This wiil deformthe rings changing their shape and spacing. The-rings may be made thinner byspecifying a SQUEEZE amount greater thañ o. The size/spacing of the rings andorientation of the grain may be changed through the use of transformations. The
applicable statements are as follows:

WOOD
{

LOCAL
COLOR <Í,g,b>
coLoRS { ... }
TURBULENCE amount
SQUEEZE amount
TRANSFORM { ...}
TRANSFORM transfo rm-identifier
TRANSFORM transform-identifier { ... }

Ì
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MARBLE

This will allow one to create a marble-like texture on an object's surface. The
veins vary periodically in the Y directíon running length-wise parallel to the Z
axis. The vein color is determined by the provided texture COLOR(s). More
natural looking rings may be created by specifying a TURBULENCE value
greater than 0. This will deform the veins changing their shape and spacing. The
veins may be made thinner by specifying a SQUEEZE amount greater than 0.
The size, spacing and orientation of veins may be changed through the use of
transformations. The applicable statements are as followsr

MARBLE

{
LOCAL
COLOR <r,g,b>
coLoRS { ... }
TURBULENCE amount
SQUEEZE amount
TRANSFORM t ...)
TRANSFORM transform-identifier
TRANSFORM transform-identifier { ... }

)

SPOTTED

This will allow one to create a spotted or blotching looking texture on an
object's surface. The color of the blotches is determined-by the texture
COLOR(s). Specifying a SCALE value greater than 0 will increase the density of
the blotches. The size, spacing and orientation of the blotches may be changed
through the use of transformations. The applicable statements are as follows:

SPOTTED
r
t

LOCAL
COLOR <r,g,b)
coLoRS { ... }
SCALE amount
TRANSFORM { ...}
TRANSFORM transform-identifier
TRANSFORM transform-identifier { ... }

)
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GRANITE

This will allow one to create a turbulent or rocky looking texture on an object's
surface. The resultant color is a blended value between the suñace color and the
texture COLOR(s) dependent on the amount of TURBULENCE that is specified.
The value must be greater than 0 to have an effect. The texture may be changed
through the use of transformations. The applicable statements are as follows:

GRANITE
II

LOCAL
COLOR <r,g,b>
coLoRS { ... }
TURBULENCE amount
TRANSFORM { ...}
TRANSFORM transform-identifier
TRANSFORM transform-identifier { ... }

)

CLOUDS

This will allow one to create a cloudy looking texture on an object's surface.
lnitially the cloud patterns are scattered laterally parallel to thó Xy plane. A
TURBULENCE value greater than 0 will affect,the ðrrape and arrangement of the
clouds. A SQUEEZE value greater than 0 will affect the density õt tne clouds.
The color of the cloud patterns is determined by the texture COLOR(s). The
size, spacing and orientation of the clouds may also be changed through the use
of transformations. The applicable statements are as follows:

CLOUDS

{
LOCAL
COLOR <r,g,b>
coLoRS { ... }
TURBULENCE amount
SQUEEZE amount
TRANSFORM {...}
TRANSFORM transform-identifier
TRANSFORM transform-identifier { ... }

)
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SNOW

This wíll allow one to create the effect of snow falling on an object's surface.
The the snow falls in the -Z direction and plops down on top of objects. Snow will
not be allowed to rest on a FLAT surface below a specified ELEVATION. The
value of ELEVATION is specified as a fraction of the distance between the
maximum and minimum Z extents of the scene. The given value should be
greater than or equal to 0 and less than 1. For example, if the maximum Z is g0,
the minimum Z is -20 and ELEVATION is 0.7, then snow will only be visible at
any given surface point above s0. The vatue is determíned by

(Z^u- Z,¡n) ELEVATION *Z^¡n.

The scene's maximum and minimum extents are calculated therefore it may be
helpful to use the -D command line option (lists all scene information) to get
some idea as to what elevation value to specify ( planes are not included wh-en
determining the scene's extents).

Snow may also slide down sloped surfaces in which case it may settle a little
below the minimum elevation (for a flat surface). A SCALE value greater than 0
will determine how much to account for slope. The value should be less than 1 to
produce more subtle effects. lf a surface is too steep then snow will just slide off.
The angle given in degrees for SLOPE will determine the steepest incline which
may hold snow before it slides off. The value should be greater than 0 and less
then 90 degrees.

To add a bit more realism to the texture, a TURBULENCE value greater than 0may be given to add randomness to where the snow eventually falls. A
turbulence value of 1 will shift the given elevation by +/- SOo/". Any transformation
may be applied to the snow texture however it only affects the randomness
applied. Scaling seems to be the most practical. The applicable statements are
as follows:

SNOW

{
LOCAL

SLOPE angte
TURBULENCE amount
ELEVATION relative_height
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COLOR (r,g,b>

TRANSFORM { ...}
TRANSFORM transfo rm-¡dentifier
TRANSFORM transform-identifier { ... }

Ì

GRADIENT

This allows one to vary the color of an object's surface with elevation. This may
be useful with objects such as a mountain . The texture works best with a
supplied range of COLORS. As with the snow texture, the surface elevatíon used
in the calculation is a fraction of the distance between the maximum and
minimum Z extents of the scene. Randomness may be added to the texture by
specifying a TURBULENCE value greater than 0. A turbulence value of 1 wiil
shift the given elevation by +l- 50%. The applicable statements are as follows:

GRADIENT
{

LOCAL

COLOR <Í,g,b>
coLoRS { ... }

TURBULENCE amount

TRANSFORM { ...}
TRANSFORM transform-identifier
TRANSFORM transform-identifier { ... }

)

BUMPS

This allows one to create a variety of different types of bumpy surfaces by
modifying an object's surface normal. specifying scALE and seu EELE
parameters greater than 0 will change the appearance of the bumps. Have not
used this much so can't give any suggestions other than to play around with it. A
transformation may be applied to the texture. The applicabie étatements are as
follows:
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BUMPS

t
LOCAL

COLOR <r,g,b>
coLoRS { ... }

SCALE amount
TURBULENCE amount

TRANSFORM { ...}
TRANSFORM transform-identífier
TRANSFORM transform-identifier { ... }

)

RIPPLES
WAVES

This allows one to create a surface with a wave-like appearance by modifying
the surface normal. In order to have an effect on the surface's app'eatance at
least one WAVE source must be defined. The only difference between these two
textures is that the wave sources used in a wAVES texture have their amplitudes
scaled by frequency. Higher frequency waves have a smaller height. The texture
is not just limited to planar objects. The wave sources may be plãced any where
within the scene and any shaped object may have a wave-like texture applied.
One may deform the wave patterns using scaling. The applicable statements are
as follows:

RTPPLES IWAVES ]
{

LOCAL

*1Y=' t

TRANSFORM {...}
TRANSFORM transform-identifier
TRANSFORM transform-idenrifier { ... }
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UBLEND
VBLEND

All primitives except a plane have a local uv coordinate system. For spheresthe u coordinate runs from its north to south poles and v ,uniaround the equatorin a counter-clockwise direction from the X axis. For the planar primitives u runsalong the U vector and v runs along the v vector with both starting at thereference point P. All uv coordinates vary from o to 1. This texture will vary thesurface color of an object by using eiiher of the u and v values as blendparameters' lf a range of COLORS is provided then u or v will be used todetermine a resultant color from a defined range. lf only a single-coLoR isprovided then u or v will be used to blend betwee-n the surface and texture colorin the HSV color coordinate system. The resultant color will be based on a blendbetween the corresponding hues of the surface and texture. Note that all colorsare still specified in the RGB color system and the conversion to and from theHSV color system is done by the program. Although this texture is defined for angbject it actually affects each of its iñdividual prirñitives differently and is not atlthat practical. lt was used primarily with objeòts composed of single primitiveswhile testing the mirage algorithm (it would of been more useful if the uvcoordinates were defined over a bounding sphere which enclosed ãtt f rimitives).specifying a transformation will have NÓ effect on the resultant texture. Theapplicable statements are:

UBLEND I VBLEND ]
{

COLOR <r,g,b>
coLoRS { ... }

)
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SOURCE

When rendering a solid object a certain poftion of its resultant surface color is
attributable to illumination from direct lightíng. All defined light objects contribute
to this calculation. A solid's surface will oñly be illuminaied if it is facing the
source of illumination and is not shadowed by another solid. For each-light
defined, the program needs to know its color, intensity, whether it represents apoint or infinitely distant source, whether its intensity should be attenuated with
distance etc. This informatíon is defined by source attributes. The statement
block is as follows:

LIGHT
{

SOURCE
{

COLOR
INTENSITY

INFINITE
POINT

vector
floating-point

ATTEN UATTON ftoati ng-poi nt

ANGLE ftoating-point
EXPONENT ftoating-point

FROM vector
TO vector
DIRECTION vector
ZENITH floating-point
AZIMUTH floating-poínt

NOSHADOWS
NOSPECUI.AR

)

The following discussion describes the statements within the SoURcE
statement block.
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COLOR <t,g,b)
INTENSITY brightness_value

These two statements are used to specify the intensity and color of the l¡ght.
The default intensity is 1.0 and the default color is <1,1,1>, i.e. a nice bright *n¡te
light.

INFINITE

This will cause the illumination source to be modelled as a point in space
placed infinitely in the distance. All illuminating rays falling on a solid's surface
are parallel to the source's illuminating direction. An infinite êource does not have
its intensity reduced by distance. When specifying an infinite source one should
also make sure to supply the direction it is shining in. This is the default type.

POINT

This wíll cause the illumination source to be modelled as a point in space
placed at some definite location within the scene. A point source uniformly
radiates in all directions and may have its intensity vary with distance.

ATTENUATION ø

This specifies how the intensity of a point source should vary by the distance d
it is from an illuminated surface according to:

l=lo/ (1 +d"l

where lo is the specified intensíty of the point source.

lf the given value is equal to 0 then distance will have no effect at all.
Specifying a value of 2 will simulate squared attenuation reducing the intensity bythe amount 1 / d 2. This is how light actually varies physicall/ however using
squared attenuation has avery pronounced effect on rrñdered scenes.
Specifying a value of 1 will simulate linear attenuation reducing the intensity by
the amount 1 / d. This will generally produce better results. The default value is 0,
resulting in no attenuation.

ANGLE P

This allows one to simulate a very directional spoilight with a point source. The
angle given in degrees defines a cone whose apeiis at the point source and
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whose axis lies along the illuminating direction creating a volume of "visible" light.
Only surfaces positioned within this volume will be illuminated. The supptied
angle must be greater than 0 and less than or equal to 180 degres. The default
value of 180 degrees makes the source vísible from all direction!.

EXPONENT p

This allows one to simulate a highly directional spot light or a diffuse flood light
by specifying an intensity o¡strioitiôn for a poini source. The intensity varies
according to:

l=locospy

.wh.e¡e lo is the specified intensity of the point source and y is the angle between
the illuminating direction and the direction to a surface point troä tne point
:.ource. For large values of p the light will be very concentrated around the
illumination axis whereas small values of p will spread it out. lf a solid's surface is
"behind" the light, i.e. Y ís greater than oi equal to g0 degrees then the surface
will not be illuminated. The default value s 0 where light ùniformly radiates in all
directions about the point source. lf using this option one should remember to
also specify the illuminating direction.

FROM 1x,y,z)
TO 1x,y,z)

These two statements allow specificat¡gl9t the light's illuminating direction bytwo poínts. The directed vector from the FROM poiñt to the TO poiñt defines the
illuminatíng dírection' Using this form is easier than specifying á direction vector
explicitly. The default FROM position ís < 0, o, 1oo > and tne ¡nit¡al TO position is< 0, 0, 0 >. Each time the parser encounters either statement the direction is
recalculated so the order in whích they are specified will be impoftant.

DIRECTION <x,y,z>

This allows specification of the light's illumínation direction by a vector. The
vector specified does not have to been in normalized form. The default value is<0, 0, -1 >, in which case the illuminating source is directly overhead at a zenith
angle of 0 degrees.
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ZENITH angte
AZIMUTH angte

This allows specifícation of the light's illuminating direction by its position on asphere of infinite radius centered at the origín. lnìn¡s form of'spàå¡t¡cation theilluminating direction is from some point on'tnr sphere towards the origin. Theposition is given by zenith and azimuth angles sp'ecified in degrees. The zenithangle is a rotation directed away from the positive Z axis towaids the Xy plane.The angle must be posítive with a magnítude greater than or equal to 0 and lessthan 180' An angle of 0 degrees positions tnä tignt directly overhead while anangle close to 90 degrees places the l¡ght at th; equator of the sphere. Theazimuth angle is a rotation directed awãy from the positive X axis in the Xyplane. A positive azimuth angle is a rotation towards the positivà y axis and anegative azimuth angle is a rotation towards the negative y axis. The angle mustbe in the range {-180 .. 180 }. An angle of 0 degreeà ptaces the tight atigned withthe positive X axis and an angle of il- 180 degrees places the light atigned withthe negatíve X axis.

NOSHADOWS

This is a boolean flag which will disable shadow calculations for the light even ifshadows have been enabled for the entire scene( by the sHADowS statementin the scENE statement block or by the -s 
"orrànã 

tine switch ¡ rñ" defautt isto enable shadows for an individual light when they have been globally turnedon.

NOSPECULAR

This is a boolean flag which will disable rendering calculatíons for specularhighlights. This will only apply to any light which is assigned this attribute.specifying nospecular may 
'oé 

appropr¡ãte for simulatíng a strong source ofindirect lighting guch as day right coming in through through a window. Thedefault is to calculate specutar nigntignts.

7.5.5.5 Objects

object definitíons are used to supply all the information required to represent a

[::;ffi: :JJ:ti:Jhe 
environment.-rhey ,"v .nãompass a' the previousry
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SOLID

Solid objects are always visible in a ray traced image and represent actualphysícal structures such as a house or a mountain range. Associated with each
solid object are surface attributes which define the appearance of the object as itis rendered. Solids always have opaque surfaces, transparent objects are not
supported. The shape of the solid is defined by a list of primitive struätures.

Solid objects are initialized with default surface attributes, an identity
transformation matrix and no primitives. The syntax for the statement block is:

SOLID

{
SPHERE t ... )
SPHERE sphere-identifier
SPHERE sphere-idenrifier { ... }

PLANE { ... }
PLAN E ptane-identif ier
PLANE ptane-identifier { ... }

necie¡¡cl-E { ...}
R ECTANGLE rectangte-identif ier
RECTANGLE rectangte-idenrifier { ... }

TRIANGLE { ... }
TRIANGLE triangle-identif ier
TRIANGLE triangte-identifier { ... }

POLYGONS {... }
POLYGONS potygons-identif ier
POLYGONS potygons-ídentifier { ... }

TERRATN { ... }

suRFÀcE { ... }
SU R FACE surf ace-identif ier
SURFACE surface-identifier { ... }

TRANSFORM {...}
TRANSFORM transform-ídentif ier
TRANSFORM transform-identifier { ... }

,

One may specify any number
however the practical limit will
memory.

of the above indicated primitives for a solid
be determined by the amount of available
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One may specify more than one set of surface attributes for the solid however
only the most recent statements will have an effect.

One may specify any number of transformations to size, place and orient the
solid into the scene's global coordinate system. The solid's transformation matrix
is by default set to an identity matrix and thus has no effect on the defined object.

Solids may be explicitly added to the scene with a statement block as just
described or they may be first defined as variables and then added later usino
either one of the following statements:

SOLID solid-identifier
SOLID solid-identifier { ... }

LIGHT

Light objects may or may not be visible in a ray traced image and are used to
specify how a scene is to be illuminated by direct lighting. Associated with each
light object are source attributes which define the illumination characteristics of
the light such as color and intensity. A light may also be visible within the scene
in which case it will also have a list of basic primitives describing its shape. A
visible light is rendered as a special type of solid object with "luminous" surface
characteristics. A visible light may be used to represent a light bulb or a
fluorescent tube for example. lt may not be used to represent a lighting fixture
such as lamp with a base, stand etc. The light object's shape (as defineã Oy any
specified primitives ) has no effect on the light's illumination characteristics jthey
are handled independently during rendering.

Transformations may also be specified for a light object. The transformation will
be applied to any specified primitives as well as the position and direction of the
illumination source. For example, if one modelled a spherical light bulb and
placed a point source at the sphere's center one may use a transformation to
position the bulb and point source within the scene at the same time. The
illumination source will track its corresponding shape.

The PLANE and TERRAIN primitives may not be used within a light object.
Light objects are initialized with default source attributes, añ ¡oentity
transformation matrix and no primitives. The statement block is as follows:
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LIGHT

{
SPHERE { ... }
SPHERE sphere-identif¡er
SPHERE sphere-identifier { ... }

neciÀrrrcl-E { ...}
R ECTANGLE rectang te-identif ier
RECTANGLË rectangte-identifier { ... }

rRtAÑcLE { ... }
TR IANGLE triangte-identif ier
TRIANGLE triangte-identífier { ... }

PoLYäoNS { ... }
POLYGONS polygons-identif ¡er
POLYGONS polygons-identifier { ... }

souRcE { ... }
SOURCE source-identifier
SOURCE source-identifier { ... }

rnnÑsronM {...}
TRANSFORM transform-identif ier
TRANSFORM transform-identifier { ... }

)

One may specify any number of the above indicated primitives for a visible light
however the practical limit will be determined by the amount of available
memory.

One may specify more than one set of source attributes for the light however
only the most recent statements will have an effect.

One may specify any number of transformations to size, place and orient the
light into the scene's global coordinate system. The light's transformation matrix
is by default set to an identity matrix and thus has no effect on the defined object.

Lights may be explicitly added to the scene with a statement block as just
described or they may be first defined as variables and then added later using
either one of the following statements:

LIGHT light-identifier
LIGHT light-identífier { ... }
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I Conclusion

This thesis has presented a computer program capable of producing visually
realistic images of mirage phenomena. The use of illumination ano snãOing naôgreatly enhanced the visual realism of the images. Object dístortions are verydistinct and can be clearly distinguished from one ób;ect to the next. Thegenerated images compare well with the data and imagés provided ín [2]. Tofurther enhance the realism in generated images it ís-possible to modify theprogram to account for atmospheric refraction along a reflected ray's path. This
would allow more accurate simulation of mirage phenomena in énvironments
containing large bodies of water particularly along shorelines.

The animated sequence of an aircraft landing provides a practical example in
the use of the program. The animation provide! some insig'ht into the effects of
atmospheric refraction on an aircaft landing. The distortionõ perceived by a pílot
-may affect his judgement while approaching the runway. Depending on the
atmospheric conditions present, the amount of distortion thãt is perceived by thepilot may result in a critical situation. By varying the temperature profiles that areinput to the program one may possibly oeiermine the exact conditions which
could significantly influence a pilot's judgement in a given surrounding.

There are numerous enhancements that could be made to the existing
software to increase its usefullness as a tool and to produce better images. The
software would immediately benefit from some.pre'o optimizations. Ray-object
intersections could be improved and perhaps the implementation of a simpler
illumination model may help reduce image generation iires. The implementation
of transparency, anti-aliasing and texture mapping would enhance the realism
and quality of images. Accountíng for atmosphõric refraction while tracing
reflected rays and adding support for lateral temperature profites would be nicefeatures for mirage simulation. Some improvemänts could be made in the waydata are input to the program. A mouse driven interfaee with an integrated
database modeller and perhaps support for animation would be very useful
features to add. Providing the tools to graphically create and edit scenes would
be a definite improvement over the currently ,red input method.

The program presented in this thesis serves as a useful software tool byproviding considerable flexibility in the experimentation and testing ãt oitterentatmospheric conditions and environmental surroundings. The proirám can beused to better one's- understanding of atmospheric refråction áito iuJi proou..
interesting images of mirage phenomena.
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Reserved Keywords

AMBIENT
ATTENUATION
CENTER
COLORS
DIRECTION
FACETS
FUZZ
HAZE
IDENTITY
LOCAL
METALLIC
NOSPECULAR
PHONG
PRIMITIVES
REFINDEX
ROTX
SCALE
SCENE
SHADOWS
SOLID
SPOTTED
TERRAIN
TRANSLATE
TRANSZ
VARIABLES
VERTEX2
WAVE
WOOD

AMPLITUDE
AZIMUTH
CHECKER
DAMP
DISTANCE
FOV
GRADIENT
HEIGHT
INFINITE
LOGSCALE
MIRAGE
NUMBER
PLANE
PROFILE
REGION
ROTY
SCALEX
SEGMENTS
SKY
SOURCE
SQUEEZE
TEXTURE
TRANSFORM
TRIANGLE
VBLEND
VERTEX3
WAVES
ZENITH

ANGLE
BACKGROUND
CLOUDS
DENSIry
ELEVATION
FREQ
GRANITE
HORIZONCOLOR
INTENSITY
LUMINANCE
NOPHONG
OVERCAST
POINT
RADIUS
RIPPLES
ROïZ
SCALEY
SFACETS
SLOPE
SPECULAR
SUN
TILT
TRANSX
TURBULENCE
VECTOR
VERTICES
WIDTH
ZENITHCOLOR

ASPECT
BUMPS
COLOR
DEPTH
EXPONENT
FROM
HARD
ID
LIGHT
MARBLE
NOSHADOWS
PHASE
POLYGONS
RECTANGLE
ROTATE
ROUGH
SCALEZ
SHADOWS
SNOW
SPHERE
SURFACE
TO
TRANSY
UBLEND
VERTEXl
VIEW
WIREFRAME
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Program

Syntax Errors

Expecting a'{'
Expecting a','
Variable already defined
lnvalid identifier
Undefined identifier
Invalid type specification
ldentifier name too long
Incompatibles types
Can not assign a variable to itself
Expecting a'='
Expecting a'>'
Expecting a vector constant or variable
Expecting a numeric constant or variable
Unbalanced Comment
Expecting a digit

Invalid SURFACE statement
Invalid SOURCE statement
Invalid TEXTURE statement
Invalid TEXTURE lnfo statement
Invalid WAVE statement

Invalid TRANSFORM statement
MIRAGE data atready defined
SKY data already defined

lnvalid SCENE statement
Invalid AMBIENT statement
Invalid HPZE statement
Invalid VIEW statement
Invalid SKY statement
lnvalid SUN statement
Invalid MIRAGE statement
No PROFILE specified

Scene definition already specífied
Invalid statement
Invalid SOLID statement

Errors
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lnvalid LIGHT statement

Invalid SPH ERE statement
lnvalid PLANE statement
lnvalid TRIANGLE statement
Invalid RECTANGLE statement

lnvalid TERRAIN statement
lnvalid POLYGONS statement

VERTICES already defined
FACETS already defined
No VERTICES defined
No FACETS defined
Vertex not defined

Data Errors

Overlapping terrain cells
Argument must be > 2
Invalid vertices
Number of VERTICES greater than specified
Number of VERTICES less than specified

Number of FACETS greater than specified
Number of FACETS less than specifíed
Invalid Normal
Normal on wrong side of facet

Argument must be in the range j..1024
Argument must be in the range -1gO..1gO
Argument must be in the range 0..90
Sun must be above the horizon

Second index must be greater than first
Argument too small
Argument must be in the range O.S .. 17S.0
Distance between FROM and TO is too small
Argument rnust be >= 0
Argument must be < 1024
REGION bottom must be >- top
REGION right must be >= left
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Need at least 3 PROFTLE points
PROFILE elevations must be increasing

Unrecoverable Errors

Empty data file
Observer position below all temperature layers
Observer position above all temperature layers
Adding Solid object with no primitives
Symbol table full ( too many variables )
Transform stack underflow
Transform stack overflow

Missing file name lor -r command
Missing file name for -g command
Missing file name for -b command
Invalid width specified for -w command
Missing argument for -w command
Invalíd height specified for -h command
Missing argument for -h command
lnvalid starting row specified for -s command
Missing argument for -s command
Invalid ending row specified for -e command
Missing argument for -e command
lnvalid depth specified for -d command
Missing argument for -d command
Invalid log scale value specified for -l command
Missing argument for -l command

File Errors

No input file specified
Unable to open debug file
Unable to open buffer file
Reading ímage buffer file
Writing to image buffer file

Unable to open input file
Unable to open RED image file for output
Unable to open GREEN image file for output
Unable to open BLUE image file for output
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Memory Allocation Errors

Polygon veftices
Polygon facets
Terrain vertices
Terrain facets
Terrain normals

Symbol entry
String buffer

Transform structure
Texture info structure
Texture structure
Wave structure
Colors structure

Attributes structure
Light info structure
Surface info structure

Object structure
Sphere info
Plane info
Rectangle info
Triangle info
Polygons info
Copied Polygon veñices
Copied Polygon facets
Assigned Polygon veftices
Assigned Polygon facets
Primitive structure

Internal Errors

NULL object in ParseSotidObject$
NULL object in parseLightObject()

NULL primitive in parseSphere()
NULL primitive in parseplaneQ
NULL prímitive in parseTriangleQ
NULL primitíve in parseRectangle0
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NULL primitive in ParseTerrain0
NULL primitive in ParsepolygonsQ

NULL attributes in ParseSurfaceQ
NULL attributes in ParseSource$
NULL transform in ParseTransform0

NULL primitive in Freeprimitive$
NULL source primitive in CopyprimitiveQ
NULL source primitive in Assignprimitivé$
NULL target primitíve in Assignprimitive0

NULL info in CopySpheretnfo0
NULL source ínfo in AssignSpherelnfoQ
NULL target info in AssignSpheretnfo$
NULL info in FreeSpheretnfo$

NULL info in CopyPtanetnfoQ
NULL source info in Assignplanelnfo0
NULL target info in Assignptanetnfo0
NULL info in FreePlanelnfo0

NULL info in CopyRectanglelnfo$
NULL source info in AssignRectanglelnfo$
NULL target info in AssignRectanglelnfo0
NULL info in FreeRectangtelnfoQ

NULL info in CopyTriangtetnfoQ
NULL source ínfo in AssignTrianglelnfo$
NULL target info in AssignTrianglelnfo0
NULL info in FreeTriangtelnfoQ

NULL info in CopypotygonstnfoQ
Bad address for vertex in CopyÞolygonslnfo0
NULL source info in Assignpolygonõtntol¡
NULL target info in Assignpotygonslnfofl"
Bad address for vertex in Assignpolygonslnfo0
NULL info in FreepolygonslnfoQ
Bad address for polygon vertex

NULL light info in CopylighilnfoQ
NULL source info in AssignLighilnfoQ
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NULL target info in AssignLighilnfo0
NULL light info ín Freelighttnfo$

NULL surface info in CopySurfacelnfofl
NULL source info in AssignSurfacelnfofl
NULL target info in AssignSurfacelnfoQ
NULL sudace info in FreeSurfacelnfo0

NULL attributes in AddTextureQ
NULL texture in AddTexture$

NULL attributes in lnitAttributes0
NULL attributes in FreeAttributes$
NULL attributes in CopyAttributes$
NULL source attr. in AssignAttribuiesQ
NULL target attr. in AssignAttributesQ

NULL transform in CopyTransform0
NULL transform in FreeTransform0

NULL texture in FreeTexture$
NULL texture in CopyTexturefl
NULL wave structure in FreeWaveQ
NULL wave structure in CopyWave$
NULL colors structure in FreeOolorsQ
NULL colors structure in CopyColorsfl

NULL object in CopyObject$

ryULL source object in AssignObjectfl

l\ULL target object in AssignObjectQ
NULL object in FreeObjectfl
NULL object in InitObjectQ
NULL object in AddObjecrQ
NULL object in AddPrimitive0
NULL primitive in Addprimitive0
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Scene Description File for
Merman Phenomenon Example

SCENE
{

VIEW
{

FROM <1,0,2.1>
TO <0,0,2.1001>
FOV 1.5
TILT O.O

WIDTH 320
HEIGHT 2OO

ASPECT 1.2
REGTON 0,0,199,319

)

LOGSCALE 15.0
DEPTH 3

AMBIENT
{

INTENSITY 0.2
coloR < 1.0, 1.0, 1.0 >
DEPTH O

NSAMPLES O

)
HAZE
J

INTENSITY O.O

DENSITY O.O

coloR < 0.9, 0.9, 0.9 >

6.1

)

SKY
{

RADIUS 1.0e8
INTENSITY 0.9
ZENTTHCOLOR < 0,0,0.9 >
HORTZONCOLOR < 0.5,0.7,0.9 >
OVERCAST O.O

INTENSITY 1.0
AZIMUTH.3O
ZENITH 20
coloR <1,1,1>

SUN
t
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MIRAGE
{

DISTANCE 25OOO
ELEVATION 1OO

SEGMENTS 3OO

PROFILE

{
f merman */

0.0 3.83
0.1 3.85
0.6 4.03
0.84 4.14
1.1 4.28
1.32 4.42
1.55 4.6
1.75 4.81
1.9 5.06
2.0 5.27
2.08 5.51
2.15 5.8
2.21 6.15
2.25 6.5
2.29 6.8
2.35 7.17
2.41 7.46
2.5 7.75
2.64 8.08
2.8 8.35
3.05 8.66
3.35 8.95
4.1 9.5
5.1 10.0
6.35 10.45
7.6 10.75
9.1 11.0
10.35 1 1 .15
1 1.6 1 1.25
12.9 11.32
14.4 11.36
16.0 11.35
17.9 11.32
19.7 1 1.3

| /* prolile'/
)f mirage data'/

) f scene'/
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/* rainbow colored sphere lower right */
SOLID

{

SPHERE
{

CENTER < -1400,7,2 >
HADIUS 2

]

SURFACE
{

coloR <0.8,0.0, 0.0>
ROUGH 0.2
HARD 0.21
FUZZ O

AMBIENT 0.5
METALLIC O

SPECULAR 0.3
REFINDEX 1.4

TEXTURE { UBLEND { COLOR <0,0.7,0.9> }

)/* surface */

) f solid./

/" mirrored sphere upper right ./
SOLID

{

SPHERE
{

CENTER<-1405,4,6>
RADIUS 2

)

SURFACE
{

coloR <0.7,0.7,0.8>
ROUGH 0.2
HARD 1

FUZZ O

AMBIENT 0.4
METALLIC 1

SPECULAR 1

REFINDEX 1.4

) /- surface */

)f solid'/
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/* dark blue sphere lower left ./
SOLID

{
SPHERE
{

CENTER < -1400,-6, -1 >
RADIUS 3

)

SURFACE
{

coloR <0, 0, 0.9>
ROUGH 0.2
HARD 0.2
FUZZ 0.0
METALLIC 0.5
AMBIENT 0.4
SPECULAR 0.6
REFINDEX 1.4

)/" surface */

)/. solid */

/* magenta sphere upper right ./
SOLID
{

SPHERE
{

CENTER < -1400,_6,4 >
RADIUS 2

)

SURFACE

{
coLoR <0.9,0.0, 0.7>
ROUGH 0.3
HARD 0.8
FUZZ 0.0
METALLIC O

AMBIENT 0.2
SPECULAR 0.6
REFINDEX 1.1

)/'surface'/
) f solid./
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/* checker ground '/
SOLID
{

PLANE

{
VERTEXI < O,O,O >
VERTEX2 < 0,1,0 >
VERTEX3 < .1.0,0,0 >

)

SURFACE
{

coloR <0.0, 0.0, 0.0>
ROUGH 1.0
HARD O.O

FUZZ0.0
METALLIC O

AMBIENT 0.1
SPECULAR O.O

REFINDEX 1.1

TEXTURE
t

CHECKER
{

coloR < 1.0, 1.0, 1.0 >
TRANSFORM

{
SCALEX 350
SCALEY 6
TRANSZ 0.1 /. eliminate random speckles./

)

) f checker t/

) /. texture list'/
)f surface */

)f plane'/

/' rainbow colored rectangle center */

SOLID

{
RECTANGLE
{

VERTEXI < -1400, -2,1 >
VERTEX2 < -1400, -2,0 >
VERTEX3 < -1400, 2, O>

)
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SURFACE

{
coLoR <0.8, 0.8, 0.0>
ROUGH 1.0
HARD O.O

FU7J.0.0
AMBIENT 0.1
METALLIC O

SPECULAR O.O

REFINDEX 1.1

TEXTURE { VBLEND { COLOR < 0,0,0.8> } }
) f surface */

) f solid./
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Scene Description File for
Runway Environment Example 6.2

VARIABLES
{

SURFACE diffuse_surface ;

POLYGONS pyramid, cube;
]

SCENE
{

VIEW
{

FROM < 3000, 0, 7 >

TO<0,0,0>
FOV 14.0
TILT O.O

WIDTH 320
HEIGHT 2OO

ASPECT 1.2

. REGION 0,0,199,319
l

BACKGROUND < 0.196, 0.6, O.B > /* sky btue */

LOGSCALE 1O.O

DEPTH 2

AMBIENT
{

INTENSITY 0.5
coloR < 1.0, 1.0, 1.0 >
DEPTH O

NSAMPLES O

)

MIRAGE
(

D|STANCE 25000
ELEVATION 1OO

SEGMENTS 3OO

/' merman profile shifted up 4m,l
PROFILE

{
0.0 3.79
3.5 3.8
4.0 3.83
4.1 3.85
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4.6 4.03
4.84 4.14
5.1 4.28
5.32 4.42
5.55 4.6
5.75 4.81
5.9 5.06
6.0 5.27
6.08 5.51
6.15 5.8
6.21 6.15
6.25 6.5
6.29 6.8
6.35 7.17
6.41 7.46
6.5 7.75
6.64 8.08
6.8 8.35
7.05 8.66
7.35 8.95
8.1 9.5
9.1 10.0
10.35 10.45
11.6 10.75
13.1 1 1 .0
14.35 11.15
15.6 1 1 .25
16.9 1 1.32
18.4 1 1 .36
20.0 11.35
21 .9 11.32
23.7 11.3

]

)/. mirage DATA./

)/* scene */

/- Light object definitíon ./
LIGHT

{
SOURCE
a

t
INTENSITY 1

coloR <1,1,1>
INFINITE
ATTENUATION O

AZIMUTH 70
ZENITH 50

)

)
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/' set up variables./
cube =
{

VERTICES
{

8
< 1, -1 , 1 >
< 1, 1,1 >
<-1,1,1>
<-1,-1,1>
< 1,-1 ,0>
< 1,1,0>
< -1 , 1,0 >
<-1,-1,0>

)
FACETS

{
10
045
051
156
162
267
273
37 4
340
012
023

)

)

PYramid =
{

VERTICES
{

5
< 0,0,1>
< 1,-1, 0 >
< 1,1,0>
<-1,1,0>
< -1,-1, 0 >

l
FACETS

{
4
012
023
034
041

)
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diffuse_su¡'face =
t

coloR <1 ,1,1>
ROUGH 1.0
HARD O.O

FU7Z0.0
METALLIC O

AMBIENT 0.5
SPECULAR O.O

REFINDEX 1.1

]

/. Solid object def¡n¡tions -/

SOLID /* ground plane */

t
PLANE

{
VERTEXI < O,O,O >
VERTEX2 < 1,0,0 >
VERTEXS < 1,1,0 >

)

SU RFACE diffuse_surf ace
{ COLOR <0.419608, 0.556863, 0.1372SS> }f medium forest green ./

)f ground plane */

SOLID f runway./
{

RECTANGLE

{
VERTEXI < -1200, -50, 0.1 >
VERTEX2 < 1200, -50, 0.1 >
VERTEX3 < 1200, 50, 0.1 >

I
t

suRFAcE diffuse-surface { colo? < oJszg41 , o]szg41, oJszg41 > })f runway'/

SOLID /'pyramid 1 ./

{
POLYGONS pyramid
a

TRANSFORM ( SCALE < 10, 10, 20 > ROTZ 30Ì
)
SURFACE dÍffuse_surface
{

COLOR < 0.858824, 0.526421, 0.439216> /, tan*l
I,

TRANSFORM { TRANSLATE < 250, 100, 0 > }
] f pyramid l'l
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SOLID l'pyramid2'l
{

POLYGONS pyramid

{
TRANSFORM { SCALE < 10, 10, 20 > ROTZ 20 I

)
SURFACE diffuse_surface
{

COLOR <0.560784, 0.560784, 0.TA7ZSS> /'tight steetbtue */

. coLoR <0.7,0.7,0.7 >
I

TRANSFORM { TRANSLATE < -625, 100, 0 > }
J f pyramid2'l

SOLID /* pyramid 3'/
{

POLYGONS pyramid

{
TRANSFORM { SCALE < 20,20,40 > ROTZ -75}

)
SURFACE diffuse_surface
t

COLOR < 0.858824, 0.526471,0.439216> /* tan */
ì
ì
TRANSFORM { TRANSLATE < -2500, 20, o > }

)f pyramid 3./

SOL| D /'pyramid 4"1

POLYGONS pyramid

{
TRANSFORM { ROTZ 45 SCALE < 15, 15, 30 > ROTZ -20 }

I

bunpec e diffuse_surface
t

COLOR < 0.858824, 0.576471, 0.499216> /* tan */

)
TRANSFORM { TRANSLATE < -1250, _100, O > }

\ /'pyramid4'l

SOLID /. pyramid 5 */

t
POLYGONS pyramid { TRANSFORM { SCALE < 15, 15, 25 > ROTZ _60 } }

SURFAC E diffuse_surface
t

COLOR < 0.9, 0.9, 0.9 > /* grey,l
)

TRANSFORM { TRANSLATE < -250, _150, O > }
)f pyramid 5./
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ìample Debug File for Merman Example 6.1

Input File :mermandata
Date : Fri Sep 2412:13:021993

Scene Definition

Max Specular Ray Depth ... :2
Log Scate :15.000000:i.r lmage Sca|ing............:No
Shadows .................. : No
Wire Frame Display....... :No

Maximum Extent
X ........................ : -1S97.000000

' 2........................ :B.0OOO00

: Minimum Extent
X ..... : -1407.000000
y ........................ : -9.000000
Z ........................ : -4.000000

Background Color
R ........................ : 0.000000
c ........................ : 0.000000
B ........................ : 0.000000

Haze Intensity ........... : 0.000000
Haze Density : 0.000000

Haze Color
R ........................ : 0.900000
c ........................ : 0.900000
8 ........................ : 0.900000

,, : Ambient Intens¡ty ........ : O.20OOOO

I R........................:1.OOO0O0
G ........................ : 1.000000
8 ........................ : 1.000000
Max Ambient Ray Depth .... :0
# Amb¡ent Ray Samples .... : 0

.. t, View Plane

View plane Normal
X ........................ : _1.000000
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Y ........................
z ........................

View plane Right
x ........................
Y ........................
z ........................

:0.000000
0.000100

0.000000
1.000000
0.000000

1.000000
0.000000
2.100000

General UP direction
X ........................ : 0.000000
Y ........................ : 0.000000
Z ........................ : 1.000000

View Plane Up
X ........................ : 0.000100
Y ........................ : 0.000000
Z ........................ : 1.000000

Looking From
x ........................
Y ........................
z ........................

Looking Towards
X ........................ : 0.000000
Y ........................ : 0.000000
Z ........................ : 2.100100

View Reference point
X ........................ : -75.390009
Y ........................ : 0.000000
Z ........................ : 2.107699

View Distance ............ : 76.390009
Field Of View ............ : 1.500000
T¡lt ..................... : 0.000000
Aspect Ratio ............. : 1.200000
W¡dth .................... : 320
Height ................... : 200
Top ...................... : o
Left ..................... : 0
Bottom ................... : 199
Right .................... : 319

Solid Object Definition # 1

Transform
1.000000 0.000000 o.oooooo 0.oo0oo0
0.000000 1.000000 o.0o0o0o o.oooo00
0.000000 0.000000 1.ooo00o 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.ooo0oo 1.o0ooo0
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lnverse Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.o00ooo
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.o00ooo

Attributes
R ........................ : 0.S00000
G ........................ : 0.800000
8 ........................ : 0.000000
Ambient Reflectance ...... : 0.1 00000
Diffuse Reflectance ...... : 1.000000
Specular Reflectance ..... : 0.000000
Refraction Index ......... : 1.100000
Roughness : 1.000000
Hardness :0.000000
Metallic :0.000000
Fu22.......... : 0.000000
Fresnel :0.00226g
Beckman Normalization .... : 1 .471510

Texture
Type .......... : vBtend
Local .................... : No
Scaling : 1.000000
Turbulence/Deviation ..... : 1 .000000
Squeeze/Elevat¡on ........ : 1.000000
Maxímum Slope ............ : 45.572996
R ........................ : 0.000000
G ........................ : 0.000000
B ........................ : 0.800000

Number primitives ........ : 1

Rectangle
Reference P
X ........................ : -1400.000000
Y ........................ : -2.000000
Z ........................ : 0.000000

U vector
x ........................
Y ........................
z ........................

V vector
x ........................
Y ........................
2 ........................

0.000000
4.000000
0.000000

0.000000
0.000000
1.000000
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Normal
x........................ :

Y........................ :

z ........................

4.000000
0.000000
0.000000

-1400.000000
-2.000000
1.000000

V1

X
Y ........................
z ........................

4V
X

V3
X........................ : -1400.000000
Y........................ : 2.000000
z ........................ 0.000000

-1400.000000
2.000000
1.000000

Y ........................
z ........................

Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 1.000000 0.0oooo0 o.o0o00o
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000

Inverse Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000 o.0o0oo0
0.000000 0.000000 0.00oooo 1.0ooooo

Solid Object Definition # 2

Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 o.o0oo0o
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 o.oo0o00
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000 o.0ooooo
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000

Inverse Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 o.0o0o0o
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 0.o0oooo
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000 o.oooooo
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 l.oooooo

Attributes
R ........................ : 0.000000
c ........................ : 0.000000
B ........................ : 0.000000
Ambient Reflectance ...... : 0.1 00000
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Diffuse Reflectance ...... : 1.000000
Specular Reflectance ..... : 0.000000
Refraction lndex ......... : 1.100000
Roughness :1.000000
Hardness :0.000000
Metall¡c : 0.000000
Fuzz .......... : 0.000000
Fresnel : 0.002269
Beckman Normalization .... : 1 .4Z1S1O

Texture
ïype .......... : Checker
Local .................... : No
Scaling : 1.000000
Turbulence/Deviation ..... : 1.000000
Squeeze/Elevat¡on ........ : 1.000000
Maximum Slope :45.572996
R ........................ : 1.000000
G ........................ : 1.000000
B ........................ : 1.000000

Transform
350.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 6.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000 o.o00ooo
0.000000 0.000000 0.100000 1.oooo0o

Inverse Transform
0.002857 0.000000 0.000000 o.0o00oo
0.000000 0.166667 0.000000 o.0ooooo
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000 o.0ooo0o
0.000000 0.000000 -0.100000 1.000000

Plane
Reference P
X ........................ : 0.000000
Y ........................ : 1.000000
Z ........................ : 0.000000

U vector
x ........................ -1.000000
Y ........................ : -1.000000

:1

z ........................

V vector
x ........................
Y ........................
z ........................

0.000000

0.000000
-1.000000
0.000000
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Normal
X ........................ : 0.000000
Y ........................ : 0.000000
Z ........................ : 1.000000

Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 1.000000 0.0ooo0o 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.oo00oo

Inverse Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000 o.ooo00o
0.000000 0.000000 0.0ooooo 1.oo00oo

Solid Object Definition # 3

Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.o0oooo
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 0.o0oooo
0.000000 0.000000 1.0oo0oo o.o0ooo0
0.000000 0.000000 0.oo00oo 1.000000

Inverse Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 o.o00o0o
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 r.o0o00o 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.o0ooo0

Attributes
R ........................ : 0.800000
G ........................ : 0.0OOOOO
B ........................ : 0.700000
Ambient Reflectance ...... : 0.200000
Diffuse Reflectance ...... : 0.400000
Specular Reflectance ..... : 0.600000
Refractíon lndex ......... : 1.100000
Roughness :0.300000
Hardness :0.g00000
Metallic :0.000000
Fuzz .......... : 0.000000
Fresnel : 0.00226g
Beckman Normalization .... : 1 1.257792

Number primitives ........ : I

Sphere
Radius :2.000000
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Center
..... :-1400.000000

Y ........................
z ........................

North Pole
x ........................
Y ........................
z ........................

Equator
x ........................
Y ........................
z ........................ :

Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 o.oo00oo
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000

Inverse Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 o.0ooo00
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 o.ooo0oo
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 l.ooooo0

Solid Object Definition # 4

Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.ooooo0
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 o.0ooooo
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.o0oooo
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.o0oooo

Inverse Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.oo0oo0
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 o.00ooo0
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.oo0ooo
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.0oo0oo

Attributes
R ........................ : 0.000000
G ........................ : 0.0OOOO0
B ........................ : 0.900000
Ambient Reflectance ...... : 0.400000
Diffuse Reflectance ...... : 0.400000
Specular Reftectance ..... : 0.600000
Refraction Index ......... : 1.400000
Roughness :0.200000
Hardness :0.200000

-6.000000
4.000000

0.000000
0.000000
1.000000

1.000000
0.000000
0.000000
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Metallic :0.500000
Fu22.......... : 0.000000
Fresnel :0.027778
Beckman Normalization .... : 25.000000

Number primitives ........ : 1

Sphere
Radius :3.000000

Center
X ........................ : -1400.000000
Y ........................ : -6.000000
Z ........................ : -1.000000

North Pole
X ........................ : 0.000000
Y ........................ : 0.000000
Z ........................ : 1.000000

Equator
X........................ : 1.000000
Y ........................ : 0.000000
Z ........................ : 0.000000

Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 1.00oooo
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

Inverse Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

Solid Object Definition # 5

Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 1.000000 0.0oo0oo
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

Inverse Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 1.000000 0.oo00oo
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.0ooo0o

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
r.000000
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Attributes
R ........................ : 0.700000
G ........................ : 0.700000
B ........................ : 0.800000
Ambient Reflectance ...... : 0.400000
Diffuse Reflectance ...... : 0.000000
Specular Reflectance ..... : 1.000000
Refraction lndex ......... : 1.400000
Roughness :0.200000
Hardness : 1.000000
Metallic : 1.000000
Fu22.......... : 0.000000
Fresnel :0.02772g
Beckman Normalization .... : 25.000000

Number primitives ........ : 1

Sphere
Radius :2.000000

Center
X ........................ : -140S.000000
Y ........................ : 4.000000
Z ........................ : 6.000000

North Pole
X ........................ : 0.000000
Y ........................ : 0.000000
z ........................ : 1.000000

Equator
x ........................
Y ........................
z ........................ :

Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 1.000000 0.oo0oo0
0.000000 0.000000 1.ooo00o
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

Inverse Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.oo0ooo
0.000000 r.000000 0.o0o0oo
0.000000 0.000000 l.oooooo
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

Solid Object Definition # 6

Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.ooo00o

1.000000
0.000000
0.000000

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
1.000000

0.000000
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0.000000 1.000000 0.o0oooo 0.0ooo0o
0.000000 0.000000 1.oo0ooo o.o0o00o
0.000000 0.000000 o.0oooo0 l.oooooo

lnverse Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 o.oo0o0o
0.000000 1.000000 o.0oo0o0 o.0o00oo
0.000000 0.000000 1.0oooo0 o.ooo0oo
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000

Attributes
R ........................ : 0.800000
c ........................ : 0.000000
B ........................ : 0.000000
Ambient Reflectance ...... : 0.500000
Diffuse Reflectance ...... : 0.700000
Specular Reflectance ..... : 0.300000
Refraction Index ......... : 1.400000
Roughness :0.200000
Hardness :0.210000
Metall¡c :0.000000
Fu22.......... : 0.000000
Fresnef :0.027778
Beckman Normalization .... : 25.000000

Texture
TYPe .......... :uBlend
Local .................... : No
Scaling : 1.000000
Turbulence/Deviation ..... : 1.0OOOO0
Squeeze/Elevation ........ : 1.000000
Maximum Slope ............ : 45.572996
R ........................ : 0.000000
c ........................ : 0.700000
B ........................ : 0.900000

Sphere
Radius :2.000000

Center
X ........................ : -14O0.O0OOOO
Y ........................ : 7.OOOOO0
Z ........................ : 2.OO0O0O

North Pole
X ........................ : 0.00OOOO
Y ........................ : 0.0OO0OO
Z ........................ : 1.000000

:1
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Equator
X........................ : 1.000000
Y ........................ : 0.000000
Z ........................ : 0.000000

Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.0ooooo o.oo000o
0.000000 1.000000 0.o0ooo0 0.ooooo0
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000

Inverse Transform
1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 o.00ooo0
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 0.00oooo
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.o0oooo l.oooooo

Light Object Definition # 1

Transform
1.000000 0.000000 o.ooooo0 0.0ooooo
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.oooooo
0.000000 0.000000 0.0o0ooo 1.000000

Inverse Transform
1.000000 0.000000 o.oo00oo 0.000000
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 o.oo0o0o
0.000000 0.000000 1.o0ooo0 o.o0o0oo
0.000000 0.000000 o.ooo000 1.OOO0o0

Attributes
Type .......... : Infinite
R ........................ : 1.000000
c ........................ : 1.O0OOOO
B ........................ : 1.000000
Intensity : 1.000000
Distance Attenuation ..... : 0.000000
Direction
X,....................... : -0.270212
y ........................ : O.1S6007
Z ........................ : -0.BS7ZSO
Shadows .................. : yes
Specular Hilights ........ : yes

Number primitives ........ : 0

skv
Radíus : 1.000000e+0g
Zenith Intensity ......... : 0.9OO0OO
Overcast : 0.000000
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Zenith Color
R ........................ : 0.000000

0.000000
0.900000

0.500000
0.700000
0.900000

G........................ :

B ........................ :

Horizon Color
R ........................
G ........................
B ........................

Sun

Attributes
Type .......... : lnfinite
R ........................ : 1.000000
G ........................ : 1.000000
B ........................ : 1.000000
Intensity : 1.000000
Distance Attenuation ..... : 0.000000
Direction
X ........................ : -0.270212
Y ........................ : 0.1S6007
Z ........................ : -0.857250
Shadows .................. : yes
Specular Hilights ........ : yes

Mirage Definition
Max Horizontal D¡stance .. :2.500000e+04
Max Elevation ............ : 1.970000e+01
Max Ray Segments ......... :300

Temperature Profile

Elevation Temperature
0 0.000000 3.830000
1 0.100000 3.850000
2 0.600000 4.030000
3 0.840000 4.140000
4 1.100000 4.280000
5 1.320000 4.42}OOO
6 1.550000 4.600000
7 1.750000 4.810000
I 1.900000 5.060000
9 2.000000 5.270000
10 2.080000 5.510000
11 2.150000 5.800000
12 2.210000 6.150000
13 2.250000 6.500000
14 2.290000 6.S00000
15 2.350000 7j7}OOO
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'16

17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29.
30
31

32
33

2.410000
2.500000
2.640000
2.800000
3.050000
3.350000
4.1 00000
5.1 00000
6.350000
7.600000
9.1 00000
10.350000
11.600000
12.900000
14.400000
16.000000
17.900000
19.700000

7.460000
7.750000
8.080000
8.350000
8.660000
8.950000
9.500000
10.000000
10.450000
10.750000
11.000000
1 1 .150000
11.250000
11.320000
11.360000
11.350000
11.320000
11.300000
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Sample C program to generate pOLyGONS data

Danny Robinson

.,'u't'ttnt

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <math.h>

#define ULONG unsigned tong
#define DBL doubte

typedef DBL Vector[3];

#define SetVector( v,xJ,z ) {(v)l0l = (x); (v)[1] = (y); (v)[2] = (z);]

void reverse( char. );
void etoa( DBL, char., ULONG );

void writePolygons( FILE', ULONG , ULONG );
void writeSmoothPotygons( FILE., ULONG, ULONG );
void writeNormal( FILE.,ULONG i, char.buffer );
void makeOylinde( ULONG, ULONG, ULONG., ULONG.);
void makeOone( ULONG, ULONG, ULONG., ULONG.);

Vector vertices[101];
ULoNG facersl100][3];

Vector curve[20];
Vector curveNormals[20] ;

Vector normals[100];

void main(void )

{

ULONG nvertices, nfacets, nslices, ncurvepts;
FILE.fp;

/' make a cylinder, radius 1, axis along Z, height 1 ./

if( (fp = fopen( "cylinder", "w")) == NULL )

t
fprintf(stderr,"Unable to open file\n,,) ;

. exit(1);
I

nslices = 16;
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ncurvepts = 2;
SetVector( curve[o], 1.0, 0.0, 1.0 );
Setvector(curve[1], 1.0, 0.0, 0.0 );

SetVector(curveNormals[0], 1.0, 0.0, 0.0 );
SetVector( curveNormals[1], 1.0, 0.0, 0.0 );

makeCylinder( nslices, ncurvepts, &nvertices, &nfacets );

printf ("Writing cylinder ...\n") ;

writeSmoothPolygons( fp, nvertices, nfacets );

fclose( fp );

/'make a cone , apex <0,0,1>, axis along Z, base radius 1 ./

if( (fp = fopen( "cone", "w")) == NULL )
(

fprintf(stderr,"Unable to open file\n") ;

exit(1);

]

nslices = 16;
ncurvepts = 2;
SetVector( curve[O], 0.0, 0.0, 1.0 );
Setvector( curve[1], 1.0, 0.0, 0.0 );

makeOone( nslices, ncurvepts, &nvertices, &nfacets );

printf("Writing cone ...\n") ;

writePolygons( fp, nvertices, nfacets );

fclose( fp );

printf("All done ...\n") ;

)

void reverse( char.str )

t
char *s;

char c:

S=str+strlen(str) -1;
while(str< s)
t

c = 
*str;

*str++ 
= 

*s:
ts-- 

= c;

))
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void etoa( DBL n, char'str, ULONG ndecimalpts )

{
DBL fraction;
ULONG i, whole;
char *s, sign = ' ';

if(n<0)
a
I

t't = -Íìi
sign ='-';

)

whote = (ULONG)n;
fraction = n - (DBl)whole;

S = Stf;
do

{ *s++ 
= whole l" 10 +'0'

) while( (whole = whote / 10) > 0 );

's++ = sign;
*s 

= \0';

reverse( str );

if(ndecimatpts>0)
{ *s++ 

= '.'i
i= 0;
do
l
t

fraction'= 10.01
whole = (ULONG) fraction;
*s++ 

= whole % 10 +'0';
i++;

) while( i < ndecimatpts );
's = \0';

)

)

/* write out VERTICES { ...} A FACETS { ... } 
./

void writePolygons( FILE .fp, ULONG nvertices, ULONG nfacets )
{

ULONG i;
char butfer[80];

/' start of block ./
fprintf( fp, "VERTICES {\n%cf\n",nvertices) ;
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for( i= 0; i< nvertices; i++ )

{
etoa( vertices[i][0], buffer, 4 );
fprintf(fp,"< 7os, ",buffer) ;

etoa( vertices[i][1], buffer, 4 );
fprintf (fp,"7os, ",buffer) ;

etoa( vertices[i][2], buffer, 4 );
. fprintf(fp,"7os >\n",buffer);
l

/' end of vertices block & start of facets block ./
fprintf( fp, ")\n");

fprintf( fp,'\nFACETS {\n%d\n,',nfacets);

for( i = 0; i< nfacets; i++)
{

fprintf(fp,"7od %d Tocl\n",
facetsIi][0],facetslil[1 ],facets[¡][2]) ;

)

/'last lacet*/

, 
fprintf(fp,")\n");

/* write out VERTTCES { ... } & SFAcETS { ... } for phong shading -l

void writesmoothPotygons( FILE .fp, ULONG nvertices, uLoNG nfacets )
{

ULONG i;
char buffer[8O];

/' start of block'/
fprintf( fp, "VERTlCES {\n%d\n,',nvertices);

for( i = 0; i < nvertíces; i++ )
{

etoa( vertices[¡][0], buffer, 4 );
fprintf (fp, "< 7os, ",buff er) ;

etoa( verticest¡]lt], buffer, 4 );
fprintf (fp, "7os,,,, buff er) ;

etoa( vertices[i][2], buffer, 4 );
f printf (fp, "7os >\n",buffer) ;

)

/' end of vertices block & start of facets block ./
fprintf( fp, ")\n");

fprintf( fp,'\nSFACETS {\n%d\n,',nfacets);
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forl i= 0; i< nfacets; i++)
{

fprintf(fp,"%d %d %d\n',,
facers[¡][0],f acets[¡l[1 ],f acerslil[2]) ;

/'normal at vertex 1 '/
writeNormat( fp, facets[i]lO], buffer );

/* normalat vertex 2 */

writeNormal( fp, facets[i][1], buffer );

/* normal at vertex g */

writeNormat( fp, facets[i][2], buffer );

fprintf (fp,"\n");
)

/* last facet "/

. fprintf(fp,")\n");
I

void writeNormal( FILE.fp, ULONG i, char *buffer 
)

etoa( normals[i][0], buffer, 4 );
fprintf (fp,"< 7os, ",buffer) ;

etoa( normals[i][1], buffer,4 );
fprintf (f p,"%s, ",buffer) ;

etoa( normals[i][2], buffer, 4 );
. fprintf(fp,"7os >\n",buffer);
r

/* surface of revolution both ends open./

void makeOylinde( ULONG nstices, ULONG ncurvepts,
ULONG *nvertices, 

ULONG .nfacets 
)

{

DBL da, angle, t, x, y;
ULONG i,j,k,v;

*nvert¡ces 
= ncuruepts . nslices;

'nfacets = 2' nslices . ( ncurvepts-l);

printf("# vertices : yocl\n,',*nvertices) 
;

printf('# facets : 7od\n,',*nfacets);

da = 2.0 . pll (double)nslices;

angle = 0.0;

k=0;
for( i = 0; i< nslices ; i++, angle += da )
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for(j = 0;j < ncurvepts;j++ )

{
r = curveljllo];
X=r*cos(angle);
y = r'sin( angle );
SetVector( vertices[k], x, y, curve[j][2] );

r = curveNormalsüllO];
X = r'cos( angle );
y = r, sin( angle );
SetVector( normals[k], x, y, curveNormalsfi][2] );

k++:

)

)

f open ends'/
v=0;
k=0;
for( i = 0; i < nslices-1 ; i++ )

{

lo( j= 0;j < ncurvepts-1;j++ )
t

SetVector( facets[k], v, v + 1, v + ncurvepts + 1 );
k++;
SetVector( facets[k], v, v+ncurvepts+1 , v + ncurvepts );
k++;
v++;

l
v++;

)

for( j = 0;j < ncurvepts-1; j++ )
t

setvecto( facets[k], v, v + 1, j+1 );
k++;
Setvecto( facets[k], v, j+1, j );
k++;
v++;

l

)

/- surface of revolution, bottom open, top joined by single vertex */

void makeOone( ULONG ñslices, ULONG ncurvepts,
ULONG *nvertices, ULONG.nfacets )

{
DBL da, angle, r, x, yl
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ULONG i,j,k, v;

*nvertices 
= (ncurvepts-1) . nslices + 1;*nfacets 

= 2 * nslices * ( ncurvepts-2) + nslices;

printf ("# vertices : Tocl\n",*nvertices) ;

printf("# facets : 7od\n",*nfacets);

da = 2.0 . Pl/ (doubte)nslices;

angle = 0.0;

/* lop*/
SetVecto( vertices[0], O.O, 0.0, curve[0][2] );

k=1:
for( i = 0; i< nslices ; i++, angle += da )
I

fo( j = 1;j < ncurvepts; j++ )
{

r = curveljllo];
X=r*cos(angle);
y=r*sin( angle);
Setvecto( vertices[k], x, y, curve[][2] );
k++;

I

]

v= 1i
k=0;
for( i = 0; i < nslices-1 ; i++ )

t
SetVecto( facets[k], 0, v, v + ncurvepts-1 );
k++;

for( i = 1; j < ncurvepts-1; j++ )
{

SetVector( facets[k], v, v + 1, v + ncurvepts );
k++;
SetVecto( facets[k], v, v+ncurvepts, v + ncurvepts_1 );
k++;
v++;

I

í**;
)

/' last slice */

Setvecto( facetslk], 0, v, 1 );
k++;

for( i = 1 ; j < ncurvepts-1 ; j++ )
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SetVector( facets[k], v, v + 1, j+1 );
k++:
SetVector( facets[k], v, j+1 , j );
k++;
v++;
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I

I

I

I

Figure E.1 Generated cone and cylinder polygons
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vERTtCES {
17

FACETS {

I
9
10

11

12
13
14
15
16
1

1.0000 >
0.0000 >
0.0000 >
0.0000 >
0.0000 >
0.0000 >
0.0000 >
0.0000 >
0.0000 >
0.0000 >
0.0000 >
0.0000 >
0.0000 >
0.0000 >
0.0000 >
0.0000 >
0.0000 >

Generated Cone Data

16
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
010
0 11

012
013
014
015
016
)

2
3
4
5
6
7
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VERT|CES {
32
< 0.9999, 0.0000, 1.0000 >
< 0.9999, 0.0000, 0.0000 >
< 0.9238, 0.3826, 1.0000 >
< 0.9238, 0.3826, 0.0000 >
< 0.7071, 0.7071, 1.0000 >
< 0.7071, 0.7071, 0.oo0o >
< 0.3826, 0.9238, 1.0000 >
< 0.3926, 0.9239, 0.0000 >
< 0.0000, 1.0000, 1.0000 >
< 0.0000, 1.0000, 0.0000 >
< -0.3826, 0.9238, 1.0000 >
< -0.3826, 0.9238, 0.0000 >
< -0.7071, 0.7071, 1.0000 >
< -0.7071, 0.7071, 0.0000 >
< -0.9239, 0.3926, 1.0000 >
< -0.9238, 0.3826, 0.0000 >
< -1.0000, 0.0000, 1.0000 >
< -1.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000 >
< -0.9238, -0.3826, 1.0000 >
< -0.9238, -0.3826, 0.0000 >
< -0.7071, -0.7071, 1.0000 >
< -0.7071, -0.7071, O.O00o >
< -0.3826, -0.9238, 1.0000 >
< -0.3826, -0.9238, 0.0000 >
< 0.0000, -1.0000, 1.oo0o >
< 0.0000, -1.0000, 0.0000 >
< 0.3826, -0.9238, 1.0000 >
< 0.3826, -0.9238, 0.0000 >
< 0.7071, -0.7071, 1.0000 >
< 0.7071, -0.7071, 0.0000 >
< 0.9238, -0.3826, 1.0000 >
< 0.9239, -0.3926, O.O0oo >
I

SFACETS {
32
013
< 0.g9gg, 0.0000, 0.0000 >
< 0.9999, 0.0000, 0.0000 >
< 0.9239, 0.3926, 0.ooo0 >

032
< 0.9999, 0.0000, o.0o0o >
< 0.9238, 0.3826, 0.OOOO >
< 0.9238, 0.3826, O.OOOO >

Generated Cylinder Data
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235
< 0.9238, 0.3826, O.OO0o >
< 0.9239, 0.3926, 0.0000 >
< 0.707't, 0.7071, 0.0000 >

254
< 0.9238, 0.3826, 0.0000 >
< 0.7071, 0.7071, 0.0000 >
< 0.7071, 0.7071, 0.0000 >

457
< 0.7071, 0.7071, 0.0000 >
< 0.7071, 0.7071, 0.0000 >
< 0.3826, 0.9238, 0.0000 >

47 6
< 0.7071, 0.7071, 0.0000 >
< 0.3826, 0.9238, 0.0000 >
< 0.3826, 0.9238, 0.0000 >

679
< 0.3826, 0.9238, 0.0000 >
< 0.3826, 0.9239, 0.0000 >
< 0.0000, 1.0000, 0.0000 >

698
< 0.3826, 0.9238, 0.0000 >
< 0.0000, 1.0000, 0.0000 >
< 0.0000, 1.0000, 0.0000 >

I 9 11

< 0.0000, 1.0000, 0.0000 >
< 0.0000, 1.0000, 0.0000 >
< -0.3826, 0.9238, 0.0000 >

B 11 10
< 0.0000, 1.0000, 0.0000 >
< -0.3826, 0.9238, 0.0000 >
< -0.3826, 0.9238, 0.0000 >

10 11 13
< -0.3926, 0.9239, 0.0000 >
< -0.3826, 0.9238, 0.0000 >
< -0.7071, 0.7071, 0.0000 >

10 13 12
< -0.3926, 0.9239, 0.0000 >
< -0.7071, 0.7071, 0.0000 >
< -0.7071, 0.7071, 0.0000 >

12 13 15
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< -0.7071, 0.7071, 0.0000 >
< -0.7071, 0.7071, 0.0000 >
< -0.9238, 0.3826, 0.0000 >

12 15 14
< -0.7071, 0.7071, 0.0000 >
< -0.9238, 0.3826, 0.0000 >
< -0.9239, 0.3926, 0.0000 >

14 15 17
< -0.9238, 0.3926, 0.0000 >
< -0.9239, 0.3826, 0.0000 >
< -1.0000, 0.0000, 0:0000 >

14 17 16
< -0.9238, 0.3826, O.OOOO >
< -1.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000 >
< -1.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000 >

16 17 19
< -1.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000 >
< -1.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000 >
< -0.9238, -0.3826, 0.0000 >

16 19 18
< -1.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000 >
< -0.9238, -0.3826, 0.0ooo >
< -0.9238, -0.3826, 0.0000 >

18 19 21
< -0.9238, -0.3826, 0.0000 >
< -0.9238, -0.3826, 0.0000 >
< -0.7071, -0.7071, 0.0000 >

18 21 20
< -0.9238, -0.3826, 0.0000 >
< -0.7071, -0.7071, 0.0000 >
< -0.7071, -0.7071, O.O0o0 >

20 21 23
< -0.7071, -0.7071, O.OO00 >
< -0.7071, -0.7071, 0.0000 >
< -0.3926, -0.9239, 0.OO0o >

20 23 22
< -0.7071, -0.7071, 0.o0oo >
< -0.3826, -0.9238, 0.OOOO >
< -0.3926, -0.9238, 0.0000 >

22 23 25
< -0.3826, -0.9239, O.OO00 >
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< -0.3926, -0.9239, 0.0000 >
< 0.0000, -1.0000, 0.0000 >

22 25 24
< -0.3826, -0.9238, 0.0000 >
< 0.0000, -1.0000, 0.0000 >
< 0.0000, -1.0000, 0.0000 >

24 25 27
< 0.0000, -1.0000, 0.0000 >
< 0.0000, -1.0000, 0.0000 >
< 0.3826, -0.9238, 0.0000 >

24 27 26
< 0.0000, -1.0000, 0.0000 >
< 0.3826, -0.9238, 0.0000 >
< 0.3926, -0.9239, 0.0000 >

26 27 29
< 0.3926, -0.9238, 0.0000 >
< 0.3826, -0.9238, 0.0000 >
< 0.7071, -0.7071, 0.0ooo >

26 29 28
< 0.3826, -0.9238, 0.0000 >
< 0.7071, -0.7071, 0.0ooo >
< 0.7071,-0.7071, 0.0000 >

28 29 31
< 0.7071, -0.7071, 0.0000 >
< 0.7071, -0.7071, 0.OOOO >
< 0.9238, -0.3826, 0.0000 >

28 31 30
< 0.7071, -0.7071, 0.0000 >
< 0.9239, -0.3926, 0.0000 >
< 0.9239, -0.3926, 0.0000 >

3031 1

< 0.9238, -0.3826, 0.0000 >
< 0.9239, -0.3826, 0.0000 >
< 0.9999, 0.0000, 0.o0oo >

30 10
< 0.9238, -0.3826, O.O0oO >
< 0.9999, 0.0000, 0.0000 >
< 0.9999, 0.0000, 0.oooo >

I
,
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Sample C program to generate TERRAIN data

Danny Robinson
July, 1993

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <math.h>

#define ULONG unsigned tong
#define DBL doubte

typedef DBL VectortSl;

#define Setvecto( v,x,y,z ) {(v)tOl= (x); (v)[1]= (y); (v)[2] = (z);l

void reverse( char');
void etoa( DBL, char., ULONG );

void writeTerrain( F|LE ., ULONG , ULONG );
void makeTerrain( ULONG, ULONG );
DBL function( DBL, DBL );

Vector vertices[60][60];

void main( void )
I

ULONG nrows, ncots;
FILE.fp;

if( (fp = fopen( "terrain", "w")) == NULL )
l

fprintf(stderr,,,Unable to open file for oulput\n,,);
exit(1);

]

nrOWS = 6:
ncols = 6;
makeTerrain( nrows, ncols );

printf("Writing ...\n") ;

writeTerrain( fp, nrows, ncols );
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fclose( fp );
printf("All done ...\n") ;

)

void reverse( char .str 
)

t
char *s;

char c;

s=str+strlen(str)-1;
while(str< s)
{

c ='str;
"str++ ='s;*s-- 

= c;
It

)

void etoa( DBL n, char *str, ULONG ndecimalpts )

{
DBL fraction;
ULONG i, whole;
char *s, sign = ' "

if(n<0)
{

fì = -fìi
sign = '-';

)

whote = (ULONG)n;
fraction = n - (DBl)whole;

S = Sttl
do
{ *s++ 

= whole I" 10 +'0';
) while( (whote = whote / 10)> 0 );

's++ = sign;
*s 

= \0';

reverse( str );

if( ndecimatpts>0)
{ ts++ 

= '.';
i= 0;
do
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I
fraction *= 10.0;
whole = (ULONG) fraction;
*s++ 

= whole l" 10 +'0':
i++:

)while( ¡< ndec¡malpts );*s 
= \0';

)

)

/* write out TERRAIN { VERTICES { ... } } Y

void writeTerrain( FILE .fp, ULONG nrows, ULONG ncols )

ULONG i,j;
char buffer[80];

fpr¡ntf( fp, "TERRAIN {\n");
fprintf( fp, "VERTICES {\n%d 7"d\n",nrows, ncols);

for( i= 0; i < nrows; i++ )

{
fprintf(fp, "/* row 7"d.An",i+1);
for(j = g;j < ncols;j++ )

{
etoa( vertices[i][][0], buffer, 4 );
fprintf (f p,"< 7os, ", buff er) ;

etoa( vert¡ces[i][j][1], buffer, 4 );
f printf (fp,"%s, ", buff er) ;

etoa( verticesli][jll2], buffer, 4 );

. fprintf(fp,"7os >\n",buffer) ;

l
]

/- end of VERTICES block & end of TERRAIN btock ./
fprintf( fp, ")\n)\n");

)

void makeTerra¡n( ULONG nrows, ULONG ncols )
{

DBL x, y, z, dx, dy;
DBL xmax, xmin, ymax, ymin;
ULONG i,J;

xmin = -10.0;
xmâx = 10.0i
ymin = -10.0;
ymax = 10.0;

dx = (xmax - xmin)/ (DBL) nrows;
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dy = (ymax - ymin) / (DBL) ncots;

for( x = xmin, i = 0; i < nrows ; i++, x += dx )

{
for( y = ymin, j = 0;j< ncols;j++, y += dy )
{

z = function( x,y );
SetVector( vertices[i][j], x, y, z )i

)

)

)

DBL function( DBL x, DBL y )

{
DBL t;

t = sQrt( x*x + y*y );
if( fabs(t) < 1.0e-6 )t = 4.0;
elset =4.0's¡n(t)/t;

return( t );
)
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Figure E.2 Generated terrain polygons
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